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Preface
The papers that comprise this volume are the Proceedings of the Fifth International
Conference of Adults Learning Maths - A Research Forum (AIM) held at the
Woudschoten Conference Centre, Utrecht, Netherlands, 1 - 3 July 1998. These papers
and the conference from which they emanate are evidence of continuing strong interest
and development in the field of adults learning mathematics worldwide. We are pleased
that ALM conferences continue to attract practitioners and researchers from all over the
world as is evident from the attendance list. The opportunities afforded by ALM
conferences to share ideas and research with old friends and colleagues and to meet new
faces is greatly valued by all engaged in this work.
The conference format and organisation are an expression of the interests, activities and
aspirations of ALM members. This year the conference included presentations,
workshops, computer and poster presentations and plenary lectures. These proceedings
reflect this variety within its pages. All of us engaged in teaching adults are concerned
with life-long learning as an educational issue and the association between adult
mathematics education and life-long learning is recognised in this year's programme.
Whether the official concern for life-long learning is driven by socio-economic factors
or is motivated by truly educational goals, the fact remains that adult mathematics
education is largely neglected even when it is recognised as an issue or problem. I am
happy to say that ALM is contributing to change in this area by putting adult
mathematics education on the education agenda worldwide.
The newly emerging field of adults learning mathematics is gaining credibility and
status through the efforts of ALM members and others. Of course adults' mathematics
education as a field of study is itself problematic. And as we are seeing, the field of
adults learning mathematics demands enquiry from multiple perspectives using a
variety of methodologies. We have been marshalling our own resources and that of
others in professional practice, research and scholarship to improve the situation of
adults learning mathematics. ALM conferences play a key role in that effort.
There are many examples within these pages of researchers applying new perspectives
in scholarly work which is so needed in this new area. The programme also includes
contributions from many others who through their professional practice and research are
raising awareness among educators and mathematics educators. It is a tribute to the
local organiser, Mieke van Groenestijn, and my colleagues on the Steering Group that
we have such a distinguished list of contributors from all over the world.
I would like to conclude my remarks by inviting readers who are challenged by the
contents of this volume to join with like-minded people in the work of ALM. In the
event that you are so moved, perhaps you might contribute to ALM-6, to be held at
Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield, U.K. in summer 1999.
John O'Donoghue, ALM Chair
University of Limerick, Ireland

Keynote address

Numeracy Education and Empowerment:
Research Challenges
Iddo Gal
University of Haifa, Israel

Introduction
It is now accepted that people will need to continuously update their skills to be able to
cope with shifting demands and developments in modern life, and hence that it is
important to offer varied opportunities for lifelong learning (European Commission,
1996). One area where concerns exist regarding mismatch between current skill levels
and current and future skill demands is that related to knowledge of mathematical and
quantitative matters. While limited, comparative information about the actual
mathematical knowledge of adults suggests that adults' functional quantitative literacy
skills are lower than desired (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
and Human Resources Development Canada, 1997).
This paper aims to contribute to the dialogue about the goals and professional practices
in adult mathematics (numeracy) education, and about the goals of research in this
regard, given the ALM-5 conference theme on lifelong learning. The paper is organized
in four parts. First, basic notions underlying numeracy and numerate behavior are
outlined. Second, the paper introduces key ideas from the emerging empowerment
theory and employs them as a lens through which numeracy education is examined. A
brief analysis of possible parallels between numeracy education and empowerment is
presented. Finally, selected research challenges are outlined in light of this dual emphasis
on numeracy and empowerment.

I. Numeracy and Numerate Behavior
In diverse life circumstances, adults need to manage diverse types of quantitative
situations, i.e., situations that involve numbers, measurements, patterns, probabilities,
graphical displays, and other mathematical or statistical elements, including when these
are embedded in different texts. Such situations are commonly encountered in the home,
workplace, community, and in further education (Gal, 1997). In such contexts, adults'
mathematical skills and understanding serve multiple purposes (Curry, Schmitt, &
Waldron, 1996). Together with literacy and other skills and knowledge, they promote
access and keeping up with a rapidly changing world. They contribute to the expression
of one's ideas and opinions and to effective participation in public life. They enhance
independent functioning and action as a parent, citizen or worker. They are also critical
for entrance into continuing education and may affect job options.
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To identify research challenges related to mathematics education for adults, we must first,
envision what adults should know and be able to do in this area. Suggestions by various
stakeholders in mathematics education (in school, workplace, and further education
contexts) share many common points, such as the need for adults to have not only solid
arithmetical knowledge, but also good number sense and estimation skills, some
understanding of statistical, geometrical, and algebraic ideas, flexible mathematical
problem-solving skills, ability to communicate mathematically, and confidence in their
knowledge. (Some examples for relevant statements in this regard are, from Denmark:
Wedege, 1996; from the U.S.: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM),
1989, or Carnevale, Gainer, & Meltzer, 1990; from the U.K.: Cockroft, 1982).
While specifications of desired knowledge and skills are crucial to charting curricular
programs and research efforts, it is important to examine learning goals at a broader,
whole-person level. It is argued here that the end-product of a learning process involving
mathematical matters should be two-fold, to increase both numerate behavior and
readiness to learn:
Numerate behavior: Learners should be able to independently and effectively manage
quantitative situations outside the classroom.
Readiness to learn: Learners should be comfortable with the idea of investing in further
development of mathematical knowledge and skills
Numeracy and numerate behavior
The term "numeracy" is used here to refer to the aggregate of skills, knowledge, and
dispositions that enable effective independent action and management of quantitative
situations. Real-life situations that require activation of a person's numeracy are very
diverse. Some require generative responses, such as computing a number or producing
an estimate or a decision. Other require interpretive responses, such as understanding
texts that include quantitative statements, making sense of graphical displays (as in a
newspaper article), and asking critical questions (Gal & 1997). Quite often, quantitative
situations require that people combine generative and interpretive responses. In such
"mixed" situations, literacy and numeracy become interdependent (Laborde, 1990; Gal,
in press), depending on how deeply quantitative information is embedded in text and on
the expected response (e.g., providing an oral explanation, filling a form, writing a
report).
Most real life situations that call for numerate behavior have to be managed, not
"solved" (Gal & Stoudt, 1998). When faced with a realistic numeracy situation, adults
identify and choose one of several courses of action, execute the chosen plan, monitor
progress, and decide what to do if difficulties arise or new information discovered.
Imagine, for example, an adult who wants to paint several walls at home. This project
may extend over time, and cannot be "solved" in a single instance. For example, the
person has to come up with a preliminary plan for figuring out the "unknowns", such as
whether a can of paint the person has contains enough paint to finish the job, whether the
paint is not too old, or what size of a new can of paint to buy. As a substep, the person
may decide to find out the area of the walls to be painted.
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In such and similar contexts the chosen plan of action may deliberately involve sacrificing
precision for convenience (e.g., by estimating rather than calculating), aim for a safety
margin (e.g., by overestimating), or asking somebody for help. Given the number of
possible decisions and actions involved, real-life situations have to be "managed" in ways
that acknowledge both mathematical and non-mathematical aspects, and that take into
account external demands, the person's own goals and habitual ways of coping (Lave,
Murtaugh, & de la Rocha, 1984), and available resources (e.g., time, money) and tools
(e.g., a calculator, paper and pen). When situations require integration of literacy and
numeracy skills, situation management may become more complex; mathematical
knowledge may be just one of several enabling processes.
Preparing students, whether adults or children, to manage numeracy situations clearly
involves more than the traditional school model for mathematics education, which has
focused on teaching number facts and computational procedures. Recent reforms in
mathematics education (NCTM, 1989; Streefland, 1991) place more emphasis on
developing students' problem-solving, reasoning, and communication skills, and on their
ability to use tools. Yet, even such initiatives may be insufficient for preparing learners to
handle the full range of quantitative situations that adults may face in the real world,
considering the need to manage situations and to deal with diverse situations that blend
numeracy and literacy.

On readiness to act and learn
As we all too well know, some of the major barriers to adult students' ability to become
more effective and confident problem-solvers are not to be found in the cognitive realm
but in the affective and motivational realms. Numerate behavior depends not only on the
availability of generative and interpretive skills and related literacy skills, but also on
dispositional elements (beliefs, attitudes, habits of mind, self-concept and perceptions of
self-efficacy) that motivate, support, and maintain numerate behavior. Willingness to
invest in further learning of mathematics will likewise depend on a person's selfperceptions, affective reactions, and beliefs related to mathematics and to the personal
experience of learning mathematics, as much as on a person's perception of his or her
skill level (and skill gaps).
It is at this point that an examination of basic concepts from emerging empowerment
theory can augment our understanding of what we may be facing in our quest to enhance
the numerate behavior of our learners, as well as their readiness to learn.

IL Empowerment

Empowerment is a multi-faceted construct that in recent years has gained the attention of
professionals and researchers in several fields, such as management, community
psychology, social work, and education. Risking an over-simplification, this construct
refers to the idea that individuals who are, relatively speaking, in a state of lack of power
(both formal and as perceived by themselves) can gain personal power, take
responsibility over their life, and gradually develop the capacity to independently and
effectively manage their own affairs in specific life contexts.
11
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A key assumption underlying the notion of empowerment is that people have the
potential to cope well with many life challenges but have found themselves in a position
of (relative) powerlessness over their life course due to situational, social, organizational,
or other circumstances and barriers. Another assumption is that the process of becoming
more empowered involves the acquisition of essential skills and knowledge, but just as
much the acquisition of positive self-perceptions and a sense of self-efficacy (Bandura,
1997), a critical awareness, and other dispositional and motivational elements without
which any competencies or knowledge may not be put into action in a given life domain.
A brief examination of current thinking about empowerment in the field of Social Work
will serve to illustrate the above ideas. This field was chosen as its three primary levels:
agencies, workers, and clients, are parallel to the three levels in adult education:
programs/schools, teachers, and students. (Discussion of empowerment in other
disciplines is beyond the scope of this paper; see Liden & Arad, 1996, for a recent review
of empowerment issues in work organizations).
Empowerment in Social Work
One key goal of social work is to enable people, especially those belonging to minority
or stigmatized groups, to get their needs met and overcome barriers to fuller functioning.
It is assumed (Kane, 1987; Hasenfeld, 1987) that such people have become powerless
due to social and economic processes that have eroded their power bases and their ability
to negotiate on their own behalf with the social institutions that control their lives. As
individuals experience powerlessness in relation to their environment, that experience is
internalized and they eventually see themselves as helpless and alienated (Parsons, 1991).
The resulting emotional and intellectual mindset prevents them from actualizing existing
possibilities in their environment. (This account is quite analogous to that used by
mathematics educators in describing the development of math anxiety; see McLeod,
1992).
The social work literature suggests that empowerment is a concept assuming the
capacity for self-action and the transformation of self-definition at its core (Staples,
1990). It is assumed that at the psychological level, people who become more
empowered feel better about themselves and develop an increased sense of self-esteem
and self-efficacy. However, according to social work theorists, the process of
empowerment often cannot proceed on an individual level only, but has to be
accompanied by a parallel process at a group level. When one works as part of a group
(e.g., a self-help or a community action group), one develops a sense that one's problems
are not due to one's individual history or "bad luck" alone, but are shared and can be
explained at least in part by social, educational, organizational, or political processes.
Thus, group participation should enable people to develop a sense of collective identity
and critical awareness for the factors explaining their condition (Parsons, 1991). By
getting help from group members and sharing experiences and success stories,
individuals can change their views of themselves and gradually become better at coping.
In turn, changes at the individual level can contribute to a group becoming more effective
in meeting its own goals. Hence, changes at the individual and group levels can feed into
each other in reciprocal ways and contribute to both individual and group empowerment.
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The professional worker and empowerment
Traditionally, social workers perceived their own roles as experts who have to "treat"
clients and intervene on behalf of powerless individuals or communities in order to "fix"
problems for them. The assumption has been that social workers can use their expert and
formal power (e.g., access to resources, knowledge of the "system", access to services)
to solve problems for their clients, assuming clients cannot or do not want to solve these
on their own. However, in the last two or three decades the social work profession has
increasingly realized that adoption of such roles reduces the possibility that clients will
learn to solve their problems on their own (Simon, 1994).

"While one can foster and facilitate the empowerment of another, it cannot
be done for another.... The ability to redefine oneself and to act effectively for
oneself is the essence of individual empowerment." (Staples, 1990, p. 32).
With an empowerment perspective in mind, the role being (re-) emphasized for the social
worker is that of a partner for a process of change, where in this process clients develop
inner resources and positive self-concept required to become masters of their own fate.
(This perspective is quite similar to a one becoming popular in reform-oriented
mathematics education circles, where the teacher is seen as a "guide on the side" rather
than a "sage on a stage", i.e., a partner in learning rather than an expert who knows all
and tells the students all he thinks they need to know).

DI. Linking Empowerment and Numeracy
Empowerment theory offers a promising framework that is useful for thinking about or
describing an ideology, a desired goal state, and a change process with regard to
numeracy education. Each of these three uses of empowerment is briefly discussed
below.
Ideology: As an ideology, empowerment can guide policy setting regarding general
educational strategies. In numeracy education, adoption of an empowerment frame of
mind implies that educational processes and classroom experiences should be designed to
help individuals become more empowered. (The reader may want to contrast this
ideology with other ideologies, such as those that have guided the "traditional"
mathematics education a few decades ago, or the Realistic Mathematics Education
approach in the Netherlands).
Desired goal state: An analysis of the literature in disciplines such as social work and
management suggests that being "empowered" (i.e., in a state of empowerment) involves
several elements or ingredients. Applied to numeracy education, the following six
ingredients of empowerment are suggested here:
1. Empowered individuals are expected to possess essential skills and knowledge needed
for effective performance in real-world numeracy contexts.

13
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2. Empowered individuals should, in addition, have had a chance to apply these skills
and knowledge in realistic contexts, and further demonstrated effective functioning in
coping with quantitative situations in such contexts.
3. Empowered individuals should, in addition, have developed a sense of self-efficacy,
i.e., a positive self-perception that they can cope effectively with certain quantitative
situations.
Examined together, these three ingredients imply that to be "empowered" in the domain
of numeracy requires that people not only have certain skills (acquired formally in a
numeracy or mathematics classroom, or acquired informally), but also had applied them
successfully for coping with real quantitative situations. Subsequently, the person
developed a view of himself or herself as one who is able to achieve desired results when
faced with numeracy situations. If a person has the needed skills (e.g., achieved good
scores on classroom tests) but does not have confidence in his or her ability to reach a
desired impact (e.g., says, "I am not good with numbers"), this person may avoid coping
with new situations, and from a functional standpoint will be "helpless" or at least less
effective than his skill level would suggest.
Three additional ingredients of numeracy are described below. Together they increase
the likelihood that an individual who already possesses certain skills, positive
experiences, and a positive self-view (i.e., ingredients 1-3 above) will actually be willing
to invest in coping with quantitative situations, or invest in further learning as needed by
changing life circumstances.
4. Empowered individuals should have developed a sense of personal responsibility and
motivation to independently cope with quantitative situations or to learn new numeracy
skills. The latter in turn requires that individuals have developed positive attitudes and
beliefs about the process of learning mathematics, and positive expectations regarding
the probability of success in further learning or coping.
5. Empowered individuals should have developed a critical awareness and
understanding regarding issues such as: how their current skill level or negative beliefs
about mathematics came about; the limitations current skill levels impose on the
individual and his or her family or community; the opportunities that an increase in
numeracy (and related skills) offers to the individual or his family; and the need to keep
updating numeracy (and other skills) to keep pace with the demands and opportunities in
a modern, information-laden world.
6. Empowered individuals should have also developed a sense of collective identity, a
realization that they are not alone in their ongoing effort to develop and maintain
adequate numeracy levels (as implied by ingredient 5 above), that others are in the same
situation, and that working with or being helped by others (either in a formal setting, or
informally), can be beneficial for all involved.
A process of change: In addition to describing an ideology and a desired goal state,
empowerment models also outline a framework for a process of change, i.e., where
individuals move towards the goal state described above. In adult numeracy education,
14
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learners with diverse backgrounds and experiences submit themselves to the hands of
presumably skilled professionals who are expected to help them "know more maths"
(which hopefully translates into becoming more numerate...). Similarly to social workers
or other professionals interested in empowering certain target groups, numeracy or
mathematics teachers effect this change, deliberately or unintentionally, through multiple
channels: the actual classroom events and learning experiences they arrange for students;
the assessment methods they use to evaluate progress; the beliefs, attitudes, and
expectations they communicate to or impose upon students; and so forth. That said, not
all classroom experiences or teacher behaviors are equally effective in fostering a desired
process of change. Some may increase formal knowledge but do little towards the other
ingredients of empowerment in the domain of numeracy. Not all mathematics education
is necessarily empowering education, and sometimes it achieves the opposite result
(Tobias, 1993).
IV. Conclusions and Research Challenges
This paper argues that empowerment theory is relevant to numeracy education, and that
numeracy education should seek to empower learners. If we expect learners to be able to
act in a numerate and autonomous way when faced with diverse quantitative situations,
and to engage in further development of their numeracy if needed, we need the learners
to gain in actual skills as well as in perceived self-efficacy and critical awareness, and in
other ingredients of empowerment as outlined above.
Several areas where further research is needed can be identified, based on this analysis of
the nature of and links between numerate behavior and empowerment. Selected key
topics are outlined below related to learners and learning, and to teachers and teaching.
Other research areas of relevance to numeracy and empowerment exist as well and it is
hoped that they will be addressed by other presentations during the conference.
Learners and Learning

Literacy-numeracy links: The obvious links between literacy and numeracy require
that educators try to link literacy and numeracy instruction. However, this area is hardly
addressed by most textbooks and is seldom represented on standard tests or assessments
used as part of adult basic skills or literacy instruction. Presently, we know little about
gains learners make in their ability to solve or manage literacy-rich quantitative tasks, and
about the impact of generic literacy or mathematics instruction in this regard. (Examples
of literacy-rich quantitative tasks can be found in the items used to assess Quantitative
Literacy and Document Literacy as part of recent international and national surveys. See
Dossey, 1997).
Skill transfer: The need to develop learners' ability to manage actual numeracy
situations requires that we attend to skill transfer as part of instruction, and that we
examine the nature of assessment practices designed for classroom use as well as those
employed for research and program evaluation purposes in this regard. Skill transfer is a
thorny issue and only in recent years is beginning to be addressed by those involved in
workplace literacy education (Wolf; 1990; Mikulecky, Albers, & Peers, 1994), but has
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received only limited attention by researchers in mathematics education (Nunes,
Schliemann, & Carraher, 1993). Most assessments in mathematics education for adults
focus on localized, specific skills, not on numerate behavior as described here. Referring
to the saying, "Missing the forest for the trees," I argue that we focus on people's ability
to pick specific leaves from a certain tree, and much less so on their ability to navigate
through the forest or to decide which tree they should or can climb.
Assessments should focus on strategic management skills, not only on computational
skills. The closest analogy is to the difference between traditional multiple-choice tests or
simple computational "sheets of sums" ("practicals") used by many teachers, and the new
generation of performance assessments that school systems around the world are
increasingly adopting. Wifh few exceptions, we do not have good parallels in adult
education for functional assessments that maintain high "ecological validity".
Performance numeracy tasks for adults will have to be quite different and more diverse
than those aimed at younger learners, given adults' greater world knowledge, everyday
experience, and goal-oriented behavior, among other factors.
Attention to dispositions and affective issues: If an empowerment perspective is
adopted, there is a need to attend not only to the cognitive but also to the dispositional
and affective domains if we want to help learners to become numerate, autonomous
individuals. Positive dispositions and a self-concept of "I am in control" are crucial to
participation in lifelong learning efforts. However, we lack a research tradition in these
areas. For example, psychometrically-sound instruments or solid semi-structured
interview protocols that can yield credible data about math anxiety or math-related
beliefs and attitudes of adults are hardly in existence. Unless we can trace changes in
learners' standing on such and related dispositional variables and compare data across
learner populations, teaching settings, and program contexts, we will not be able to know
if learners' are becoming more empowered and numerate, and how changes in this regard
are related to teaching or teacher variables.
Teachers and Teaching
If we think of numeracy learning processes as empowerment processes, we need to
better understand what contributes to effective practices in this area. Several research
questions come up that pertain to teachers and teaching.
Empowering practices: The literature on empowerment is reasonably clear in
describing the general nature of the desired goal state and the ideology that should guide
empowering practices. A previous section attempted to identify and explicate key points
in this regard as they apply to numeracy education. However, the literature (in diverse
disciplines, such as social work, management, or education) is much less clear when it
comes to describing empowering practices in pragmatic terms and specifying techniques
that educators are to use in the field. It is reasonable to assume that some teachers have
been implementing key empowerment ideas for years and have been successful in
empowering learners, without naming what they do as "empowerment". Yet, fewer
teachers may be available that have made extensive use of groups as part of mathematics
instruction with adults; as suggested before, linkages between changes at the individual
and group levels have been identified in the empowerment literature as important in
developing a sense of empowerment.
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Clearly, people can be empowered to different degrees, using different methods, and for
different purposes (Ford & Fottler, 1995). Research is needed to identify those specific
approaches, practices, behaviors, and attitudes that (1) teachers actually use in the
classroom and that (2) appear to contribute to learner empowerment. Such research has
to link teacher behaviors to teaching outcomes, focusing on skill and dispositional factors
discussed above.
Changes after training: Adoption of an empowerment ideology in instruction is not
a trivial matter; empowerment models make assumptions about learners, learning, and
learning goals that are quite different than those associated with "traditional" (prereform) mathematics instruction or with rigid training schemes that focus on acquisition
of formal computational skills. It can be safely assumed that adult education programs
interested in promoting learner empowerment will have to embark on an effort to change
some aspects of their organizational culture and working (e.g., assessment) processes
(Gutierrez, GlenMaye, & DeLois, 1995), as well as teachers' general perspectives on
teaching. Training schemes and other means to effect the desired changes at the
organizational level as well as at the teacher level will have to be implemented. Yet, we
know from research on reform efforts in K-12 math education and on organizational
change efforts in business organizations that general visions do not always translate to
changes in actual practices and sometimes do little to change the bottom-line outcomes.
As a first step in this regard, research is needed that will examine to what extent training
efforts actually increase empowering practices and in turn cause a real change in what
teachers actually do in the classroom.

V. Summary
This paper has offered brief visions of numeracy, numerate behavior, and empowerment
that can be used to identify both instructional and research challenges for adult educators
involved in mathematics education. It may not be enough to ensure that learners have the
formal mathematical know-how that selected situations may require. Educators
interested in developing numeracy are challenged to worry about learners' ability to
transfer skills and to confidently and effectively manage numeracy situations outside the
classroom as much as to their formal knowledge. We need to attend to all these issues in
light of overarching goals of lifelong learning and the need to develop autonomy,
participation, and effective functioning of all citizens.
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rY:veryday Mathemafics and Adult Mathematics Education
Analitcia D. Schliemann
Tufts University, USA

It is not only in schools that we learn mathematics. Research shows that people with
restricted schooling come to master arithmetical operations, the properties of the decimal
system, proportionality, measurement, geometry, and probability while participating in
working activities. Activities such as buying and selling, carpentry, weaving, lottery,
agriculture, tailoring, and many others (see reviews by Carraher, 1991, and by
Schliemann, Carraher, & Ceci, 1997) seem to promote the development of mathematical
understanding believed to be accessible only through formal school instruction.
Acknowledging development and use of mathematical reasoning by people with limited
school experience is a crucial step towards promoting opportunities for progress and
learning in schools. It is by bringing previous knowledge into the process of
understanding new situations and representational systems that students develop more
advanced mathematical knowledge. But how can previous knowledge and experiences
help learning school mathematics? Should we replicate everyday situations in the
classroom? Can we find everyday tasks that would fit most of the mathematics
curriculum? Can we expect that adult students will be as involved in understanding
school mathematical situations as they are when they search for solutions to problems in
everyday life? How can adults' everyday experiences became a resource for the adult
education goals of promoting new abilities and modes of thinking and flexible and
meaningful understanding of mathematics?
To approach these questions we have to consider the results of research on the
characteristics, strengths, and limitations of everyday mathematics. In this review of
studies we will focus on four topics: (a) meaning and understanding, (b) generalization
and transfer, (c) referents for mathematical concepts and procedures, and (d) the sociointeractive contexts of mathematical activity. We will then discuss the relevance of
school instruction and present our conclusions concerning the relevance of everyday
mathematics to adult mathematics education.
Meaning and understanding in and out of schools
Our first study on street mathematics (Carraher, Carraher, & Schliemann, 1982, 1985)
showed that young Brazilian street vendors who could not solve written school
computations nearly always worked out, through mental computation, the correct
answers for similar arithmetic problems presented as part of their working activities.
The following dialog illustrates remarkable differences in handling the problem "200
minus 35" depending upon whether the interviewee makes recourse to the written school
algorithm or solves it mentally as usually happens out of school:
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Ronaldo (R) begins by writing 200 and 35, using the proper column aligning and proceeds
trying to use the algorithm rules, writing 200, from right to left, as the result:
R: Five to get to zero, nothing. Three to get to zero, nothing. Two, take away nothing two.
Interviewer (I): Is it right?
R No. So you buy something from me and it costs 35, you pay with a 200 cruzeiros note and
I give it back to you?
I: Do it again, then.
R writes 200 and 35 in column alignment once more and proceeds as follows writing 235 as
the result:
R. Five take away nothing, five. Three take away zero, three. Two, take away nothing, two.
Wrong again.
I: Why is it wrong again?
k Now you buy something and it costs 35. You give me 200 and I give you 200 and 35 on
top?
I: no you "ow %vb-t +be result is?
R: If it were to cost 30, then I 'd give you 170.
I: But it is 35. Are you giving me a discount?
R: 165.
(Nunes, Schliemann, & Carraher, 1993, p. 46).

This third grade child attended a Brazilian school where he received instruction on the
written algorithm for subtraction. It is likely that his mental computation strategies
resulted from his own reflections on how quantities interrelate while he actively deals
with different amounts of money. When he attempted to use the written school
algorithm he set aside his understanding of how quantities relate and his implicit
understanding of properties of the decimal system.
Other studies consistently show the contrast between results in school contexts and in
problems that are part of everyday work contexts (Carraher, Carraher, & Schliemann,
1985, 1987; Lave, 1977; Reed & Lave, 1979; Schliemann, 1985; Schliemann & Nunes,
1990). School emphasis on computation algorithms provides subjects with symbolic
representations and procedures that are not always understood. Moreover, algorithms
are frequently used without reference to physical quantities or to the situation being dealt
with. In contrast, the mental computation strategies developed as tools to solve
problems at work reveal understanding of the properties of the decimal system and
constant attention to the meaning of the situation, the problem questions, and the
adequacy of solutions. This suggests that street sellers' failure in school arithmetic is not
due to deficits in mathematical reasoning, but seems to be related to the apparent
arbitrariness of the written symbolic systems and conventions taught at school.
These findings suggest that everyday mathematics can constitute a solid, meaningful
basis for the development of more advanced mathematical activities in school and to the
meaningful learning of new conventional symbolic systems. But how far can one develop
mathematical understanding without formal school instruction? What are the strengths
and the limitations of mathematical knowledge developed out-of-school? Is everyday
mathematics general or specific? In the next section we will discuss the results of studies
focusing on generality and transfer of everyday mathematics strategies.
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Generalization and Transfer
Everyday knowledge is frequently characterized as specific and school knowledge as
general. But Greenfield and Lave's (1982) systematic comparison between formal and
informal knowledge leads to the conclusion that "The limited nature of generalization
skills is characteristic of all of the educational forms (...), including schooling."
(Greenfield & Lave, 1982, p. 207). The view that knowledge is always context specific
and situated (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Lave, 1988; Laboratory of Comparative
Human Cognition, 1983) and not an individual's ability or a general way to approach
problems led to the conclusion that there is no point in studying transfer of knowledge at
all. However, we must acknowledge that, when faced with new problems, people
constantly rely upon their previous experiences to understand the new situation.
Therefore, even if we do not subscribe to a view of transfer as the application of ready
available strategies to new situations (see Carraher & Schliemann, 1998) we need to
understand how everyday knowledge developed in a specific setting can be brought into
play when people deal with new problems at school.
Schliemann & Acioly (1989) examined how Brazilian lottery bookies use their
understanding of permutations of numbers, an important feature in their work, to deal
with problems involving permutation of letters. Mathematically, the problems are
isomorphic in the sense that we can directly match properties of one version to
properties of the other. However, for some of the bookies, the problems with letters
were perceived as completely different from those with numbers as the following
transcript makes clear:
Examiner: I want you to find out in how many different ways you can arrange the letters in the
word CASA (show word written on paper) without leaving any letters out and without putting
in any other letter.

Subject (who has just given the permutations for a set of numbers): This one is even harder
(than with numbers) because I cant Tea&
E: But you don't have to read. I want you to tell me about how many different ways you can
change the position of these letters.
S: I can't to this.
E: What if you try to do it as in the Animal's Game?
S: This is very hard because reading is more difficult than working with numbers. I know
how to do a few calculations but I don't know how to read.
E: What if you make believe that "C" is a number like "1", the "A" a number like "2", the "S"
is number "3", and this "A" is number "2". Couldn't you do it?
S: No, because one thing is different from the other.
(From Schliemann &Acioly, 1989, p. 206).

When we examined what factors would predict how the bookies responded to the letter
task, we found that only those with less than one year of schooling failed to respond
correctly to the letter version. However, bookies' procedures to determine the number
of permutations in a set of digits do not require working out the permutations but only to
know how many arrangements are to be found for a given set of numbers.
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Because tables listing the number of arrangements for each possible set are available,
they only have to memorize the correct answers, without understanding the structure of
the task. In a way, they deal with permutations as students do when they apply
memorized algorithmic procedures.
Our next question therefore was: would unschooled people show transfer of problem
solving strategies if they have a deeper understanding of their procedures? Schliemann
& Nunes (1990) approached this question in a study on proportionality among fishermen
in Northeastern Brazil. These fishermen's everyday experience requires them to
frequently compute the price of a certain number of items to be sold, from the price of
one item. Their understanding of proportional relations however appears to go beyond
use of a memorized procedure since they are able to invert their procedures and compute
the price of one item given the price of more than one, thus showing flexibility and
conceptual knowledge (Hatano, 1982). In this case, even those fishermen who had never
been to school used the price computation procedures to solve proportionality problems
relating quantity of processed to unprocessed seafood, a relationship they used to refer
to in their activities but where no computational problems ever occurred.
In another study (Schliemann & Magailtes, 1990) we asked female cooks enrolled in an
adult literacy class to solve missing value proportionality problems in three contexts,
presented to them in three different orders. Two of the contexts (sales transactions and
cooking recipes) were part of their everyday experience. The third was an unknown
context of a pharmaceutical mixture of ingredients. The cooks that were first given price
problems nearly always worked out precise answers to the problems. For recipe and
medicine problems, however, precise answers were rare if they were the first problems to
be dealt with. In this case, about half of the solutions for recipes were estimates of
quantities to be used and justifications tended to be informal, as in "I think that's enough"
or "That's how I do it". For medicine problems, roughly one-half of the answers seemed
to be guesses or the result of meaningless operations upon the given quantities. Results
for recipe problems in a second presentation, after solution of sale transaction problems,
were clearly better and the percentage of correct responses jumped from 18% to 61%.
The percentage of correct answers for medicine problems presented after money
problems and before recipe problems, however, remained low (27%). If was only after
solving both money and recipe problems that a clear improvement for medicine problems
was found (62% of correct answers).
Other studies analyzed use of everyday strategies in school-like problems. Saxe (1991)
shows that Brazilian candy sellers use street mathematics procedures to solve school
problems and that they achieve greater solution accuracy when compared to their
schooled non-seller peers. But this does not seem to be the rule. As already described,
when problems are given in school or in school-like settings, children (Carraher,
Carraher, & Schliemann, 1985, 1987) as well as adults (Lave, 1977), usually choose to
use school prescribed algorithms. Abreu (1993), who also documents failure to use
everyday strategies at school, argues that the higher status attributed to school
mathematics seems to prevent students from using everyday strategies in the classroom.
The above results suggest that strategies developed to solve problems in specific
contexts can be applied to other contexts. Different factors, however, such as the value
attributed to everyday practices, the conceptual understanding underlying everyday
solution strategies, or how much is known about how variables in the target situation
interrelate, may interfere in this process.
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Let's now discuss how the everyday practice of working with numbers to represent
specific measured quantities may affect the understanding of mathematical principles and
relations.

Physical referents in everyday mathematics
Out of school numbers and mathematical operations usually refer to objects or to
measures of objects. Street sellers' preferred strategy to compute the price of a certain
number of the same item exemplifies how reference to the physical quantities in the
problem is an important feature of everyday mathematics solutions. Their strategy
consists of successively adding the price of one item as many times as the number of
items to be sold (Carraher, Carraher, & Schliemann, 1982, 1985; Nunes, Schliemann, &
Carraher, 1993). This approach preserves the meaning of the computations throughout
the whole process and reveals understanding of the relationship between the two
variables, number of items to be sold and price to be paid, as proportionally related. But
continuous reference to price, a most relevant goal if one wants to show the customer
that the right amount is being charged, may prevent street sellers from considering
mathematical properties that are not relevant to the situation. The commutative property
of multiplication is a case in point.
Failure to recognize the commutative law for multiplication among non-schooled
subjects is described by Petitto and Ginsburg (1982) among Dioula tailors and cloth
merchants. Later we (Schliemann, Araujo, Cassunde, Macedo, and Niceas, 1998) found
that, compared to school children who use multiplication, young street sellers who use
repeated additions to solve multiplication pr^blems show a developmental delay in
recognizing the commutative property of multiplication. When computing the price of
many items, given the price of one item, what makes sense to them is to add the number
that refers to price as many times as the number denoting how many items are to be sold.
They refuse to add the number of items as many times as the price of each one to find
the total price, even when this represents a great economy in the number of
computational steps to be performed.
In everyday mathematics meaning is brought into problem solving activities through the
constant presence of specific referents. But exclusive use of numbers with situational
referents imposes limits to mathematical relations. This brings us to a conflicting
situation: To ensure that mathematical problems are dealt with meaningfully,
mathematical symbols should always refer to the physical quantities they represent. But
what about generality and focus on mathematical relations independently from specific
physical referents? Shouldn't school mathematics aim at meaningful understanding of
general mathematical relations? What would then be the proper way to deal with the
problem of meaning in schools? Is it possible to develop activities where numbers and
algorithms become meaningful objects to be reflected upon even though they are not
restricted to links to specific everyday situations? In the next section we will examine
how meaning can emerge from socio-interactive contexts.
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The socio-interactive context of everyday mathematics
School learning focuses on individual cognition, pure thought activities, symbol
manipulation, and general principles, while out of school learning is characterized by
shared cognition, tool manipulation, contextualized reasoning, and situation specific
competencies (Resnick, 1987). Within out of school contexts mathematical principles
and properties are tools to achieve goals that have practical and social relevance for the
individuals involved. We believe that this use of mathematics as a tool to achieve
socially relevant goals is a main characteristic of everyday mathematics that should
inspire the design of more appropriate school activities. Our analysis (Carraher,
Schliemann, & Nemirovsky, 1995; see also Schliemann, 1998) of how a woman with
very little school experience comes to understand information presented in a graph
exemplifies how discussions about socially relevant situations can promote understanding
of mathematical relations and representations.
Graphs are symbolic conventional systems for representing quantitative aspects of
changes in events. The conventions adopted in a graph obey a coherent set rules where
changes in the graph must be logically coherent with changes in the events. Thus, the
representation of an event in a graph or its interpretation requires, among other aspects,
the consistent and continuous adoption of a certain set of rules, so that changes in the
events will be logically consistent with changes in the graphical representation. Recent
research (Nemirovsky, 1994; Tierney, Nemirovsky, Wright, & Ackerman, 1993) shows
that previous experiences, knowledge, and intuitions play a major role in the task of
understanding information in graphs. These individual resources allow one to attribute
meaning to graphical representation without receiving specific instruction on how to plot
points in a two-dimensional space. In what follows we will show how, starting from
interpretations based on previous experiences and beliefs one comes to interpret a graph
on the basis of the overall logico-mathematical properties adopted in its construction. As
we will see, the process involves both social interaction and the learner's search for
logical coherence.
The graph in question was published in a major Brazilian newspaper two months before
the 1994 Brazilian presidential elections. It displayed the results of several months of
opinion polls. The x-axis indicated the dates of the polls; the y-axis represented the
percentage of votes going to the candidates. Results were displayed as lines of different
colors, one line for each candidate. Drawings of each candidate's face appeared to the
right side of the end of the corresponding graph lines. The percentage of vote intentions
attributed to each candidate was shown along the lines, at the points corresponding to
the poll dates. The two candidates leading the polls were Lula and Fernando Henrique,
with the other candidates far behind. For the seven polls from March to August (with
two of them in July), Lula's percentages were 28, 35, 41, 36, 34, 30, and 27. Fernando
Henrique's corresponding percentages were 7, 16, 17, 17, 20, 29, and 40. From March
until August Lula was the favorite candidate. But the consistent improvement of
Fernando Henrique's performance over the months culminated, in August, in a reversal
of relative positions with Fernando Henrique ahead of Lula (40% vs. 27%).
We showed the graph to Zefinha, a member of the cleaning staff of a Brazilian
University, who had attended school for less than three years and did not know that
Lula, her candidate, was no longer leading the polls. We first explained to her that the
lines in the graph were telling us "Who the people were saying they would vote for" and
that each line represented the votes each candidate was getting. When asked to tell what
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she thought the lines in the graph were showing Zefinha's first answer was that they
were "saying that Lula's going to win". When asked why did she think so, she states
that there's no doubt that he'll win.
In her first approach, Zefinha does not take into account the information on the graph
but, instead, describes her previous knowledge and wishes. When asked to point out in
the graph what showed that Lula had more votes she looked along the lines in the graph
and pointed to the endpoints (27 and 28) of Lula's line, as if considering the whole line.
Since, as a whole, Lula's line appeared above Fernando Henrique's, the whole line would
coherently support her belief that Lula was winning.
We then asked Zefinha to systematically compare the results for Lula and for Fernando
Henrique for each poll date, implicitly communicating to her that the events in the graph
were related to specific dates. This approach should lead her to take into account data
that were against her previous knowledge about the polls and against her wishes. She
will have to admit that Fernando Henrique's performance was improving and that, for
the month of August, he was ahead of Lula. But, as we will see, she was not yet ready
to do so and, instead, searched for other features of the graph that would support her
beliefs:
I: What happened here (pointing to the number 34 in the first July poll)? Lula had here (in
May) 41. What happened by the time he got here (first July poll)?
Z: He went to 34.
1: He lost a little?
Z: Yeah.
I: But is he still in front?
Z: But he's still in front; he still has 28 (Lula's ratings in March poll) and this one 27 (August
poll).
I: 27.
Z: And this 27 (in August) isLula's... And he (Fernando Henrique) has 40 (also in August).
She insists on interpreting the points in the lines as belonging to a candidate when she
states that Lula has 28 in March, "and this 27 is Lula's... and he (Fernando Henrique) has
40". This interpretation would fit a graph of cumulative frequencies and coherently
supports her wishes. But for the election polls Zefinha will have to realize that the only
results that count are the final results. To achieve this, the interviewer directs her to
focus on August's results, the time when Lula is no more leading the polls:
I: (Pointing to the last results) This is in August.
Z: In August.
I: Now in August, who's in front? Lula orFerna.ndoHenrique?
Z: In August? (Zefinha explores the graph and turns to the bottom line) Fernando Henrique
is here! (points to a lighter blue line at the bottom of the graph).
This shows that Zefinha is still trying to find features in the graph that would support her

belief that Lula is winning. As a last resource to maintain this belief while coherently
considering the features of the graph, she looked for Fernando Henrique's data in the
lower lines of the graph. But the interviewer explained that the bottom lines referred to
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the other candidates bringing her attention back to the two top lines and to the August
results:
I: We are not going to look at these now. Here, at the bottom, we have Amim, Quercia, and
Brizola (the other candidates). We are not going to look at these now.
Z (carefully inspecting the graph): OK. Then, where iLula?
I: Lula is the red line up here.
Z: The red line isLula.
I: And the blue one is Fernando Henrique. Here (pointing to the endpoint of each line) is
August.
Z: It is the month of August.
I: Who is ahead?
Z: It's Lula. Oh no! (with exasperation). It's Fernando Henrique?! No, but I don't want
Fernando Henrique to win!
I: (Empathetically) But it'll change back again.
Z: (Paying close attention to the fact that Fernando Henrique's line ends above Lula's)
Because by this alignment it'sFernandoHenrique that's above.
Although upset about the situation, Zefinha concludes that Fernando Henrique is ahead
of Lula thus holding a coherent view of what is depicted in the graph. When asked to
explain what should happen in September for Lula to win, she first answered that
everyone should go out and work for more votes for Lula. She then correctly described
the charms in the lines that would be coherent with what she would like to see
happening in the election campaign:
Zefinha's first interpretations were attempts to interpret the features in the graph in a
manner that would coherently represent what she believed to be true from her rticipation
in the campaign. As the dialogue develops and the interviewer guides her to adopt the
convention that the final results are the ones that matter, she arrives at a conclusion that,
although against her wishes, was the only one that could be logically sustained. The
process Zefinha went through involved, among other socio-cultural aspects, interactions
with the interviewer, use of previous knowledge about number relations and positions in
space, and knowledge about the election campaign. It also involved inferences about the
meanings attributed to the graphical features and Zefinha's individual reasoning processes
in a constant search for logical coherence in each one of the steps leading to the final
understanding of the information depicted in the graph.
This interview provides hints on how mathematical knowledge can be developed through
social interaction and through the learner's reflection about the characteristics of new
systems of representation. This is achieved by bringing into play the learner's previous
knowledge, experiences, and beliefs, even when they do not directly correspond to the
specific features of the case under discussion. Without previous formal instruction on
the conventions of graphical representation, Zefinha worked out, during the course of a
ten minute interview, many issues concerning how events can be represented through the
visual and numerical characteristics of the graph. To achieve this, she constantly brought
into play her wishes and beliefs about the political campaign and her previous everyday
knowledge, not specifically about graphs, but about spatial relations, time flow,
language, number properties, etc.
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The relevance of school instruction
The set of studies discussed above suggests that, although everyday mathematical
understanding can constitute a solid, meaningful basis for advanced mathematical
activities in school and to the meaningful learning of new conventional symbolic systems,
it has limits.
Everyday goals are different from school goals. In schools, students should be challenged
to go beyond their everyday experience, to refine their intuitive understanding, and to
express it in new ways. Learning activities in the classroom should provide students with
a wider range of situations and tools for use and reflection upon mathematical concepts
and relations from different perspectives. It is also the responsibility of schools to
engage learners in using a variety of symbolic representations such as written symbols,
diagrams, graphs, and explanations. These new representational tools should constitute
opportunities for the students to establish explicit links between situations and concepts
that would otherwise remain unrelated.
But for meaningful learning to take place in the classroom, reflection upon mathematical
relations must be embedded in meaningful socially relevant situations where, as in
everyday situations, mathematics becomes a tool to achieve new relevant goals. Such
situations must allow for a wider variety of concepts and representations and for the
discovery of features that are not usually involved in street situations. They should also
be as meaningful, challenging, flexible, and relevant for adult students as getting the
correct amount of change is for the street seller and his customers.
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The idea that we can improve mathematics education by directly importing everyday
activities to the classroom may be a tempting one, especially in the case of adult
education. But recent classroom studies lead to questions on whether one can build an
entire mathematics curriculum around everyday activities and shows that, once
transposed to the classroom setting an everyday problem is no more the same Civil
(1995). This is even more so in the case of present views on adult education.
Given the constant changes in technology and parenting roles recent studies highlight the
importance of adult education programs (Kegan, 1994) and propose new views
concerning adult mathematical education (Curry, Schmitt, & Waldron, 1996; Gal &
Schmitt, 1994; Leonelli, & Schwendeman, 1994; Leonelli, Merson, & Schmitt, 1994;
Macdonald 1994; Stein, 1997). They also show the need of new abilities and modes of
thinking such as solving open-ended problems, listening to others, self-confidence in
expressing ideas, and flexible understanding of mathematical ideas (Mumame & Levy,
1996). What matters is not the development of computational skills but a rich and
flexible approach to new situations, on the basis of which one interacts with others, solve
open ended problems, interpret data, or design new proposals.
If adult mathematics education aims at these broader goals, the main contribution of
everyday mathematics lies not in its content or concretness but rather in its flexibility and
in its meaningfulness (Schliemann, 1995). Everyday cognition includes our knowledge
of language, quantities, space, time, movement, and shape as well as sense making
resources that we express in making inferences, judging conclusions, establishing
categorizations, using metaphors, and assuming generalizations (Carraher, Schliemann,
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& Nemirovsky, 1995). Coping with new and complex events is also part of everyday
experiences.
Everyday mathematics research has documented how people represent and solve
problems through their own invented methods commonly used in specific situations.
Schools can and must engage students in situations that are part of their everyday
experiences as well as in situations that are new for them. But meaningfulness and the
student's own resources and approaches to deal with problems should always be the
main focus of learning activities. By explicitly recognizing these alternative methods of
representing and solving problems teachers can understand more clearly how students
think and better design situations to help them to advance and to cope with new
situations and problems, as independent and participant adults.
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Adult numeracy: an international comparison
Numeracy results of the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS)
and follow up research into adult numeracy in the International Life Skills Survey (ILSS)
Willem Houtkoop (Max Goote Kenniscentrum, University of Amsterdam, Netherlands)
Stan Jones (Statistics Canada, Canada)
Quantitative literacy and IALS
In 1994/1995 a large scale survey was held in a number of countries to directly assess the
literacy levels of the work force. Since then several countries have repeated this
assessment and others are in the process of doing it. Literacy in the IALS project
referred to a particular skill: the ability to understand and employ printed information in
daily activities at home, at work, in the community, to achieve one's goals, and to
develop one's knowledge and potential. The IALS was designed to measure adult literacy
skills, as determined by assessed proficiency levels, using test materials derived from
specific contexts within countries. The conceptual framework is based on a theory of
adult reading that links levels of reading difficulty to attributes of the text and the tasks
the reader must perform.
Three scales
In IALS three literacy scales were distinguished:
Prose literacy: the knowledge and skills needed to understand and use information
needed to understand and use information from texts including editorials, news stories,
poems and fiction.
Document literacy: the knowledge and skills required to locate and use information
contained in various formats, including job applications, payroll forms, transportation
schedules, maps, tables and graphics.
Quantitative literacy: the knowledge and skills required to apply arithmetic operations,
either alone or sequentially, to number embedded in printed materials, such as balancing
a check book, figuring out a tip, completing an order form or determining the amount of
interest on a loan.

It is on the quantitative scale that we focus in this contribution. The fact that it is about
quantitative tasks embedded in texts, as you would encounter them in everyday life,
points to the fact that the difficulty of quantitative tasks is also dependent upon the text
elements and thus contains elements of prose- and document literacy as well. On the
other hand there are also quantitative elements in the prose- and document items. As an
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example of such a document task, respondents were shown two pie charts about the use
of oil for different purposes in two different years and the question was 'state in your
own words how the percentage of oil used for different purposes changed between 1970
and 1990'. Still we concentrate here on the quantitative scale per se.
The quantitative scale
On the basis of IRT the different items are placed on a scale ranging from 0 to 500. The
performance of the respondents can be placed on the same scale. As far as the
quantitative scale was concerned, it turned out to be difficult to find 'easy' quantitative
items, for the lower end of the scale.
Five levels of quantitative literacy were distinguished, referring to increasing levels of
complexity in information processing;
level 1: tasks in this level require readers to perform single, relatively simple arithmetic
operations, such as addition. The numbers to be used are provided and the arithmetic
operation to be performed is specified.
level 2: tasks in this level typically require readers to perform a single arithmetic
operation (frequently addition or subtraction) using numbers that are easily located in the
text or document. The operation to be performed may be easily inferred from the
wording of the question or the format of the material (for example, a bank deposit form
or an order form).
level 3: tasks found in this level typically require the reader to perform a single
operation. However, the operations become more varied -some multiplication and
division tasks are found in this level. Sometimes two or more numbers are needed to
solve the problem and the numbers are frequently embedded in more complex displays.
While semantic relation terms such as "how many" or "calculate the difference" are often
used, some of the tasks require the reader to make higher order inferences to determine
the appropriate operation.
level 4: with one exception, the tasks at this level require the reader to perform a single
arithmetic operation where typically either the quantities or the operation are not easily
determined. That is, for most of the tasks at this level, the question or directive does not
provide a semantic relation term to help the reader.
level 5: these tasks require readers to perform multiple operations sequentially and they
must disembed the features of the problem from the material provided or rely on
background knowledge to determine the quantities or operations needed.

Results
The Dutch results of IALS were based on a representative sample of 3000 Dutch adults
in the age range of 16 to 75 years. Here we only talk about the 16-65 age group. All
calculations are based on weighted data. At this stage the analysis is rather
straightforward, mostly frequencies and bivariate analysis. Work is being done on
multivariate analysis and model building
Although the project involves three scales, the results presented here focus, in line with
the theme of the conference, mainly on the quantitative scale
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An increasing number of countries is participating in the IALS project. The broadening
of the database (now almost encompassing 45.000 respondents) gives more
opportunities for trans-culturalltrans-national comparisons or more fundamental analysis
on certain themes. In this paper twelve countries are involved in the comparison; Poland,
Ireland, United Kingdom, New Zealand, United States, Australia, German speaking part
of Switzerland, French speaking part of Switzerland., Canada, Dutch or Flemish
speaking part of Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany and Sweden.
Twelve countries compared
First of all we look at the mean scores on the quantitative scale which runs from 0 to
500.
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The differences between the mean scores on the quantitative scale are relatively small,
only Sweden does significantly better and Poland does significantly worse.
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For two reasons these mean scores don't tell that first of all the standard deviations are
quite large. To take the Netherlands as an example; the mean score on the quantitative
scale is 287, but the standard deviation is 49. Secondly, what we are interested in is not
so much, the mean score, but the distribution of the scores; how many people are there at
the high and low end of the literacy continuum? Is there a concentration in the middle or
in the extremes?
When looking at the distribution of the quantitative literacy, we use the five levels as we
described them before. They stand for distinct levels of information-processing skills and
strategies. Because so few people are at level 5, the levels 4 and 4 are taken together
here.
Presented this way, the differences between countries are far more obvious.
At the low end of the continuum of quantitative literacy, on level 1, we find Poland, but
Ireland, United Kingdom, United States and New Zealand, all have percentages of the
workforce of above 20% at level 1. Sweden leads the way with very few people at level
1, with Germany and the Netherlands close by.
The Netherlands seems an example of solid middle ground: few people at level 1, but a
modest percentage at level 4/5. The United States seems a contrast; relatively many
people at level 1, but one of the better scores at level 4/5 as well. The following table
illustrates this a bit more clearly.
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It is striking that countries that rank as advanced industrialized countries, present such
large differences in quantitative literacy. And when we look at prose- and document the
same over all picture emerges.
When we summarize the main findings of the twelve country comparison, we see that
there are substantial differences between countries as far as the quantitative scale is
concerned, and that in some cases a large percentage of the workforce (more than 20%)
performs at the problematic level 1. In the comparison the Netherlands occupies a
relatively good position.
Two more points can be made concerning the different levels of (quantitative) literacy.
In the policy discussions, following the publication of the first IALS results, experts
mentioned that in the future knowledge economy and information society a literacy level
of 3 would be a minimum prerequisite_ A quote from the OECD, the organization of
advanced industrialized countries, illustrates this clearly: 'Level 3 is considered by
experts as a suitable minimum for coping with the complex demands of life and work in
the knowledge society'.
The empirical evidence for this assertion is limited and mostly taken from an analysis of
skills levels of people working in growth sectors of the economy. It is still easier to map
the supply of skills (IALS is an example) than the future demand for skills, if that is at all
possible.
Still it is insightful to confront these policy demands with the real distribution of skills. It
appears that in many countries, more than 40% of the workforce falls below this level 3
criterion.
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When we look at the high end of the skills continuum, it is striking that such a high
percentage of the Swedes reach this level. Not only do they leave very few people behind
at level 1, but they succeed in bringing many people to level 4/5. The Dutch position at
this level is modest, but not significantly different from that of the bulk of the countries.
Age and quantitative literacy
In the table we show the distribution of quantitative literacy levels for different agegroups. The example is the Netherlands, the overall picture is the same for most
countries. In general the younger generation have higher literacy scores than the older,
although the peak is often between 25 and 35, which seems to indicate that these
functional skills are developed fully a little time after the school leaving age.
But that is not the whole story. There are differences between countries. In the
Netherlands and Belgium the differences between the generations are particularly
marked. The United States are the only country where the age group 46-55 does better
than the age group 16-25. However, that seems a reflection of the low literacy level of
American youth, more than anything else.
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Of course, a lot of the age related variance in literacy has got to do with initial education,
older people had less education than younger people. But if you control for education, an
independent age-effect does remain.
On the basis of the last table, another remark can be made. It is striking that in the
Netherlands amongst the age group of 16-19 (those still in school or early school
leavers), 7% is at level I. This group has difficulty to perform very simple numeracy
tasks (and for that matter, prose-tasks and document tasks as well). In the Netherlands,
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these are often youngsters who grew up with another language than Dutch, either
because they are recent immigrants or they come from a household where another
language than Dutch (the official language of instruction in Dutch schools) is spoken.
But what about the literacy situation of youngsters in other countries? We looked at the
distribution of quantitative literacy for the 12 countries involved, and restricted to the
16-24 age group.
Without presenting the full table, it is disquieting that in the United Kingdom and the
United States more than 20% of these young people are at literacy level 1, with Ireland
and New Zealand close by. It does seem to reflect, at least in part, on the educational
systems in these countries.
Quantitative literacy and gender.
The relationship between gender and numeracy or quantitative skills is a much
researched topic.
In general boys do better on science and arithmetic tests like TIMMS. How is the situation
with the adult population. This is displayed in the next table. In the table differences in
standard scores are calculated by subtracting the mean score for men from the mean score
for women and divide them by the common standard deviation. If the sign is negative,
women have a lower level of quantitative literacy than men, and this seems to be the case
for all countries. Large differences are found in Belgium and the UK, but also in the
Netherlands. Only in Canada and the US are the differences between men and women very
small.

differences in standardscores between men and women, quant scale, 12 countries
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As a contrast girls are often better in reading, and to a certain extent this also applies for
adults, judging by the IALS results. But it is not a very strong relationship and does not
apply to all countries. And when we look at the reading of document-like texts, men
again perform better than women.
At least in Holland, when one statistically controls for education, the differences between
men and women on quantitative literacy remain.
Without going into details, some other interesting relationships with quantitative literacy
can be mentioned. First of all there are large differences in quantitative literacy between
countries, from people with the same educational level as measured by the ISCED
(International Standard Classification of Education). It seems as if similar educational
levels in different countries 'produce' surprisingly large differences in levels of literacy.
Within the Netherlands it is striking that, at every educational level, the academic or
general tracks perform much better than the vocational tracks, especially at the lower
levels (mavo vs vbo).
As far as employment is concerned, we find relatively large differences in quantitative
literacy between the employed and the unemployed. Amongst the employed we find
relatively large groups on literacy level 1 and 2 in unskilled labor, transport and technical
occupations. Especially in the technical occupations there are indications of a mismatch
between the numeracy demands of the occupation and the actual supply of quantitative
literacy.
Numeracy and ILSS
The IALS project was highly successful from a scientific as well as a policy point of
view. However it has also raised a number of new questions that will be worked out in a
follow up project: the International Life Skills Survey (ILSS).
The ILSS project will involve administration of tests to large samples of adults aged 16
to 65, to directly assess performance in four skill domains: Prose Literacy, Document
Literacy, Numeracy and Problem Solving. The ILSS is planned to also assess two skills
indirectly through behavioral reports, Interpersonal/Teamwork Skills and Computer
Familiarity.
This project is being jointly developed by the Special Surveys Division of Statistics
Canada and the Education Statistics Service Institute of the American Institute for
Research in cooperation with the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD). Preparatory work for the different skill areas has already started.
The numeracy part of ILSS will focus on the ability to interpret, apply, and communicate
mathematical information in four domains: everyday life, work situations, societal and
community situations and further learning. The Numeracy Working Group of Statistics
Canada has developed a framework for the assessment, including a set of items and a
background questionnaire.
In future ALM conferences we hope to be able to present results from ILSS.
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Key principles for designing effective South African Inset Curricula
Hugh Glover
Mathematics Education, CENCE,
University of Port Elizabeth,
South Africa

Introduction
South Africa, like so many developing countries, has been undergoing radical and painful
transformation over many years. This transformation, which has impacted almost every
area of South African life, took a major step forward in 1994, the year of our first
democratic elections. This was the culmination of years of struggle for liberation, by the
majority of our population.
As is often the case in societies, particularly those in transition, the educational arena was
one of the major sites of the struggle and political protest. 1976 saw the Soweto
educational uprising, where strong and often violent action was directed at the all white
apartheid government. One key grievance of this uprising was the compulsory teaching
of Afrikaans, the predominate language of the minority white government, in black high
schools. This issue was only symptomatic of a much wider dissatisfaction about the
nature and quality of black education. The educational system was racially based with
many unjust aspects. Unequal per capita educational provision between the white and
non-white parts of the educational system had a strong negative impact on the overall
quality of our nation's education, with black students being most negatively impacted.
High drop out rates, low teacher morale with commensurate high absenteeism and
politically explosive sites of education were some of the features of most of the
educational system.
Soweto had a jolting effect on the nation. SA businesses, many with international parent
companies, became more conscious about their need to invest in black education, some
for moral and principle reasons, others for strategic business reasons. Leading developed
nations, international donors and leading international universities played and continue to
play a leading role in assisting educational transformation in South Africa.
Despite these efforts achievements in the fields of mathematics and science are dismal. In
the late 1980's it was reported that less than 1 in 10 000 matriculating black students
achieved higher grade passes in mathematics. This is placing severe pressures on
universities, who need to improve their graduate rates in black graduates with a strong
mathematics and science foundation. In a 1996 South African media release on an
international study it was reported that 'South African pupils performed worst in both
mathematics and science in an international study conducted amongst Std 5 and 6 pupils
in 41 countries.' IAE TIMES - SA
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Education is currently also undergoing a rapid transformation process. The past five
years has seen a plethora of government documents emerging. These documents cover
the whole educational spectrum from early childhood education to higher education,
from doctoral training to the certification of illiterate and innumerate factory floor
workers, from academic to vocational. In the school system the adoption of the
principles of outcomes based education (OBE) is consistent with the thinking of the new
political order which aims to promote freedom of expression, religion and thought and
seeks to support the development of a new democracy. It is hoped that such a new
democracy will lead to wider economic and social empowerment. Strong and full
participation in the economic and cultural life of the global seems essential for future
development and thus critical thinking, problem solving and learning for understanding is
strongly promoted.
It is however well recognized internationally that implementing wide sweeping
educational reform is extremely difficult and often fails. Current educational
transformational efforts are currently being hampered by many complex problems. Some
of these include the lack of good, sound educational administration, accompanied by
overstaffing, a lack of good school management and an absence of a culture of
professionalism amongst teachers in many parts of the educational system.
The Centre for Continuing Education, UPE - a brief history
Within this broad national context the Centre for Continuing Education (CENCE), a selffunded department of the University of Port Elizabeth has, for the past 20 years, been
addressing the needs of it's surrounding disadvantaged communities. UPE was
established in 1965 and until the early 1990's was considered as a conservative,
nationalist government (pro-government) aligned institution. During UPE's first 25 years
of existence, despite the bilingual character of the university, the Afrikaans speaking
community had a dominating influence over university's policies. In 1992 changes began
ringing through the institution. Management initiated negotiations between key nonaligned leaders, representing the voice of the mainly marginalized anti-apartheid forces
and university management began a process, which resulted by 1995 in the
transformation of key university structures, namely the Council and Senate. Presently
the university is hard at work initiating the second phase of transformation, namely
academic transformation.
CENCE has four strategic divisions, one which operates in the field of teacher in-service
training. The mathematics and science education units, a part of the in-service division,
have as their core mission to assist the Eastern Cape in improving the quality of
mathematics and science teaching and learning in schools. The key strategy to achieve
such has been the ongoing professional development of previously disadvantaged
mathematics and science teachers.
Until the end of 1994 most of this work took place in the urban sprawl around Port
Elizabeth and Uitenhage. In more recent years, since the establishment of the Eastern
Cape, one of South Africa's nine provinces, the work has expanded to encompass many
centres throughout the province.
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In the early years these units conducted mathematics and science workshops for
secondary school teachers. A staff of two organised 36 days training per year. From
1985 the maths unit began working closely with the overseas development arm of the
British government. This resulted in the commencement of a programme for primary
mathematics teachers, which saw 27 primary school teachers, selected by a CENCE
constituted committee, attending a three month programme at the University of Leeds.
This happened during 1986-1993. Five of these teachers later returned to complete a full
year programme, 3 of them obtaining M.Ed degrees. Today three of this group now
work full time as staff members of the mathematics unit, which has a staff of 6, and a
number, who are still practicing teachers, serve in a part-time capacity. This serves as an
indication of the important influence this initiative had on our current work.
In 1993 the work of the mathematics and science units began to shift towards
establishing our own fully accredited in-service programmes for under- and unqualified
mathematics and science teachers working in the senior primary and junior secondary
(ages 9-14) phases. This became the first phase of providing quality science and
mathematics education for those who had previously had no access. This access focused
on academic and financial access for teachers in out metropolitan areas and since 1997
another component of access; namely geographical access has been introduced. This
means that our programmes are being offered at more centres in the Eastern Cape.
In 1993 the first programme offered was our Further Diploma in Mathematics and
Science Education. Today we offer a number of other accredited programmes, namely a
Diploma in Education and a FDE in Technology Education.
This part of the paper has been aimed at providing a fairly extensive and detailed
description of the context and historical development of the mathematics and education
units. These units have grown considerable over the past 10 years, as measured by the
number of programmes, the size of staff and budgets and recognition received. Central
to such growth has been the design and implementation, at various critical junctures in
our history of relevant and effective curricula. At all times ensuring the quality of such
programmes has been a key principle.
The final part of this paper discusses three key principles that are essential for ensuring
high quality, relevant and effective curricula. Whilst these criteria are certainly not the
only ones, they are viewed by us as key. Whilst they have arisen from the context
described, there is a feeling that they might have wider significance.
Developing key partnerships
Today the mathematics and science units at CENCE have a full time staff of 12 people.
The full time staff is supported in achieving its objectives by a network of educators.
These include carefully selected teacher educators and a growing number of teachers,
identified as key teachers, who have passed through our programmes and are deemed
competent to play leadership and teaching roles on our programmes.
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The key to our future effectiveness is strongly related to the extent to which we grow
our key teacher group. These teachers are not only a key teacher support resource
group, a great need in our country, but also key participants in the way forward for
research in continuing professional development (Day, 1997, p204). They constitute a
group with the potential for fostering even closer relations between higher education and
the teaching profession, who are and must increasingly become involved in collaborative
research, problem, oriented seminars, an important group for ensuring the ongoing
development of high quality curricula (Eraut, 1994, p57).
On a more macro-level there are also key partnerships involved. Increasingly there is a
greater need to do more with less. The limited funds for financing professional
development activities from state budgets requires the maintenance and development of
key relationships that have been developed between CENCE, business, overseas
agencies, non-governmental agencies, local community structures and key individuals.
To do this building and maintaining trust between individuals and groupings, being
focussed and purposeful and making the most of every opportunity are key to the
designing of curricula.

Promoting Teacher Self-confidence

As suggested above, at the very heart of our work is the teacher. We believe that
confident, competent mathematics and science teachers are a key to improving the
quality of learning. The key question, of course, is what does it mean to be a competent
teacher.
The answer to this question is highly complex and the search for indicators that might
assist in promoting and developing such teachers is the focus of much current research.
Manouchehri (1997) identifies four categories, which seem important in our curriculum
initiatives. These areas are those of: Teacher beliefs, content knowledge, pedagogical
content knowledge and pedagogical reasoning. Within our =tax it seems that content
knowledge as a category seems to deserve special attention.
There is a growing consensus amongst South African mathematics educator that the
inadequate subject knowledge of many teachers and their relative mathematical
immaturity is a barrier towards implementing wide spread mathematics education reform.
This notion seems to be supported by Herrera (1996) who has found that the level of
teacher content knowledge determines the feelings of inclusion and confidence in group
problem solving sessions and their appreciation of the potential of such problems in their
own class. Teachers outside their subject knowledge comfort zones grew stilted in their
questioning and avenues of exploration opened by their students passed unrecognized.
Manouchehri's categories are inextricably linked, implying that an approach which
focuses on developing subject knowledge must also recognise and use the modes of
pedagogy that are viewed to promoted deeper understandings. It is therefore important
to deepen subject knowledge understandings and skills required for producing
mathematics through designing individual and group tasks, which encourage problem
solving, concept development, inquiry and skills applications development. If this
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approach can also be linked with the development of rich, relevant and appropriate
curriculum texts then we have a potentially powerful source for improving teacher selfconfidence.

Recognizing and rewarding learning
The notion of volunteerism as central to many recent USA teacher reform initiatives (eg.
Urban Mathematics Collaborative Project) and the building of programme strength
around the intrinsic motivation of the participants. This notion is important and through
building a strong sense of "belonging" in our programmes a lot can be achieved.
Nevertheless it seems to us that a system of recognizing and rewarding learning is still
important to building effective curricula..
Most mathematics INSET offered in South Africa during the decade of the 80's was nonformal of nature. Whilst many disadvantaged teachers who participated in our
programmes expressed their appreciation for these non-formal learning experiences, they
viewed it as inadequate that they received no recognition for such involvement. In fact
many chose to use their personal free time to pursue part-time degree courses, which did
not relate to their own professional development needs, but did ensure that upon
successful completion of such that they received improvements in their employment
conditions. This problem has been seriously addressed over the past 8 years and now
many more teachers are participating in formally accredited mathematics education
programmes.
These programmes go much further than simply a fixed period class attendance process.
On a growing number of more specialist programmes registered teachers are required to
conduct locally based workshops in clusters of schools surrounding their own school.
This not only enhances their professional development but also assists the government in
meeting their in-service responsibilities. Penlington (1997, p209) confirms our view that
whilst many of these teachers, referred to as key teachers, receive admirable support
from their local communities, and in the main were appreciated by their fellow teachers,
they often would welcome more recognition from their education department.

Conclusion
In a world that seems to be typified by change, we are all being challenged to adapt.
Education, and in particular the ongoing education of teachers, seems crucial to ensuring
that nations continue to strengthen and grow in a way that ensures the sustainability of
the planet. This paper has attempted to share three key principles that, if applied, can
contribute towards our nation improving its quality of mathematics and science
education. It is hoped that in this we see both a specific mathematics educational
challenge but also a broader challenge. This challenge is contained in the words of
Walker (quoted in Day, 1997, p204) who says
"The competencies we need as professionals must include the competence to cross
borders, cultures and dialect, the learning and translating of multiple languages."
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Overview
This research on the understanding of graphs in adult mathematical education is rooted in
the premise that for adult learners, the development of numeracy skills - and specifically
the learning of graphing - requires a rich environment that encourages conversations and
explorations around intuitions rooted in the everyday experience of life with symbols and
events. While research has shown that children and adolescents learn to use and talk
about graphs without previous teaching about the formal rules involved in graphing,
there is a little comparable research about adult learners. The research on non-adults
reveals that these learners become graph-users by recognizing how the shape of a graph
can tell stories, by expressing their own kinesthetic experiences with graphs, and by
identifying meaning for the visual attributes of a graph (Nemirovsky, 1994a). We
designed a pilot classroom study to explore these ideas in an adult education program.
Activities were aimed at the creation of interactive environments which included
technological tools and where the teacher and the adult students engaged in the activity
with a playful attitude and with the sense of being co-researchers, trying their ideas to
achieve certain goals. Students were not asked to show what they knew but, instead,
they tried to describe and represent events. There were no previously established correct
answers; rather, the sense that they had achieved a good representation emerged from
their discussion and reflections.
Use of everyday experience came in different formats. It enriched the activities, gave a
purpose to them, and provided ways to first attempt to represent events. Previous
experiences , with numbers, space, directions, turns, all came into play, allowing the
establishment of analogies which enriched students' understanding of representations.
Like in everyday life, they developed mathematical ideas in order to achieve meaningful
goals. Social interactions provided the opportunity for the development of new forms of
reasoning and representations, as each individual tried new approaches and reasoned
about the results and the questions and constraints raised by the others. There was a
progression and enrichment of the representation that resulted from conflicting views
between the participants and a search for coherence between and within events and
representations.
Our results led us to develop emergent perspectives on (1) the nature of graphing, (2)
the use of educational technology to incorporate kinesthetic experiences in mathematical
understanding, and (3) the relationship between everyday cognition and adult
mathematics education. Through the combination of these perspectives we hope to
Proceedings ALM-5, July 1998, 47 - 53
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continue this line of research for the purpose of creating richer environments to support
mathematical understanding as part of lifelong learning. An important characteristic of
our research approach is a focus on analyzing how everyday experience and sense
making resources are brought to bear by the students in the learning experiments that we
design. This is in contrast to the tradition of classic ethnography or in many studies on
everyday cognition in which the focus is on systematic observation of subjects in
naturalistic settings. Our approach, while compatible and complementary to
ethnographic observation, acknowledges that the relationship between mathematical
ideas and everyday sense making resources is often unpredictable and open-ended; in
other words, we cannot know in advance whether and how a certain behavior, skill, or
strategy used by people in everyday life would become an enriching element for their
graphing experience. On the other hand, by working with students engaged in complex
graphing activities we will be able to explore their ongoing and often unexpected use of
everyday sense making resources (see, for example, Carraher, Schliemann, &
Nemirovsky, 1995).

The Pilot Study
The pilot study was conducted in Tom Macdonald's classroom at the Haitian
Multiservice Center in Dorchester, Massachusetts. The four students, whose native
language was Haitian Kreyol, were simultaneously improving their spoken and written
English and studying to pass the mathematics examination for the Boston External
Diploma Program program. They eagerly agreed to work along with Tom on four
learning experiments. The six members of our teacher-researcher group met regularly at
TERC in Cambridge. The sequence of activities during the four video-taped sessions
evolved as follows:
Session 1. One person walked in a normal, relaxed manner along a straight line while
others observed, described and notated on the board. Then, one person created a walk
with at least one stop or change in direction while others observed, described, and
notated on the board.
Session 2. One person created an unusual walk along a straight line while others
observed, described and notated. After that, one person left the room and another
created an unusual walk while others observed, described, and notated. The person who
left the room returned and tried to recreate the walk based on the notation. This activity
was repeated but the students were told not to use any written words in notating the
walk. Then one person left the room. Two people walked the line, dropping bean bags
every 2 seconds as they walked (seconds counted out loud by a timekeeper. One person
walked slowly, the other quickly. The person who left the room returned and described
the walks by interpreting the pattern of bean bags (one set of cloth bags, another set of
plastic bags). The class created a table of data for these walks.
Session 3. Students created a graphical representation of the bean bag walk. Then
students used a manual computer-connected car to create a trip. The computer recorded
the trip and presented it as a graph on the axes of distance and time. Students continued
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to experiment with creating trips and noticing the concurrent graph. They also played
back the manually created car trip by computer manipulation.
Session 4. Students created a graph on the computer and predicted the car movement.
They played back the car trip to confirm their predictions. Then, students created a
graph on the computer as a basis for developing a story line, and played back the car trip
as a way of "telling the story."
Graphs Activities in Learning Experiments
In our pilot research study, as in further research we intend to conduct, the students'
tasks in the learning experiments correspond to one or more of the following four types:
1. Students' invention of pictorial representations to show changes. Inventing a pictorial
means of communicating changes, such as walking across a room, is a rich context for
reflecting on the nature of the represented changes. Asking others how they would
interpret drawings helps students to reflect on how visual codes become meaningful to
oneself and others (Tierney et al. 1992). Through these activities we strive to learn how
to nurture a background of experiences around visual communication, so that the usual
graphical conventions come to be perceived as useful alternatives.
2. Discussion of graphs taken from newspapers, magazines, and advertisements. Graphs
are part of many everyday experiences. They are used, for instance,
to advocate a
from
Ni rious news
product, or a political stance, or to predict events. We select graphs
media to discuss possible interpretations with the students. We are interested in
understanding how adult students make sense of commonly available graphs and how the
conversation itself contributes to an enrichment of their interpretations. We pay special
attention to what aspects of the graphical representation are the most significant to
students and how these aspects shift as they look at the graph with different purposes
and questions in mind.
3. Experimentation with devices and sensors to create graphs in response to physical
actions. In our prior work with children, we have noticed the importance of the students'
exploration of graphs in terms of responses to their actions. Computer-based devices in
which graphs are expressions of one's actions or means to control the physical behavior
of an object, are powerful tools to test ideas and compare graphical interpretations. We
include experimentation with these devices in our learning experiments because it is
likely that adult students will also benefit from their use. However, we need to learn
more about how this actually takes place and how to adapt the tools to the needs and
intuitions of adult students.
4. Creation of number tables and geometrical patterns representing situations familiar to
the students and exploration of how they get expressed in graphs. Many important
mathematical ideas involved in graphing become explicit by one's reflections on the
connections between graphs and attributes in other mathematical representations.
Students have a rich background of intuitions and experiences about numbers and
geometrical patterns that we want to incorporate into their graphing experience. It is a
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critical aim for our learning activities to elicit those connections and pursue questions
such as the relationship between graphical slope and number sequences, or between
qualitative properties of the shape of a graph and properties of a corresponding number
table.

Our Methodology: Learning Experiments and Reflective Practice
The methodology that we use is embedded in two traditions: Piagetian clinical
interviewing (Piaget, 1926) and action research (Rudduck & Hopkins, 1985; Stenhouse,
1985). The main component is what we call the "learning experiment" (other
researchers use the term "teaching experiments," such as Cobb and Steffe, 1983). On the
one hand learning experiments share the basic principles of the clinical interview: the
posing of a problem-situation, the exploration of students' thinking by questioning their
ideas, and the freedom to diverge from the original plan in order to follow student's and
interviewer's insights. On the other hand, learning experiments have some distinctive
features that are close to the ideas of action research:
1. The interviewer/teacher actively tries to promote learning on the part of the
interviewee.
2. The use of a sequence of sessions, rather than a single encounter.
3. A flexible interview structure which allows the problem to be posed to be determined
by the student's ideas.
Many researchers have used and further developed learning experiments during the last
10 years. (Cobb, 1986; Confrey & Smith,1995; diSessa, 1982; Duckworth, 1990;
Hunting, 1986;- Thompson, 1991). Some of the methodological implications of the
practice of the learning experiments are:
1. A focus on learning and conceptual change, rather than on students' knowledge as-itis.
2. An acknowledgment that the interviewer/teacher is part of the analysis. Rather than
interpreting the interview as a window into the student's ideas, the interviewer's
expectations, puzzlement, and insights, are considered essential elements in the process.
3. The development of case studies.
Each learning experiment consists of a series of interviews with an individual or a small
group of adult students in which the interviewer acts as a teacher and inquirer of the
students' thoughts and intuitions. The design of the tasks is close to the type of modeleliciting problems described by Lesh et al (1993) in the sense that they elicit complex
ideas, multiple approaches, and a web of intuitions, and are testable and communicable
with symbolic means. The actual classroom activities are likely to drift from any
preconceived plan because the interviewer is always open to change the task or to follow
an unexpected path in order to incorporate the students' ideas and questions.
Through our analysis of learning episodes we strive to understand the student's intuitions
that are elicited by the situation and the role of the different elements of the situation (the
experimental tools, the graphs, the conversation with the interviewer, etc.) in students'
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learning. Our approach for the analysis of learning experiments is close to what Donald
Schiin (1983) calls "reflective practice." That is, we encourage the student to
experiment with her own tacit knowledge of a situation, to be immersed in cycles of
trying things out, to appreciate the unintended results, and to revise her perception of the
situation. In this way the student goes through instances of doing and seeing,
articulating and becoming aware of new aspects, as well as letting herself act without
articulated justifications.
Consequently, we interpret the interviews themselves as examples of reflective practice.
Reflective practice can be analyzed as a "conversation with the elements of the situation"
(Bamberger and Schän, 1983). Through the analysis of this "conversation" the
researcher strives to trace what is seen by the student as relevant or salient in the
situations, and how this perception shifts, reflecting the student's own insights, the
participants' actions and unintended results. Apelman et al (1985), Bamberger (1983),
Confrey (1990), Duckworth (1990) are other researchers who have studied learning
experiences as reflective practice. An analysis of a learning episode along these lines can
be found in Nemirovsky (1994b).
To conduct the analysis we select episodes that are rich in complex ideas, insights,
exchange of viewpoints, and use of tools and symbols. The selected episodes are the
core material for the teacher-researcher group's discussions and writings. The emergent
interpretations focus on the following interrelated core aspects:
1. Student's problematic (Confrey, 1991). What problem is the student actually trying to
solve? What puzzles the student? In which ways is the student's interpretation of the
task different from the one intended by the interviewer-teacher?
2. Use of tools and symbols. What symbolic expressions, pieces of information, software
options, or physical devices does the student use in solving the problem? How does the
student combine them or move from one to the other? What is significant to the student
in the surrounding situation? How do these patterns of significance shift?
3. Conversation and social interaction. How does the student appropriate others'
contributions? When are insights prompted by seeing peers or the interviewer using
tools and symbols? How does the conversation express moments of fluency, breakdown,
and conflict?
4. Sense making resources. How do everyday sense making resources, such as language
use, story telling, visual discrimination of shapes, and kinesthetic-gestural expressions
become part of students' graphing? What kind of metaphors, analogies, and everyday
events are invoked by the students?
-

Final Comments

The creation of a teacher-researcher group is a key element in our work. The working
collaboration between teachers and researchers at all levels (design of the study, data
gathering, data analysis, etc.), is emerging as one of the most powerful paradigms of
educational research (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993). Our group includes researchers in
mathematics education and mathematics teachers from adult education programs who
together design and conduct learning experiments in the classroom. All sessions are
videotaped and the videotaped material is indexed, analyzed and discussed by the group
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during and after the development of the study. The group conducts the learning
experiments within the process of an ongoing reflection on our own teaching practices,
the nature of mathematical representations, and the relationship between everyday
experience and mathematics. The dynamics of the research group is not based on a fixed
division of labor, rather, all the members of the teacher-researcher group at one point or
another teach some adult students in the context of a learning experiment, videotape
sessions, analyze episodes, and run internal presentations based on selected episodes and
readings. The intellectual and professional growth of the members of the teacherresearcher group, fostered by the collective inquiries into deep and relevant questions, is
an essential and all-encompassing aspect of the research program.
Our teacher-researcher team is confident that the line of research described here holds
much promise for the practice of adult mathematical education. These learning
experiments are very different from what normally goes on in the adult education
numeracy classroom, yet the three adult education teachers on the research team
(Leonelli, Macdonald, and Schmitt) are struck by the high level of student engagement in
evidence during the activities. The research model, by blurring distinctions between
teachers, learners, and researchers, allows for multiple paths of knowledge generation.
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'Adults Learning Mathematics' as a community of practice and research
Tine Wedege (Roskilde University, Denmark)
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'Adults learning mathematics' is a new research domain being cultivated between adult
education and mathematics education. Some of the research questions are sociological, some
psychological; other questions are educational or didactic. At the conference ALM-4 at
Limerick in 1997, Tine Wedege started a meta-discussion about the nature of this new
research domain. She formulated the question: could there be a specific problematique for
research in adults' mathematics education ie a systematically linked problem field in which
questions and answers about the subject field are formulated on the basis of a certain
theoretical and/or methodological approach? The debate at the conference showed that this is
a very complex issue.
In the workshop at ALM-5, we discussed whether our community of practice and research in
ALM is situated within the didactics of mathematics (meaning the scientific discipline related
to research and development work in mathematics education) or not? Do practice and
research in ALM exceed the limits of the didactics of mathematics? Below three members of
ALM, Tine Wedege, Roseanne Benn and Jiirgen Maasz, formulate the problem as each of us
see it.
'ALM' as subject area and research domain
by Tine Wedege
You live and learn' as the old saying goes. It refers to the school of life where fresh
experience can change the foundation of our thoughts, actions and how we perceive
ourselves. Formerly, the institutionalized framework of education (in the sense of formation)
was only applied to children and young people. Now the right and the obligation concerning
education does not stop with childhood and youth but also includes adult life. The idea of
lifelong learning has become a guiding principle for restructuring education. Adult and further
education programmes are highly prioritized in educational and labour market policy in the
European Union, primarily with reference to technological development on the labour
market. As I see it, politicians only talk about democracy to justify adult education at special
occasions. The development of educational ideas and politics implies that adults, whether they
like it or not, meet mathematics as a subject or integrated into other subjects in further
education.
As in the area of adult education, research into adult education is a growth area. However,
'adults and mathematics' is not only a relatively uncultivated research domain on mathematics
education, but it is also an area with increasing activity. In 1994, at the initiative of Diana
Coben, inter alia, the first international forum for research, Adults Learning Mathematics
(ALM), was formed. At the 8th International Congress on Mathematical Education, in Seville
1996 (ICME 8), for the first time one of the working groups was organized around the theme
of 'Adults returning to mathematics education' (Working Group 18) with Gail FitzSimons as
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chief organizer and Diana Coben (first chair of ALM) and John ()Donoghue (present chair of
ALM) in the advisory panel. In the new international handbook on mathematics education
there is an entry for 'adults' for the first time ever in a reference work on research on
mathematics education. And it did not stop there: a whole chapter is devoted to the theme of
'adults and mathematics' (FitzSimons, Jungwirth, Maasz, SchlOgimann, 1996).
As a first conclusion, one might say that the AIM community of practice and research is
accepted as a domain within the didactics of mathematics (meaning the scientific discipline
related to research and development work in mathematics education). However, we have to
remember the words of John ()Donoghue at ALM-4:
" We have a complex of problems. What constitutes our area? Is it a legitimate
scientific activity? When we went to ICME last year, we made a choice. It was a hard
decision: Is research in Adults Learning Mathematics a subfield of the field of Mathematics
Education, or is it not?"
When I started my PhD in 1994 (see Wedege, 1995) and from time to time ever since, I have
been asking myself if the didactics of mathematics was the right choice of scientific field.
Right from the beginning, researchers in adult education asked me: 'Are you sure that the
answers to your research questions are to be found or constructed within mathematics
education?' Now, four years after, I experience 'Adults learning mathematics' as a new
research domain being cultivated between adult and mathematics education.
An epistemological terminology
In the ICMI study, Mathematics Education as a Research Domain: A Search for Identity',
central people within the didactics of mathematics (BalachefC Howson, Kilpatrick, Sfard,
Sierpinska and Steinbring) formulated some questions about research. The first three
questions were: (1) What is the specific object of study in mathematics education? (2) What
are the aims of research in mathematics education? (3) What are the specific research
questions or problematiques of research in mathematics education?' (Sierpenska &
Kilpatrick, 1998), In the workshop, we wanted to put these questions on the agenda. But in
order to be able to discuss the issue, Is research in Adults Learning Mathematics a subdomain of the research domain of mathematics education, or is it not, I suggested the use of
a specific epistemological terminology (subject area; problem field; problematique; cf.
Wedege, 1997).
In the research process we define the subject area, 'adults learning mathematics', and
formulate a simple structure. Subjects in ALM might be, for example, the following
phenomena: 'numeracy in adult vocational training; 'basic mathematics in the Brazilian adult
education; 'adults' perception in relation to mathematics; learning mathematics as part of
lifelong learning' (See the Program ALM-5.).

1 The last two questions were: (4) What are the results of research in mathematics education; and (5)
What criteria should be used to evaluate the results of research in mathematics education? - Maybe the
next step in ALM should be to discuss the issue: What should be quality criteria for research in 'adults
learning mathematics'?
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Taking our point of departure in a specific position, we then adopt a certain view of the
subject and identify a problem field concerning the subject area by formulating problem
complexes. In this way the subject is further structured and becomes a subject field. Problem
complexes might be, for example, The neglect of developing adults' statistical literacy as an
aspect of the key goal of adult education; 'how can adults' every day experiences constitute
the basis for learning mathematics?'; 'adults' mathematical understandings become identified
with common sense'; The relationship between cognitive and affective components of learning
mathematics'. (See the Program ALM-5 ).
According to the authors of the above mentioned chapter of the handbook, 'heterogeneity' is
the very term for description of the field of research in adult teaching and learning of
mathematics. (FitzSimons et al., 1996). While I agree that the domain (both the subject area
and the problem field) would seem to show heterogeneity, in my opinion this has to do with,
firstly, the great complexity of the subject and secondly, the fact that there does not exist a
total paradigm or a 'grand narrative' concerning adults and mathematics. In the community of
classical didactics of mathematics there also exist different, even mutual exclusive paradigms.
One of them for instance is the strong orientation to the mathematical content, another is the
social-constructivist paradigm. (Midler, 1993:80),
Within the community of ALM (and other communities of research), problem complexes are
formulated in the form of research questions and answers about the subject field on the basis
of a specific theoretical and/or methodological approach and a systematically linked problem
field, aproblematique, is constructed. The subject field is opened and closed at the same time
in this process. New questions which could not be posed before the conceptualizing are
formulated and as the complexity of the problem field is reduced other questions can't be
formulated. The Danish proverb, `Som man raaber i skoven fir man svar' (corresponding to
something like 'You get what you're asking for') represents the basic idea in this concept of
problematique.
What is the subject area of ALM?
The first delimitation and structuring takes place by defining the subject area. We may find the
first 'inn& identification of the subject of study in the Constitution of ALM. Here membership
of the international research forum ALM is open to anyone interested in the objects of the
Association:
"The object of the Association is to promote the learning of mathematics by adults
through an international forum which brings together those engaged and interested in
research and developments in the field of adult mathematics teaching and learning.
* Within ALM we understand the term 'mathematics' to include 'numeracy'.

The subject area is formulated in very broad terms as 'adult mathematics teaching and
learning', and it is opened with the note that mathematics should be understand to include
'numeracy'. In 1992, before the foundation of ALM, Diana Coben points to the need for
numeracy research and for an independent forum bringing together 'information and ideas of
interest to numeracy practitioners and researchers, no matter which academic discipline or
area of practice they emanate from.' (Coben, 1992:16). In the process of constructing a
problematique, the definition of mathematics is a central task. When mathematics is defined to
include numeracy we have moved out of the mathematics teaching in school and into society
and adults' lived life.
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As a second conclusion we might say that the AIM practice and research are situated in the
border area between sociology, adult education and mathematics education. We have to
work inter-disciplinary using theories and methodologies from other scientific fields than
didactics of mathematics because our problem complexes integrate inter alias sociological and
educational problems (See Roseanne Benn below).
Furthermore, the name of the community, Adults Learning Mathematics, gives a strong signal
that the focus in research and practice should be the learners not the teaching nor the
educational systems and the need of society. In the work presented at the first five
conferences of ALM, the learners are mainly adults with brief schooling or non whose
perspective with regard to education is about training themselves for the job on hand or for
skilled work, or their needs in everyday life. The educational settings are numeracy classes,
formal education at lower and higher secondary school, vocational training and education,
and everyday work and life. At ICME, the need was felt to separate in two groups: (1) adults
in basic and further education, and (2) adults returning to university. In the first group almost
all the papers were presented by members of ALM. This was not the case in the second
group.
If we look at three classical subject fields in the didactics of mathematics (mathematics
teaching, learning mathematics, and mathematical knowledge) we have to note that, in ALM,
'teaching' includes 'math-containing teaching'; 'learning' includes 'learning in everyday life; and
'knowing' includes 'adults' mathematical capacities and competencies developed in everyday
life and their attitudes to mathematics'.
What is mathematics within ALM?
Within the didactics of mathematics the need has been felt to explain the research domain to
representatives of other scientific communities, in particular the mathematics research
community (Niss, 1993, in Sierpenska 1998). And, as stated by Anna Sfard:
"we are faced with the crucial question: What is knowledge, and, in particular, what
is mathematical knowledge for us? Here we find ourselves caught between two incompatible
paradigms: the paradigm of human sciences (to which we belong as mathematics education
researchers) and the paradigm of mathematics. (...) we must make the problem explicit and
cure the illness by making clear where we stand with respect to the issue of mathematical
knowledge!' (Anna Sfard, 1994, in Sierpenska, 1998:14, my underlining)
Within the community of ALM the need is not felt for a legitimating dialogue with the
community of researchers in mathematics as such. However, Roseanne Benn suggests that
the view of mathematics is a determinative factor for research and teaching. She outlines two
different (incompatible) views of mathematics:
a)
b)

Mathematics as a certain and neutral subject.
Mathematics as a social construct.

And she argues that they lead to two fundamentally different approaches to teaching and
learning mathematics. (Benn,1997).
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Two approaches inherent in adult education research.
In the community of practice and research, 'Adults learning mathematics', the construction
and further development of a concept of 'numeracy' is a task that many researchers relate to
(Fitzsimons et al., 1996).The term 'numeracy' was introduced for the first time in the United
Kingdom in the late '50s as a parallel to the concept of literacy'. The need was felt for a
concept for necessary, basic arithmetical operations corresponding to the concept used for
reading and writing skills. Several studies have subsequently examined the low level of
numeracy in society. They represent, however, two different approaches to the subject area:
an objective perspective (society's requirements of numeracy) and a subjective perspective
(adults' individual need for numeracy).
The objective perspective is represented, inter alia, by a large-scale British study of the
mathematical needs of adult life initiated in order to make recommendations concerning the
curriculum in primary and secondary school. (Cockcroft, 1982) In the years since then there
has been lively debate between educational planners and researchers in the English-speaking
countries (the United Kingdom, the USA, Australia etc) about the content and meaning of the
concept of 'numeracy'. The discussion has, inter alia, concerned questions such as: How
broad is the competence? How deep? How general? How specific? Is numeracy also a matter
of democracy?
The subjective perspective is represented by a large number of studies on 'adults and
mathematics'. The research questions concern adults' ideas about and attitudes towards
mathematics, math anxiety and blocks, adults' competencies as potential in the learning
process etc. 'Mathematics count' was the title of the Cockcroft Report. 15 years later in 1997
a book entitled 'Adults count too' was published. Both of the books examine the low level of
numeracy in society, but the two approaches are quite different. Roseanne Benn, argues that
mathematics is not a value-free construct but is imbued with elitist notions which exclude and
mystify. She recognizes but rejects the discourse of mathematics for social control where
mathematical literacy is seen as a way of maintaining the status quo and producing conformist
and economically productive citizens. Similarly, she rejects the approach where any problem
with mathematics is located in the learner rather than the system (Benn, 1997).
As a third conclusion we might say that the duality between the objective and subjective
perspective is inherent in all AIM problematiques. However, I would claim that the
members of ALM are characterized by socio-political engagement. (Cf. FitzSitnons, 1997:8)
If we look at the proceedings from ALM 1-4 and the abstracts in the program of ALM 5, as a
final conclusion we might say that the overall purpose of ALAI practice and research is
'empowerment' of the adults learning mathematics.
'ALM' as a moorland
by Roseanne Benn
At ALM-4, Tine Wedege started a most interesting dialogue around the question as to
whether there is a specific problematique for research into adults learning mathematics.
The debate continued at ALM-5. The other two contributors discuss these issues further
in this article: Tine Wedege by a theoretical analysis and Jurgen Maasz through
thoughtful reflection. I should like to take a third path. I shall briefly examine the
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question of what is the specific object of study or the area of research in adults learning
mathematics through the lens of ALM-5.
We can identify the problem complex of adults learning mathematics with Figure 1 ie a
series of questions lying within a bounded field. The question then becomes that of
defining the boundary line. Is it that of the boundary of adult learning; or that of the
boundary of mathematics education; an intersection of the two; or is the problem more
complex? Is the field really bounded or would the analogy of a moorland with its
connotation of informal uneven edges, public ownership, open access be more
appropriate? Foucault's construction of academic disciplines as notions which control
and bound our world are very apposite to our discussions. Does the investigation of
adults learning mathematics need to sit inside established boundaries in order to gain
status and power? Is it more advantageous to be on the periphery of a powerful centre
(such as mainstream mathematics education) or risk being at the centre of a new but (or
therefore) powerless centre?
Figure 1

More questions. If we are looking at Adults Learning Mathematics as a community of
practice and research, we might ask what are the aims of research and practice in adults
learning mathematics. Research might be the creation of 'adults learning mathematics'
knowledge: practice the induction of curriculum knowledge in others. But the distinction
is not clear cut. One of the aims of research might also be to improve teachers' practice
and students' understanding and learning. Is there a clear distinction between theoretical
research knowledge and pragmatic empirical 'really useful' knowledge? It seems to me
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that in the moorland of questions concerning adults learning mathematics, research and
practice are fundamentally linked.
This still leaves open the question of the 'discipline' of adults learning mathematics. I
suggest that Figure 2 gives a (very simplified) positioning with the 'field' drawing most
heavily on adult education, mathematics education and mathematics but also being
influenced by theories from philosophy, sociology, psychology, history, literacy and
education.
Figure 2
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But what do the ALM community think? An analysis of ALM-5 abstracts showed the
following.
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Analysis of ALM abstracts
Very little maths, history, philosophy/ethics, literacy
Workshops - practitioner research

pedagogy
- learner centred, autobiography
andragogy
- informal/formal
boundaries
transferable skills
- emotional
psychological
cognition
radical/sociological - disadvantage
Research Papers/Plenaries

- radical/social justice/disadvantage
sociological
work/fonnalfinformal
boundaries
statistical analysis
teacher education/pedagogy
autobiography
These may be grouped in the following way.
• Maths education
•
•
•
•
•

- pedagogical techniques

Adult education andragogicallhumanist/ student centred
social justice/empowerment
boundaries (work/formal)
autobiographical

• Psychological -

affective/cognition

• Surveying the field
This might suggest that considering the current interests of ALM at this moment in time,
mathematical theories should move to the outer circle.
I have no clear-cut conclusions only thoughts. To separate practice and research would
be dangerous to both. Research looks to practice, in this if no other discipline, for its
grassroots. Without the link to practice it would soon become sterile. Practice not
bedded in research is vulnerable both to accusations of narrowness and parochial
thinking but also to the low status that un-researched disciplines are accorded in our
society. There may be two kinds of knowledge that of the scientific community of
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researchers and the practical knowledge useful to teachers and learners. I would argue
that they both belong to the moorland and ALM is the loser if it does not encourage
investigations into both.
The question of the boundaries of the moorland is still open. I would suggest the ALM
community as evidenced by ALM-5 has situated the problem complex mainly in adult
education; somewhat in mathematics education (particularly practitioner research); a
little in philosophy and psychology; and very little in mathematics, history or literacy.
Two things do however seem very clear to me. Firstly that adults learning mathematics is
fundamentally not a multi-disciplinary issue. It is genuinely interdisciplinary. Secondly,
whilst the teaching is sound and dedicated, as a discipline it is still under-theorized and
this is to its detriment.
'ALM' as a community of practice and research
by Jiirgen Maasz
Why should ALM spend time to a 'meta - discussion'? Is it interesting or necessary for all
AIM members or only a spleen of some university people?
My answer is: Each group of people should think and talk about their common understanding
of their group, the aims of the group and the common activities. This is important for each
member of a group because decisions on these points are a reason for joining or leaving the
group. In other words: These decisions give answers to important questions like: Is this 'my'
group? What do I get when I am a member of this group? What can I offer to the group?
Why do people join a group and spend time and money to work within a group like ALM?
My answer is: There are many reasons. One sort of reasons is connected with my next
question - thinking, learning, discussions on theory and practice. Another kind of more
important reasons is connected with feeling. Do ALM members feel like this? I enjoy ALM
conferences. I like to meet the people there. I look forward to meeting them again. If I am
right in this point ALM should even more think about common activities to improve this 'well
feeling'. This includes searching for ideas about conference organization and communication
within ALM during the rest of the year. Quite a few ALM members feel isolated at the place
where they work. They would like to meet people or friends who are in a similar situation,
who think about similar theories and who have similar experiences and problems. This might
be a new source of motivation to work on.
Why should AIM be a 'community of practice and research'?
My answer is: Both practice and research is very interesting for me. I like to hear what other
people do in their courses, I like to exchange experiences and to construct and discuss
theories about learning and teaching. Lots of prejudices sometime blocks the formation of a
community of practice and research: theory is too abstract and not useful, practice is boring
and experiences from practice are singular and not important for all members. ALM is on the
way to remove such prejudices by offering lots of positive examples. ALM members have
different jobs. Research is a part of most jobs at universities. Teaching mathematics for adults
is a part of most jobs. ALM should be open for all these people and what they want to be able
to do a better job. In other words: ALM should be a community of practice and research, and
not only of research.
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Why is it necessary, or ustful, to decide about the position of ALM between adult
education and mathematics education?
My answer is: ALM is like a 5 year old child who needs the protection of parents. Perhaps
'adults learning mathematics' will have grown up in 20 years to an independent field of
research. I have tried to talk and to cooperate with colleagues of pedagogic and of didactics
of mathematics (maths education). My experience is that a lot of colleagues from pedagogic
hate mathematics. They say NO to mathematics and refuse any discussion. A lot of colleagues
from mathematics education concentrate their work on questions concerning first and
secondary school. They say that adults learning mathematics is (or might be) an important
domain and that someone should work on theses issues. But they themselves have no time for
this. In short: They tolerate us (ALM) more or less. Less means that you have no or very little
chance to become university professor for mathematics education for teaching and learning in
schools if you work in this ALM domain. My conclusion is: ALM should try to cooperate
with both parents. We should write papers for conferences and publications in all directions
including psychology and sociology (as long as possible and accepted) and grow to become
adults.
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COUNT ON ME
Wim Matthijsse
CINOP
Center for the Innovation of Vocational Training and Adult Education
Netherlands
1. Introduction, background and objectives of the 'Count on Me' Project
'Count on Me' is a multimedia program for learning mathematics. It is being developed
for first-year vocational education students. The Percentages Module is the first
prototype for a series of ten multimedia (mathematics) modules. When complete, the
series will form a first-year upper secondary vocational education course for students
who want to refresh their arithmetic skills and knowledge of mathematics and/or who
want to work on specific gaps in their knowledge.
Based on the principles of Realistic Mathematics Education, the subject matter covered
in the modules builds on the main themes of the secondary school mathematics
curriculum with an emphasis on arithmetic skills. The difficulty level lies between KSE
(Education Qualification Structure) attainment targets 3 and 4. The program has a
reflective character and, in addition to upper secondary vocational education curricula,
can also be used in teacher and in-service training programs.
The module was designed in such a way that users should largely be able to work with it
independently, assisted by the built-in adaptive tutor. Amongst other things, this means
that the module contains all the relevant information about how the program works and
how it can be used. A detailed handbook is therefore superfluous. Teachers cannot
access any other overviews of the results than those available to the students. There is no
separate program for teachers. The idea behind this was to make it possible for the
program to be used, for example, in adult learning centres as well as in regular upper
secondary vocational education (mathematics) curricula. For these reasons, the contents
of this 'manual' are rather limited_ Before working with the completed series of modules,
the users will do a test. The results of this test can help them to decide which modules
they want to do. Each module will have a final test that users can do at any given time.
2. Structure, contents and functionality of the 'Percentages' prototype
The module contains a database of contexts, sums, comments, explanation, tools, etc.
and a tutor that provides assistance in navigating/working through the program.
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The structure and contents of the database

The heart of the database consists of 400 percentages sums that are arranged in
exercises or units, which follow a specific subject typology. The main principle behind
this is that once a user manages to do a certain type of sums correctly, he or she will
move on to a higher level.
The units are ordered in four chapters:
• mental arithmetic (with percentages)
• estimating (with percentages)
• using a calculator (with percentages)
• percentages at work (percentages in engineering, economics and social work)
The last chapter is different to the preceding three in that it deals with practical
applications of the previously covered subject matter in engineering, economics and
social work.
Each chapter (apart from the last one) contains:
• A short introductory video, which presents the problems of that chapter in a realistic
context.
• (Video) explanations of the different facets of each particular subject.
• Sums — arranged in exercises/units that follow a specific typology. Sums from each
exercise/unit are selected by the program at random and then read out. This can be
infinitely repeated by clicking on the 'cassette tape' button. As the sum is read out, a
short version of the text (i.e. not identical to the audio text) appears on the screen
together with an appropriate photo or drawing. Each sum can be tried twice. Feedback is
provided after each answer. This feedback is of a general nature, unless a particular
incorrect answer is part of a so-called 'error category' (an error that has a systematic
character, a 'typical' error). In that case, specific feedback is given.
• Three interactive thinking and arithmetic models — the ratio table, percentages strip
and percentages table. Each model is accompanied by a hint — the reasoning/arithmetic
method that should be generally employed when using a particular model — which can be
called up (clicked on) separately. The ratio table should, for example, be used for
thinking and reasoning with proportions (2% as 2 out of 100 or 1 out of 50). The
percentages strip and the percentages table should be used for thinking and reasoning
with fractions
(2% as 2/100 or 1/50).
Special attention is given to introducing and learning how to work with these models.
The models have two functions. They support the method of first reasoning by working
with a 'piece of scribbling-paper' and when the pairs of numbers entered by the user in
the models are compared for consistency, they make it possible to check the answer. This
makes the models 'semi-transparent'.
For doing calculations with percentages on the worksheets, an on-screen calculator is
available.
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As a prelude to the first chapter, the program also contains:
• A log-on screen, where the user enters his/her (unique) PIN code. The program uses
the PIN code to recognise the individual user and navigate him/her straight to the point
where he/she worked at the previous session (see navigation).
• A preliminary test, which makes sure the user has sufficient knowledge of arithmetic
to be able to start the module. In other words, the test assesses whether the user has the
required foreknowledge to be able to work with percentages — e.g. comprehension of
numbers, basic knowledge of ratios, being able to work with a calculator. etc.
• A short video that portrays the wide range of use of percentages arithmetic in daily
life. The video helps to motivate the users and activate their foreknowledge. It deals with
the three segments of the program — mental arithmetic, estimating and using a calculator.
The program is concluded with a final test, which the user can use to check whether
he/she has sufficient grasp of the subject. The user can do this test at his/her discretion at
any point in the program.
Navigation with the adaptive tutor
The user can call on the assistance of a built-in adaptive tutor, which works with the
user's scores in the exercises to navigate him/her through the program. Navigation with
the tutor is based on the 'rules' summarised below:
• After having done a sum (entered the answer), users can proceed to a higher level, go
back to a lower level or do a similar sum (if applicable, the same one — two attempts are
allowed for each sum). The option selected by the tutor depends on the user's answer
and his/her scores for the preceding sums.
• The degree of progress when navigating ahead, can vary (this is comparable to
omitting exercises in a textbook) and is greater if the user does a sum correctly straight
away.
• Returning to a lower level depends on the user's performance when working through
the different subjects in the program. Returning to a lower level can mean going back to
an explanatory text or set of instructions, to doing easier sums, to another unit or subject
etc.
At any time, the user can break off the tutor navigation and decide where he/she wants to
go to in the program (the principle of mixed control). This is done by activating the main
menu in the tool bar. The menu provides the user with an overview of the whole module
and shows where he/she is currently working. The user can then select the point where
he/she wants to go. The tutor will then further navigate the user from this point onwards
applying the aforementioned 'rules'. If it goes 'wrong', the tutor will navigate the user
back to the point in the program where he/she stopped working. The tutor also gives
aural encouragement in the form of comments and accompanying remarks at the start
and close of each (new) subject/unit in the program. The aural encouragement varies
according to the user's performance at any given moment. At any time, the user can
access information about the program and the help function with the menu bar.
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3. Discussion
The general question raised by this type of program is: To what extent and in which way
can and should educational software take over the instruction tasks of the teacher?
Fundamentally, the didactic functions of the learning process have an instructive and an
educational component. The educational component involves coaching the learning
process through motivating, encouraging and evaluating students. The instructive
component includes functions such as determining the starting level, activating
foreknowledge, teaching, explanation, making source material accessible, learning to
learn, reflection, testing.
An ideal educational program should optimise the teacher's pedagogical and didactic
functions. Attaining this ideal was the starting point in developing this program.
However, we should not focus on what is technically possible, but on what is desirable
for optimum control of the students' learning process and actual independent educational
development in a 'learning to learn' environment.
The main problem in designing educational software can be formulated in three
questions.
• Which learning functions do we wish to automate and from which educational
viewpoint?
• Which instruction and education functions can be automated (how 'intelligent' should
the program be)?
• How can the interaction between courseware and student be made as natural as
possible using a multimedia interface? This applies to controlling/coaching the learning
process, navigation and evaluating the students.
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The Virtual Mahematics Workshop
Harrie Sormani, Cinop, 's Hertogenbosch, Netherlands
Frank Haacke, ROC Eindhoven , Netherlands
Introduction
In the Netherlands we started a virtual mathematical workshop with Cinop, the National
Institute for the Innovation of Adult Education, and a number of schools. We want to
try with this mathematics workshop to encourage students from different schools to
communicate with each other about mathematics problems.
Our point of view is that Internet is not only a means that provides information for
learning settings but it should also be an instrument for students for communicating and
working out mathematics problems
The objective of the virtual mathematics workplace is to experiment such an Internet
communication among students.

The goals of the virtual mathematical workshop:
The main goal is to encourage students from different places to work jointly on
mathematical problems that ask for application and integration of different mathematical
skills. In the Netherlands we call that Integrated Mathematics Activities. An important
point is that students have to work together but sometimes there is no peer student
available in the learning group. Via Internet there can be a virtual student available as a
substitute. Another goal of the workplace is to discover Internet as a very promising
communication medium among students from one country but also for communication
between students from different countries.
To achieve this it is very important that mathematics problems will be developed and
placed on Internet that are attractive for adult students. Such problems should have
strong visual components and little text as it should also be accessible for weak readers
and low schooled adults. Finally the math problems should challenge the students to have
discussions on it.
Another objective of the virtual workplace is to start discussions between teachers from
different places in the country. The math teacher is quite often an isolated person in a
learning center. For the development of good math teaching it is necessary that teachers
develop ideas and have discussions on it with colleagues. Besides teachers should
provide math problems for the Internet site. For that reason a separate teachers site has
been created to exchange ideas and discuss teaching issues.
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The procedure of making the tasks for the virtual mathematics workshop:

We started with a group of teachers to develop some math problems, each teacher
should create a task. Via Internet on the teachers site, the teachers discuss the tasks.
After that the tasks are placed on the students site. Every month there are three new
problems.
Documents about the setup and objectives of the project are also available on that site.
The teachers site is only accessible for the teachers of the development group.
The method of the virtual mathematics workshop

The students work on the problems and send their solutions to the bulletin board. Via the
bulletin board they can also see the work of other students. The math problems are
spread over three levels of difficulty. If you visit our website you can experience some
tasks.
An example of a problem is for example the next one:
Wim en Harrie live both 50 km away from school.
How far do they live from each other?
Another problem is a picture of a foot ball.
The question is: how many pieces of leather are used for this ball?

The aim of this problem is that students work in groups of three or four students. They
solve the problem and describe their way of problem solving on the students bulletin
board.
Other groups of students do the same. After that they start discussing their ways of
problem solving via Internet. In this way we try to start vivid discussions on math
problems.
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The address of the virtual mathematics workshop:
At the moment you can find the web site for teachers on Internet at url:
http://bve-server3.bvenet.nlivrww/wrkgrp/opdracht.htm
and the students web site at:
http ://bve-server3 .bvenet.nihrww/titelpag.htm

The Future of the virtual mathematics workshop
We think it is very important that we will use Internet in the future as a communication
medium among students. We are standing at the start of new technological period. We
think it is very important that different countries exchange their experiences at this point
because the great advantage of Internet is that it is so easy and cheap to communicate
with people in other countries. Therefor we would like to have contact with people from
other countries to start international discussions on this issue and to develop this idea
further.
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Teaching and Learning Mathematics through Art:
a multicultural approach
Eliana M. Guedes, Regina M. Zandonadi and Diomar C. Loblo
Departments of Computing and Mathematics - University of Taubate - Brazil
Prefeitura Municipal de Taubate - Ensino Supletivo - Taubate sao Paulo - Brazil

Abstract
The environment where counseling and support activities in Mathematics take place,
directly helping students and teachers with the Project "Art and Mathematics" will be
presented, focusing particularly on how the relationship of shapes and geometry has been
incorporated into art, providing an engaging introduction to this realm of mathematics.
This project, part of the Educational Program "Rediscovering Mathematics", has been
developed with adult students which attend elementary evening courses.
The principal aims of the activities are to break the barrier of myths which usually comes
with the teaching and learning of Mathematics and to develop creativeness through the
integration of Art and Mathematics looking for:
- the development of visual ability.
- the learning and teaching of mathematics.
- the integration between Mathematics and Art.
- the social integration.
We have been doing this work in different regions of Brazil and South America, bringing
together students, teachers and tutors interested in the teaching and learning of
Mathematics through Art, considering that:
- interest is one of the first rules of learning, having the world as a mediator to a process
by which man learns about himself and others.
- the teaching of Mathematics, specially Geometry through Art contributes to the
formative process, improving creativeness and favoring a particular type of thought,
seeking new situations and being sensitive to the visual impact. Together, Art and
Mathematics, form a perfect union of creativeness and knowledge, the one the
instrument for the other, functioning at their highest and best.
1. Mathematics and Motivation
How to motivate students, is the question that has became a leading concern for teachers
of all disciplines. It is known that students who want to learn for understanding's sake
and students who want to learn to get good grades use different kinds of strategies in
their problem solving, and these strategies influence their understanding and their
motivation to work on a problem.
How to get adult students interested and involved in math? Our goal is to find out ways
of using student's interest to maintain motivation and discover what are the ordinary
experiences that can become meaningful learning experiences, providing feedback that
will support adult students in their individual learning goals.
Proceedings ALM-5, July 1998, 71 - 76
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2. Why Mathematics and Art ?
The term "learning environment" for teaching and learning Mathematics has been used
by educators these last decades, attempting to engage students, both intellectually and
physically, to make them become active learners, challenged to apply their prior
knowledge and experience in new and increasingly more difficult situations. New
approaches have been investigated to give them opportunities to engage themselves in
the process of learning, rather than just receiving information. These approaches should
provide a learning environment for students that build confidence in the learning and
doing of Mathematics, specially adult students who attend evening classes.
We will focus on a particular but representative attempt to improve learning and
teaching of Mathematics through Art, which we found out to be a strong and meaningful
strategy, A brief study of the development of different cultures which are the basis of
Brazilian society were studied and used to motivate students and to allow them to make
relations. In this way, it was shown to them how the roots of each culture run deep in
art and history, both requiring inspiration, contemplation and creativity being,
Mathematics and Art two of the oldest disciplines known by man.
Considering all the topics above we could increase students interest, success and
perseverance and how to input them into discussions on Mathematics content, outcome,
and assessment. Another important point was how this knowledge could promote
student inquiry, guided discovery, and conjecturing in their instruction through a learning
process that models the use of manipulatives, computer technology, student writing,
cooperative learning, and differentiated instruction, encouraging sustainable
collaborations between students from different cultures and social classes.
the
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out what they did considered to be Art and how they faced the idea of joining
Mathematics and Art. They have been working with Japanese and Chinese Patterns We
are presenting some examples of the Geometry of Origami, chosen by the majority of
students, who worked together integrating Mathematics and Art through a
multicultural approach.
This work has been developed with adult students from Prefeitura Municipal de Taubate
- Ensino Supletivo Santa Luzia - Brazil
3. The visual representation of mathematical ideas.

Figure 1. Creases of Origami: a study made by students from basic education.
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Implementing origami and Indian design can mean rich, hands-on geometry experience
for the students, giving them the opportunity to observe cultures that were already in
our country before it was discovered and colonised and others cultures that are still
conquering their places in our society. Both, have their roots folding papers or leaves,
always making geometric models, trying to express their feelings through Art.
Constructing geometric models, using the vocabulary of Geometry in context and
discussing concepts as students fold figures together, certainly makes them feel special
interest, being that a starting point for mathematical investigations and problem solving
activities. There are innumerable mathematical skills and concepts inherent in folding,
including among all:
•
•
•
•

spacial visualisation;
isometry;
three-dimensional geometry,
congruence and similarity.

4. The geometric language of different cultures.
We are going to present the results of some activities related to Symmetry and
Asymmetry, which brought together, Art and Mathematics, forming a perfect union of
creativeness and knowledge, the one the instrument for the other, functioning at their
highest and best. The structures presented show beauty and rich design that bring
qualities of order and symmetry, improving directly the:
• development of the visual ability.
• learning and teaching of Mathematics.
• integration between Mathematics and Art.
• social integration, specially in third world countries.
• cooperative learning.
• cognitive development.
• multicultural awareness.
The creases of the crane-folding was our first work. The geometric models presented
united the group in a thematic activity, exemplifying the power of collaboration and the
very satisfying achievement of a group objective. A study of the creases impressed on the
square sheet of paper, after the crane had been created revealed a wealth of geometric
objects and properties, illustrating the mathematical ideas of similarities, lines and points
of symmetry, congruences, ratio and proportions of shapes, and iterations resembling the
formation of geometric fractals. This study involves moving between dimensions, the
creases representing the object's 2-dimensional projection onto a flat plane, the isometric
properties applied to a minimum pattern and the construction of 3-dimensional models
that can help student to make relations and solve problems at their work.
The 2-dimensional models are part of a project to develop flagstones designed for
paved floors and the 3-dimensional models have been used to suggest new ideas for
architectural projects, both developing creativeness and visual ability.
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Figure 2. The study ofreflections, rotations, translations and glide reflections done by students from the
Program "Rediscovering Mathematics" and Ensino Supletivo.
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Figure 3. Geometrical Study: Flagstones and Tapestry Projects

All these examples were made and studied by adult students from the project Art and
Mathematics and from Ensino Supletivo in which they learned the meaning of the words
grid, tile, tessellation, mosaic and regular tessellations, the naming conventions, the
geometric representations and the formulas to solve mathematics problems in everyday
life.

Figure 4. Structural and Geometrical Study

The transformation that relates two congruent figures, the isometry was worked on, as
well the direct isometry, translation or rotation, and the opposite isometric, reflection or
glide reflection. Geometric models were obtained by applying translations, rotations,
reflections or glide reflections in various combinations. By geometric model we mean a
collection of geometric primitives that accurately represent the shapes designed on the
surface. These geometric descriptions are used to enhance the visualization of the object
and to provide for quantitative and qualitative analysis.

5. Discussion
All Mathematics should be studied in context that give ideas and concept meaning.
Nonstandard instruments, everyday objects and situations, social life stories and the
culture background of students should be used before others, considering the knowledge
the student already has, helping to connect abstract geometric and algebraic concepts to
the real world.
Everybody learns Mathematics by doing Mathematics, modeling, investigating,
discovering, constructing and demonstrating mathematical theories, concepts, and
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operations. The proper educational environment will assist the adult student in
developing conceptual understanding, procedural skills, and accuracy allowing the
development of creativeness and encouraging him/her to solve mathematical problems
related to the real world. Ordinary things are basic to begin with giving all the adult
students the opportunity to develop themselves, being creative, independent and
conscious that to learn something they need to trust feelings and ideas, and then enable
the performance of these ideas.
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Adult Maths and Everyday Life:
Building Bridges, Facilitating 'Transfer'
Jeff Evans
Mathematics & Statistics Group
Middlesex University, UK

How should we teach mathematics so as to support adults' functioning satisfactorily in
their work and everyday lives? We can draw on the range of activities that the typical
adult is involved in, but this range will vary greatly across the group in a typical basic
education or college pre-calculus course. Thus, the mathematics taught must be able to
be 'transferred' or generalised to their contexts. My approach to this problem provides a
critical alternative, both to traditional transfer theories and to situated cognition, in
showing learners and teachers how to build bridges between different practices,
particularly between school or college and work.
Introduction
The transfer (or generalisation) of learning means the use of ideas and learning from
MIA rnritavel. in strinfliAr
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(I) the harnessing of out-of-school activities and thinking in the teaching of college
subjects;
(2) the application of learning from college contexts to work or everyday activities; or
(3) the use of a school subject like mathematics outside of its own domain, in nursing,
engineering or business studies (cf. Maas, 1998).
This is clearly an especially important set of issues for mathematics since it is claimed
to have wide applicability across the curriculum, and outside the school or college. Yet
students often 'fail' to accomplish transfer. And views on the reasons are in conflict,
leading to widespread controversy.

Views on the Transfer of Learning in Mathematics
The discussion has been vibrant not only in psychology, but also in education in the last
10 or 20 years. Here traditional approaches include views favouring the use of
behavioural learning objectives, "basic skills" approaches, and "utilitarian" views (e.g.
Cockcroft Report, 1982). They share several ideas. A problem or "task", and the
mathematical thinking involved, can be described in abstract, e.g. as a 'percent', or a
'proportional reasoning' problem; hence it is claimed to be possible to talk about "the
same mathematical task" occurring across several different contexts. For traditional
views, that the "transfer of learning", e.g. from school to everyday situations, should be
relatively straightforward - at least for those who have 'understood' the maths properly.
Proceedings ALM-5, July 1998, 77 - 84
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However, there are problems. As indicated above, one cannot depend on transfer being
accomplished, by a particular learner, in a particular situation. And recent research has
shown striking differences between performance in school tasks, and that in work, or
everyday situations (e.g. Lave, 1988; Nunes at al., 1993).
Thus critical positions have emerged - in particular, the strong form of situated
cognition. Its proponents argue, citing Jean Lave (1988), that there is a disjunction
between doing maths problems in school, and in everyday life, as these different contexts
are characterised by different structuring resources (e.g. ongoing activities, social
relationships). Subjects' thinking is specific to these settings, and to the different
practices in play in them. Thus transfer of learning from school / academic contexts to
outside ones is pretty hopeless.
However, there are problems with the situated cognition account, too. First, in its strong
form, the view threatens a cul-de-sac: we are offered a proliferation of differently
situated types of mathematical thinking, with high boundaries between them, and claims
that the use of one type of thinking in another context is basically impossible (cf. Noss &
Hoyles, 1996b, ch.2). Second, this approach seems to assume that practices and
communities of practice can be seen as 'natural' - whereas I argue the need for
description and analysis of the bases of different practices - in language or 'discourse'.
Meanwhile, Jean Lave's more recent work (Chaiklin and Lave, 1993; Lave, 1996) has
moved on, acknowledging that no practice could ever be completely closed, or
completely separated from other practices.. Her approach consists of studying learning
within communities of practice, and the social relations, and identities across them.
This brief discussion (see also Evans, 1999a) suggests a need for a reformulation of the
problem of transfer. Four crucial issues are discussed in the next section. Currently, a
number of areas, besides mathematics education, are contributing to this reformulation,
including developmental psychology (e.g. Nunes et al., 1993) and cognitive psychology
(e.g. Anderson et al., 1996), and sociology of education (Muller and Taylor, 1995); see
below. My approach further draws on discourse theory and poststructuralism; see e.g.
Walkerdine (1988); Walkerdine and Girls & Maths Unit (1989); Evans and Tsatsaroni
(1994, 1996); Evans (1999a, 1999b).

Conceptualising Boundaries and Bridges
(1) how to characterise and differentiate the various contexts of thinking, activity and
learning, and the related practices at play in them
In my approach, practices are activities such as school mathematics, research
mathematics, nursing, banking, apprenticeship into tailoring, and shopping. Each practice
is constituted by discourses.
Discourses are systems of ideas expressed in terms of signifiers and signifieds; signifiers
are words, sounds, gestures, etc. and signifieds are conceptions, or what is meant. These
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discourses give meaning to the practice by expressing its goals and values, and regulate
it in a systematic way, by setting down standards of performance. Within a community of
practice, there is a set of social relations (power, difference) - with different members of
the community taking up different subject-positions. For example, the basic positions
available in school mathematics are normally "teacher" and "pupil"; in shopping or streetselling, they would be "seller" and "buyer".
This approach, like situated cognition, recognises different practices as in principle
distinct - e.g. school maths and everyday practices like street selling. But, my approach
aims to avoid the cul-de-sac (see above), and to go further - by analysing the discourses
involved through their relations of signification - relations of similarity and difference
between signifiers and signifieds, and also devices such as metaphor and metonymy. So
far this draws on de Saussure's structural linguistics. Going further, poststructuralist
ideas about the inevitable tendency of the signifier to slip into other contexts, thereby
making links with other discourses, and producing a play of multiple meanings, provide
insight into meaning-making in mathematics; see the discussion of "shopping with
mummy" below, and also e.g. Walkerdine (1988, Ch.2) on children's use of language to
indicate relations of size, Brown (1994) and Evans and Tsatsaroni (1994, p.184).
Thus, rather than attempting to specify the context of a school maths problem by looking
only at its wording - or by naming the context as if simply based in "natural" settings, as
researchers we can describe it as socially constructed in discourse. This means:
(a) analysing the practices at play in the context, that would be involved in the
'positioning' of participants (Evans and Tsatsaroni, 1994); and
(b) attending to particular signifiers and their relations of similarity and difference, e.g. in
reading interview transcripts.

(2) how to describe the relations between practices, and communities of practice, e.g. the
boundaries or bridges between them
Contrary to the hopelessness of the strong form of situated cognition, I aim to build
bridges between practices, by identifying areas where out-of-school practices might
usefully "overlap" or inter-relate with school mathematics. This requires first of all that
distinctions are made between those relations of signification in the learner's everyday
practices that provide fruitful 'points of inter-relation' with school maths, and those that
may be misleading. An example of a misleading inter-relation would be the attempt to
harness the use of "more" in the home - where its opposite is no more (as in "no more ice
cream for you") - to help teach "more" vs. less as an oppositional couple at school. The
pupils are likely to be confused because what appears to be 'the same' signifier has a
different meaning (signified) in the home and the school discourses (Walkerdine and
Girls & Mathematics Unit, 1989, pp.52-53).
Thus, Walkerdine argues that activity within one discourse - say, playing a particular
card game - will help with (i.e. can be "harnessed" for) school maths in those, and only
those, aspects of the game which are both contained in school maths and which enter
into similar relations of signification (Walkerdine, 1988, pp. 115 ff.). This would suggest
that knowing the order of precedence among the 13 cards of a traditional deck (2,3,4, ...
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9,10, Jack, Queen, King, Ace) would help a child to learn to count (1,2,3„ ...) - but only
up to a point. There are similarities in the identical orderings of cards and natural
numbers between 2 and 10 - but, also, especially, the difference between the Ace and '1'
must be made explicit. So we can broaden Walkerdine's stipulation of 'similar relations of
signification' to mean 'similar or specifiably different'.
(3) acknowledging the importance of affect, motivation, etc.
Most accounts of mathematical thinking, including situated cognition, largely ignore the
area of emotion. But "meanings are not just intellectual" (Walkerdine & Girls and Maths
Unit, 1989, p.52). Thus, whenever a teacher reaches outside of mathematics for an
example as illustration, the mathematics is "at risk"; e.g. when illustrating maths in the
context of shopping with "Mummy", if the mother "has financial difficulties, ... is sick far
away or deceased" (Adda, 1986, p.59). This is because of the fundamental character of
language, its ability to produce "multiple meanings", as argued by poststructuralists (se
above). Thus another reason that a particular set of relations of signification may not
succeed in attempts to harness everyday life for school purposes, is that these relations
may be distracting or distressing - and not only misleading.
Affect can be seen as the energy that powers reason (Buxton, 1981). Here, affect is
understood as an emotional charge attached to particular words, gestures, and so on.
This charge can flow from one signifier to another, along chains of meaning, by
displacement (Evans and Tsatsaroni, 1996, p.355). (NOTE 1)
The quality and intensity of affective charges may often be a major influence in the
success or failure of many attempts at transfer - an influence that has so far been largely
ignored in the mathematics education literature.
Implications for Teaching
(4) designing pedagogic practices that will facilitate harnessing and transfer
Besides seeking out fruitful (non-misleading, non-distracting) points of inter-relation, we
must structure the pedagogic discourse so as to work systematically through a process of
'translation'. This involves a series of steps, where the signifiers and signifieds linked in
one set of signs are transformed into a new set of signs, thereby creating new meanings.
The several steps are held together by chains of meaning (Walkerdine, 1988, p.128ff.).
A simple example is that of a mother who, in discussing with her child the number of
drinks needed for a party of the child's friends, manages to teach the child to count - by
the following transformations from one step to another (Walkerdine, 1988, p.129):
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Step
1 Child (signified)
Name (signifier)

2

3
4

Name (signified)
Finger (iconic signifier)
Finger (signified)
Spoken Numeral (symbolic signifier)
Spoken Numeral (signified)
Written Numeral (symbolic signifier)

At the first step, the mother-teacher, encourages the child to form a sign linking the name
of each child (signifier) with the "idea" of that child (signified). At each subsequent step,
a new signifier (gesture, numeral) is linked to a new signified, which had been the
signifier at the previous stage; each step thereby creates a new set of signs. The chain of
meaning moves as follows: actual child (more precisely, the idea of the child) - name of
child - iconic signifier - spoken symbolic signifier - written symbolic signifier.
Here, the different steps do not really represent different discourses, but they
nevertheless show how a series of carefully constructed links between signifiers and
signifieds could provide the bridges for crossing boundaries between discourses - here,
between home practices and school maths.
Schliemann (1995), in a paper concerned with the viability of harnessing maths from
everyday settings to help with learning school maths, reaches a conclusion similar to
Walkerdine's (above) about the necessary conditions for transfer or generalisation:
... mathematical knowledge developed in everyday contexts is flexible and general.
Strategies developed to solve problems in a specific context can be applied to other
contexts, provided that the relations between the quantities in the target context are
known by the subject as being related in the same manner as the quantities in the initial
context are. (p.49, my emphasis; NOTE 2)

A set of useful guidelines for teaching / learning for transfer, can be based on the analysis
above, and augmented from Anderson et al. (1996). An important principle is clearly to
show learners how to perform a detailed analysis of the shared or similar components and the different aspects - of the initial and target tasks. For a fuller discussion, see
Evans (1999c).
Implications for Research
In order to specify the context of a maths problem attempted in a particular setting,
some of our research effort must be aimed at producing and analysing interview
transcripts. To illustrate, I include a brief reference to one of my own research
interviews: the responses of "Donald" to one of the problems presented to a sample of
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social science undergraduates - which concerned a graph showing how the price of gold
varied over one day's trading in London (Evans, 1998, 1999b).
For these interviews, two practices were judged to be 'at play' - on the basis of the
setting, the language used in the letter of invitation, the interviewer's scripted talk, and so
on. These two discursive practices were 'college maths' (CM) and 'research interviewing'
(RI). In addition, I judged, mostly from the particular subject's talk, what was the
'predominant positioning' of each during each crucial episode of their interview. In
general, RI was considered to open up the possibility of the subject's positioning being in
a practice from their non-college or previous 'lives; for the graph question, this noncollege practice was often a business practice of some kind.
The interview analysis shows several things:
(1) Donald is apparently able to focus on discursive similarities and differences between
college maths and business maths (BM). He seems able to read the diagram as a "chart"
(BM) or as a "graph" (CM), and to recognise the connections between a "trend" and a
"gradient" (respectively).
(2) He is also aware of the different objectives in using the graph. In business, the
objectives are competitive, to make comparisons across personnel or groups, or over
time; in college maths, the objectives are more analytical, focused on the qualities of the
curve, including the rate of change: He is aware of different values and standards of
regulation, in particular of precision, required in the two discourses.
(3) He is also open about the different feelings evoked by the two practices. For
example, his awareness of the different goals of the two practices (see above) is
sometimes painful (Evans, 1998, 1999b).
(4) He is able and willing to use both college maths and money-market maths. Further he
seems able to choose which practice to use to address the problem in the interview, to
decide whether or not to apply his (more precise) college maths methods of calculating
gradients to the problem of saying during which period of the day the price of interest
was rising faster. Though not certain, it also appears that Donald is able to bridge the
two practices, i.e. to transfer his college maths methods to deal with a problem involving
charts, assuming he was convinced of the need.

Conclusions
1. Continuity between practices (e.g. school and out-of-school activities) is not as
straightforward as traditional views assume. Hence scepticism is in order about claims
that transfer is in principle straightforward.
2. Like situated cognition researchers, we can acknowledge at least that transfer is not
dependable and often difficult. But it is not impossible, and hence we can be more
optimistic than these other approaches suggest.
3. In teaching and learning, bridges between practices can be built, by analysing the
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similarities and differences between discourses (e.g. school vs. everyday maths), so as

to identify fruitful "points of inter-relation" between school maths and outside ("target")
activities.
4. The inter-relationships of thought and feeling have received insufficient emphasis in
most discussions of transfer. They are important because they contribute to the inevitable
tendency of language to flow in unexpected ways and generally to assume multiple
meanings within different practices - which constitutes a severe limitation on the
possibilities of any intended transfer.
5. Yet this ability of a signifier to form different signs also provides the basis for any
transfer possibilities. Thus, though the successful crossing of bridges cannot be
guaranteed "risk-free", this paper has sketched some steps it is necessary to follow.
Thus, for anything like transfer to occur, a "translation" across discourses would have to
be accomplished, as summarised in (3). This translation is not straightforward, but it
often will be possible.
6. We need further study of transfer from school to work, including a focus on sign
systems, and more widespread workplace studies in the styles of Recife (e.g. Nunes et
al., 1993) and the London Institute (e.g. Noss and Hoyles, 1996).
7. Given the links between the notion of transfer and the traditional views criticised
above, as well as widespread dissatisfaction with the notion (e.g. Lave, 1988, 1996), I
propose that the term should be replaced either by 'translation' or by 'generalisation'.

Notes
1. Indeed, insights from psychoanalysis can allow us a fuller consideration of the
affective (Walkerdine, 1988; Evans and Tsatsaroni, 1994, 1996).
2. As with Walkerdine's position, I would want to broaden Schliemann's stipulation of
'the same relations of quantities' to mean 'similar or specifiably different'.
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Getting at Adult Basic Education Students' Sturdy Strategies:
A Pilot Study
Mary Jane Schmitt
National Center for the Study of Adult Learning and Literacy
Harvard University Graduate School of Education
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA

Introduction
In the fall of 1997, I combined a course assignment to conduct a pilot field research
project with a long-standing interest in learning more about mathematical understandings
of adults who enroll in adult basic education (ABE) programs. The setting was an adult
learning center in Massachusetts in a math class of 16 adult learners, three of whom were
the focus of the study. Through twelve participant class observations and five interviews
I aimed to devise a way to begin to investigate and to document strategies low literate
adults with little formal education use to successfully negotiate the mathematics
embedded in the activities and demands of their lives. The findings from this initial foray
suggest that adults enrolled in basic skills programs use some sensible strategies in their
everyday math activity that either appear idiosyncratic or differ from traditionally taught
school math. I believe the study might be worthy of extension because such data would
inform curriculum design and instruction in ABE math classes.
Research Questions

My questions were:
1) What sturdy methods, strategies, and algorithms do adults (who enroll in ABE
programs in the U.S.) use in their out-of-school mathematical practice?
2) How might it be possible to uncover such strategies in an ABE setting?
3) Once we do uncover personal strategies, what do we as teachers do with that
information?
While this was the first time I was trying to investigate such questions in a systematic
way, several years in the adult education and mathematics education have contributed to
strong hunches about adult numeracy practices. For example, adults have many math
strategies that may not look like "school math." I've noticed among co-workers, friends,
and students that the less a personal strategy resembles "school math", the less the
individual gives herself credit for knowing or using a strategy. Some of these "nonschool" strategies may be successful in that they aid the person in reaching his or her
desired goal. But, because the methods are not school-approved, the user of such
strategies tends to hide them from others. An equally strongly held notion of mine is that
Proceedings ALM-5, July 1998, 85 - 91
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bringing those strategies out in the open and documenting them are bound to give
numeracy teachers and curriculum developers a more solid base from which to proceed .
We often teach with a workbook or textbook-driven pedagogy that may have more to do
with how we teachers were taught formal arithmetic years ago and less to do with the
ways in which adults unselfconsciously weave mathematical content into the fabric of
their lives.
Ethnographic studies in western and non-western societies of adults and children
engaging in everyday mathematical behavior point to key differences between in-school
mathematics and out of school mathematics. (Lave, 1988; Scribner, 1984; Millroy, 1992;
Nunes, Schliemann, and Carraher, 1993). Such differences include strategies and
algorithms used to compute and to solve problems as well as in the nature of the
problems themselves (in situ vs. conventional of math word problems). For example,
Lave in her study of adults shopping contrasted a traditional school problem to the
dynamic actual situation: Becca has four apples and Maritza has five apples, how many
apples in all?' versus a shopper standing in front of a produce display—putting apples
one at a time in a bag, saying:
'There's only about three or four (apples) at home, and I have four kids, so you figure at least
two apiece in the next three days. These are the kind of things I need to resupply. I only have a
certain amount of storage space in the refrigerator, so I can't load it up totally... Now that I'm
home the summertime, this is a good snack food. And I like an apple sometimes at lunch time
when I get home' (1988, p. 2).

Researchers (e.g., Harris, 1988) have concluded, as do Nunes, Schliemann and Carraher,
that "the mathematical skills used in everyday activities go unrecognized. They are so
embedded in other activities that subjects deny having any skills" (1993, p. 11). ABE
teachers have noted similar situations where adult learners admitted to approaching
problems differently from "real life" because "this is school" (e.g., Moses, 1994).
Methodology

The interview protocol was an important piece of the project because I was trying to
accomplish two things at once. My main goal, of course, was to elicit authentic
testimony from the adults about math they did in their "real lives" outside of class. Most
researchers interested in authentic math practices of adults go to where the adult is
actually doing the activity such as he marketplace or the workplace (Lave, 1988; Nunes,
Schliemann and Carraher; 1993, Scribner, 1984). Researchers have found that math
questionnaires tend to elicit very little response from adults about "math in their daily
lives" as contrasted with more open-ended (non-math) questions. For example, when
hairdressers were asked if they did proportion, they said no. However, when asked to
describe hairdressing they spontaneously used the word "proportion" (Harris, 1994).
My secondary goal was to develop a protocol that could help ABE students
communicate to their teacher how they do math outside of school. This could be a good
initial assessment tool for a teacher's planning. I wanted to create something between a
questionnaire (convenient, can be done on location) and observation of the actual activity
(authentic and embedded). With these two purposes in mind—obtaining authentic
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information and usability, not to mention something that would be fun and/or pleasant, I
designed a two-part interview protocol, described in detail below.
The Interview Guide

Interview Part I. Time: 20-30 minutes
Goal: To find out about (assess) some of the ABE student's "owned" everyday math
strategies in a limited (not in the real situation) setting.
Interviewer says: "Thanks for meeting with me. I'm doing a project to find out some
ways adults use math thinking in their everyday lives. Here's a permission slip (read it
together) to make sure you know just what I'm going to do with the information, and
that you're OK with that. What I have here are some photos of people doing some
activities. Which ones remind you of things you do often?
Could you put the pictures into two piles: What you never do or don't usually do. What
you do sometimes or do often?
Interviewer shows twelve photos some of which were taken in the neighborhood:
1. A furniture store
2. A cafeteria
3. A person cooking
4. A produce section at the supermarket
5. A lottery machine
6. A pharmacy cashier
7. A dairy section at the supermarket
8. A family watching TV
9. A person roller skating
10.Parents holding a baby
11.A family picnic
12.A family at the beach
After the interviewee divides the photos, the interviewer uses "DO OFTEN" as the
conversation starters. For each photo, there are two or three questions aimed to get at
some "figuring." The plan is to concentrate on one or two situations, but the discussion
is flexible. I'll start out by saying, "Tell me a little about what you do that this picture
reminds you of. Where? When? How often? What kind of things do you do when you're
there?"
At the end of the interview, the interviewee gets an inexpensive disposable camera with
flash to take some pictures of herself or friends/family doing math or using numbers in
their everyday lives. We will use these pictures as a start of the next discussion. I was
curious to see where she saw math embedded in her daily activities
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Some early results
The photos seemed to work quite well in eliciting stories. While I asked direct
questions about how a person figured something out, it was only within a story that was
well on its way. For example, I did not ask a hypothetical question such as, "If you won
the lottery, how would you figure how much your earnings were?" Rather, when the
person got to a point in the story that she was reporting a win, I asked her to describe
her thinking.
In the first interview, S. told four stories which exhibited personal workable strategies:
about the lottery, cooking, helping a friend at the bank, and recounting supermarket
shopping strategies. The story below is taken verbatim from her account of how she
figured out how much she had won on a lottery "scratch" ticket.
S. So 1 got the ticket . I was standing at the bus stop. This wasn't even in Cambridge. This was
in Dorchester. I was standing at the bus stop scratching. I thought I was seeing things (M.
giggles) So I said Oh my God. I saw the coin. I remember what card it was. It was the Winner
Take All. And it was a twenty-one. On the Winner Take All, I scratched I saw a coin
S. Yeah, there's ten scratches on it.
M. Yeah, do they .. how are the ten? Are they all lined up or do they...how does it... what does it
look like?
S. OK. So then it's like ten, you know ten (she points to the place where the covered spots
would be) and you scratch them off ...
M. OK
S. Now I had, like a coin. So I won all of them automatically.
M. So what did they have in those other blocks? I know they had a coin. Did they have other
numbers like 18, 20?
S. No. OK. Every block had forty dollars in it ... So forty urn dollars. And ten. So that's four
hundred dollars. I couldn't count it at first cause...
M. Couldn't ? Oh my God. (M. and S. start laughing)
S. I mean I was like .. how much money is that.. 40 and 40, I couldn't count it up...
M. So, how did you end up counting it up?
S. I started concentrating on it. I said wait 40 ten times, what, I kept doing it, wait that's 400...
I said Oh my God, a hundred dollars. Me and my boyfriend were mad at each other at the time
so I went over his house anyway. He said, "You're not supposed to be over here." I said "I've
got five hundred dollars. You want to go out?" (M. laughing). He got dressed and he left.
(muffled) the biggest I ever hit. When I first played a ticket, I hit for two hundred and fifty
dollars.
M. Show me how you counted that.
S. So, forty and eighty ... eighty... eighty that's um... that's four times... so that's sixteen...
so that's four times... another hundred and sixty... eight , twelve, that's three ... three hundred
and twenty... oh I think this is wrong... yeah OK, three twenty... and eighty , ten, yuh, that's
right, just like that. That's how I did it.
S. was not able to automatically say what $40 times10 was, but she used a strategy of

doubling to get to the correct answer, and she was in control of the situation. Her
motivation and interest in the situation seemed to drive her to mathematize. Each of the
three women I interviewed consistently spoke with convintion and offered rich and
amusing narratives - and often philosophized - when they spoke about their 'owned math'
in the interviews. S.'s lottery story was robust, amusing and philosophical, and more
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more interesting than a workbook word problem or any hypothetical story that a math
teacher like me could make up. The emotional content struck me.
M. (interviewer) They say the odds are against you.
S. I haven't heard of that. They must be against me, 'cause I sure ain't winning nothing.
M. How do you think the lottery works?
S. I don't know how it works. I bought a scratch ticket today. One dollar. They can't give
you that one dollar? I mean.... When you think about it. It's not their fault you went to the
store. Nobody told you to buy a ticket..... One day I spent my last dollar. I was sitting
home by myself. I had one dollar and that's all I had. What am I going to do with it, save
it up? I went to buy one ticket. I picked that ticket. I won $ 100... That happened to me a
dozen times.

Coding and Keeping Track
I coded the interviews for areas that the student wanted to talk about (e.g. lottery,
shopping) and any of her 'owned' strategies (e.g. estimation, multiplication strategy).
Keeping track over the long run and looking for themes across cases would be
important for my own research. I began with an empty two-dimensional matrix that
evolved during the three interviews and some class observations as shown below. The
lottery conversation with the doubling strategy has an S1 in the cell indicating that this
(theme x
strategy) unit appeared in S.'s first interview. My plan is that after several interviews a
composite profile of typically used strategies might emerge from the data. Other than
the practical concern that ABE math teachers might use this information to inform
instruction, I thought the same data might shed some light on mathematical methods
that adults more naturally gravitated to than others. For me, this resonated with the
evolutionary psychologist's position that the human brain has evolved to perform some
mental operations easier than others (Dehaene, 1997; Pinker, 1997). I have begun to
think that the data might reveal the strategies that are fairly universal.
Nature of Math S. and A. Reported (Strategies or Algorithms)
Area
discussed

Checking
Strategy

Addition
Strategy

Supermkt
Shopping
Lottery

Si AL

Si Al

Subtract
Strategy

Si

Si

Si

Hospital
Work
Shopping
for Stereo

Si

Measure

Reading
text

Sequent.
Direction
s

Reading
Number
notation

Charts /
Tables

Compare
Prices
Al

Cooking
Banking

Multiply
Strategy

Ac

Si
Si

S1
SI

Ac
Al

Al

Al

Al
LI

Code: Si instance in S's first interview, Al A's first interview, A2 = As sec. interview; Ac = A. in class
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Once you do uncover a strategy, what is the next step?
A.'s calculation:
In class, A. had shown me her personal strategy for subtraction. If she is faced with a problem
with dollars and cents—"I just forget about the cents." But, when I asked her what she did if
she had a paycheck for $52 and had to pay a bill for $36, how she would figure that out, her
strategy did not use borrowing or renaming.
M. Could you do this?
S. (After concentration, without a pencil.) 16.
M. How did you do that?
A. I took 30 from 52. Leave 22. 6 from 10 leave 4. 12 and 4 is 16.
A. admitted that her way worked all the time, except for cents. (Meaning $52.35 minus
$36.98 would get burdensome.) The teacher and I found her algorithm very interesting,
and unlike any I had heard from students from other countries. She used a partitioning
of both numbers, sometimes adding, and sometimes subtracting. It took me several
times of her patiently explaining for me to feel sure I understood her way. It was easy to
understand that she first SUTRACTED 30 from the entire 52, leaving 22. Then, she
partitioned that 22 into 10 and 12. She SUBTRACTED the 6 (The other part of 36)
from 10, leaving 4. Then, she ADDED that 4 to 12, the other section of 22. What
struck me was her confidence with and mastery of this method. I labeled this a "sturdy"
strategy.
We were eager to find ways to build upon her method, because she was so secure with it,
but the strategy was incredibly cumbersome to build on for more than three digits.

Do patterns emerge in their successful and sturdy methods? While there is not enough
data to tell if a strategy is idiosyncratic or whether it's a strategy of choice for many,
there was an example where there seemed to be a similar non-school approach. S. and
A. showed some similarity in their estimation strategies for keeping track of how much
the items in their grocery carts were adding up to. Both paid attention to the dollars and
took cents into account at the end. A. did that more broadly, S. more systematically,
rounding amounts close to a dollar sometimes as she went along.
From S.' supermarket story:
S. Well, when I go food shopping. Like say if I have bread and like after I get a carriage full of
stuff ... I don't get the right amount in bread, like I don't say 99cents. I say one dollar. And a
gallon of milk, two thirty-nine. I say two dollars. Then something costs one-fifty, so I put it
(Muffled) add it another dollar. So I'm looking for one, two, Three, four. Then add 50 cents for
the eggs and the milk so I make that five dollars.
S. You know what I'm saying, I put a little change in it. One day I was just like a dollar less
than what I said I was. I was just like I know what I'm getting. I don't say 39 cents.. plus this
and take away that. I cant do that . Plus you can't do all that in the store. So I say like two
dollars, three dollars. I keep on adding it up. Take the change and you know that's a dollar .
That's another dollar.
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From A.'s supermarket story:
Milk costs two twenty-nine. I never check the twenty-nine cents.
M. What do you do with the 29 cents?
I go and then and I pick something up again, and I ALWAYS put myself ahead... I always leave
my 29cents...
I could follow S.'s reasoning, but A., even though she was sure of herself, and was very
confident of her method, didn't quite get through to me. I was not sure what she really
was doing... if she was rounding up or down... or where she was leaving the 29.. What
is interesting here is that we had different vocabularies to express estimation strategies.
For example, A. called the cents, "overs".
Do adults' methods and strategies resemble schoolbook methods and strategies?
As mentioned above, S. figured 40 x 10 and A. 52-16 with non-conventional algorithms.
But there were other schoollstreet differences. None of their narratives sounded like
school "word problems." S. and A. did not speak in the hypothetical, but in a narrative
action format. In the second interview, S. and A. were uninterested or unable to devise a
"math word problem" for school. In their narratives A. and S. reported successful
dealings with numbers, or what they perceived as successful. A.'s pride in her work at
the hospital and S.'s joy at a lottery win kept them involved and in control. It was
almost as if their responses to those contexts were the drive behind their learning and
development. There was another example from A., where in class A. said she never
heard of the word "digit", and could not respond on a diagnostic test to the question,
"how many digits in 1,520." However, in her interview, she related in detail how she
pressed the " 3 or 4 digit code" into the phone at the hospital. I think this might be a
good example of the way in which adult students carry different meaning in school and
out for what teachers assume should carry over across contexts.
Conclusion
While these few pages touch only briefly upon my pilot project, I hope I have given the
readers of ALM-5 Proceedings the flavor of what I am aiming to accomplish. I would
gratefully accept any comments or suggestions about this line of inquiry.
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Developing the Concept of Multiply and Divide
Ruth Pollcinghorne
City of Bristol College, UK
Introduction

The following looks at the difficulties basic numeracy students have in dealing with
multiplication and leading from that, division. I am concentrating on multiplication as
this best illustrates the problem. It is also the area where I have started to develop a way
of addressing the problem. I feel that to start with I should make it clear the level of
student with whom I am concerned. I work in Adult Basic Education departments of
Further Education and Community Education in Bristol, England. The students I am
looking at in this paper have very immediate numeracy needs, such as being able to
handle money on a day to day basis more confidently. When they start they are generally
able to count, add and by informal methods subtract numbers. They may have found
means of tracking their money in broad terms, but very often cannot itemize and check
all the details. The development of these skills, although it can involve time and hard
work on the part of the student, are not, relatively speaking, too difficult to achieve.
Outline of Problem

Many basic numeracy students find thv kounk.uptb a multiply dnd divide more difficuk.
We tend to teach the four rules one after the other as if they follow a logical order
directly building on the previously learned skill. To some extent this is the case but not
totally so. Just because a student can add and take away does not mean that they have
all the skills or understand all the concepts that are needed to go on to multiply and
divide.
To add follows on from counting. The need to do this on a simple level is all around.
How many people want tea and how many want coffee in the group? The idea of adding
these together to get to the total number in the group is something that can be seen.
Going on from that, to take away is also something with which they are familiar - if five
want tea and there are ten in the group then five from ten is five who want coffee. Using
money gives lots of examples of the need in very practical terms to add and take away.
The step on from this to multiply and divide is not as smooth as it may seem to those of
us who have mastered these ideas and use them regularly almost without thinking. How
much will five teas cost if one costs 50p: 5 x 5 = 25 so 2.50 - no problem. The bill came
to 2.50 for five of us so that is 5 into 25 = 5 so 50p each.
The answer to this sort of sum can be arrived at by repeated addition or subtraction.
And so many basic students carry on using these methods of arriving at the answer and
not bothering with the multiply and divide. I will leave aside the question of whether
they need to for the time being, (this would be a subject for another talk altogether), and
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proceed on the basis that the student wants or needs, for whatever reason, to be able to
do these things.
In working with a number of students at this level over the last five -six years I have
found over and over that students revert back to repeated addition to work out practical
sums when, for instance doing money problems, and resist using multiplication.
At first I thought that they resisted it because of the problem of learning their tables; they
could not call to mind the answer quickly enough, so went back to the sure way of
adding. However I started to find that even where students had tried and who for a short
time managed to learn the times tables they still did not use this knowledge.
The other answer was that the students needed to try out multiplication in a range of
practical settings. This is the way most tutors I have spoken to would proceed and is the
way that the standard text books are laid out. Encouragement of this by way of
simulated exercises or actual situations where they could use multiplication outside
college did not help them significantly. Even if they made a special effort to try to use
multiplication very often this would be checked by adding, showing a lack of confidence
in the method.
One major problem was not resolved, they were still not sure of when to use the
knowledge. I have gathered together work from various students who are able to
mechanically work out a multiplication sum when they are given it as an exercise clearly
labelled multiplication. These people have also been able to learn some times tables, if
not all of them up to ten times.
When faced with a realistic situation where some addition, some subtraction, some
multiplication and some division are used and they have to select the most appropriate
they are confused as to what is required when. Students would often try the sum two or
three different ways hoping one of them would be right. They would usually get so
bogged down in this that they lost sight of what they were trying to achieve.
This led me to think that it is not the mechanics of the calculation that is confusing but
the actual concept of multiplication (and division) that is not understood. I have been
trying to find a reason which may explain the difficulties people have with both of them
which may also help with the use and mechanics of dividing.
Materials that Address the Problem
When I tried to see if I could illustrate the difference between multiplication and division
by using diagrams or some other graphic/tangible way of understanding what is
happening I started to see another problem the students have.

I gave some students the following exercise:
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You open a cupboard and find the following:
Tins of:
Baked Beans
Baked Beans
Peas
Peas

Peas
Mushroom soup
Mushroom soup
Mushroom soup

Tomato soup
Tomato soup
Baked beans
Tomato soup

You have to
Organise them into groups of similar things.
2. Count the number of groups
3. Count how many are in each group
4, Work out how many are there altogether
When I was making this up I thought I had maybe made it too simple, but thought that if
I introduced it as a preliminary stage then the students may accept it. However what I
found was that this was a more difficult exercise than I had expected and that the
students had real trouble with the grouping of things. It was not something they did. I
talked to them about doing this sort of thing at home - i.e. sorting out their kitchen
cupboards and the like to count up what is there. They would count each set of tins
separately and not try to group them in any way. They also said that whenever they tried
to do this sort of thing they would get half way through and start forgetting the numbers
and would have to start again. So this seemed to be something to develop.
I feel that patterning and maybe other related special skills are something that these
student are not able to do, at least do well, and instinctively. I therefore developed the
grouping idea. Exercises either written or practical where students are encouraged to
group objects have started to show some benefits to the students. As yet though I have
not developed an adequate range of materials to fully develop these skills.
One of the difficulties is trying to find things that an adult would be happy to use. Some
find the use of counters and so on a bit childish, although in the right environment this
can be incorporated into the classroom session. It seems that these people may well have
missed out on some of the play that many of us did as children. It is with things such as
building blocks and other maybe more boy-like toys that we develop these skills. This is
an area I would like to explore more in the future.
In looking into this I have found little help from the standard text books; even ones
which have a generally good practical approach to numeracy. The accreditation
appropriate for this level of student does not encourage the development of these skills
either. Counting in batches is one example from the Number-power scheme which
touches on this but it is one small part of a unit. Although we may try to avoid teaching
strictly in line with the requirements of the accreditation schemes it is a fact of life in
most centres that tutors have to pay regard to their requirements and often are expected
to tutor students to pass these courses. I am concerned that the lack of attention to the
spacial/organising skills referred to here are being neglected, only to prevent the student
going beyond the lowest levels of achievement.
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In general these materials are all geared towards a numerical or mechanical
understanding of multiplying and dividing. The spacial skills come later when students
go on to measuring and geometry. But maybe some of these skills are needed at an
earlier stage.
I have indicated the problems students have with their tables and using multiply and
divide. Making the work relevant and showing practical examples has not necessarily
helped to make the decisions about what to use any easier.
Conclusion
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other things - fractions and so on. These tasks may be made much easier if the
patterning and spacial skills I have touched on can be more fully developed.
Altogether, encouragement gathered understood difference accreditation achievement
resources. However they would usually count out money by grouping like coins
together, probably because this is commonly seen being done by others. Very often the
money would then be counted consecutively and the reason for grouping not actually
used.
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Who is an Adult? How Does the Definition Affect Our Practice?
Katherine Safford
Saint Peter's College
Jersey City, New Jersey, USA
Introduction
As a child, I had a clear definition of an adult. S/he was tall, probably married, at
least 21 years old, and legally permitted to vote, drive an automobile, and drink
alcoholic beverages. As an educator or adult, however, I find that childhood
definition has blurred considerably. This presentation brings together a host of
measures of adulthood for consideration. It is hoped that the complexity of the
answer to the initial question, "Who is an adult?" will assist practitioners and
researchers in the planning and execution of their work.
Legal
I chose to begin the discussion from a legal perspective because the legal age should
define who is entitled to adult education services in the United States. But first, a
warning. Any discussion of legality must be understood in the context of the US
educational system. Much of the legal power related to education resides with the
individual states. This means that the remarks in this paper represent average or
typical situations. Further confusing the issue is the fact that each state determines
how much local control is permitted. This caveat must be considered when any
statement concerning legality is read in this paper. While what I say holds true for
the majority of cases it may not be true for a particular county or district within an
individual state.
Federal law mandates that at age 18 citizens of the United States can vote (Brunner,
Borgna, 1998). Legal residents of the United States who are 18 can own property and
enter into contractual agreements. They can also attend adult education classes. A
typical catalogue of courses offered for adults states as its admissions requirement
"Adult vocational education classes are open to all persons eighteen years of age or
older who have graduated or left an elementary or secondary school system." (Ocean
County Vocational-Technical Schools, 1998) In practice, either or neither of these
criteria may be waived by the local board of education.
By contrast, students who have parental consent may leave the juvenile educational
system at age 16. No document of completion is issued unless they have fulfilled the
requirements for a diploma or a General Educational Development (GED) certificate.
Most students who choose to leave school at 16 therefore lack the credentials needed
for meaningful employment. Once they have dropped out of the secondary system
these students may choose to return to that system until they are 21 years old or they
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may apply to the local board of education for admission to the adult high school
despite their youth.
Thus, students as young as 16 could participate in adult education activities.
Age 16 shows up in several other legal measures of adulthood in the United States. In
23 states, individuals who are 16 can hold a regular driver's license. States which
permit driving prior to age 16 generally do so with restrictions such as driving during
daylight hours or a requirement that a regularly licensed driver be in the vehicle.
Many states, New Jersey included, restrict licensing until 17 or even 18. Sixteen,
however, is the most common driving age across states (World Almanac Books,
1998). Marriage, it could be argued, should be a measure of adulthood. Most states
permit 16 year olds to marry with parental consent (World Almanac Books, 1998).
Child labor laws distinguish between those who are 16 and younger workers. Sixteen
year old workers are protected from work deemed dangerous such as the operation of
power equipment or the driving of a motor vehicle (Department of Health and Human
Services, undated). The sixteen year old, then, is permitted to leave school, marry
with parental consent, but is restricted from many of the more lucrative areas of
employment until s/he reaches the age of 18.
Fourteen is the one final age which shows up in legal discussion. It is the age at
which children may work outside of a family business or farm(Department of Health
and Human Services, undated). It is also the age at which most states permit adult
prosecution for criminal acts (Landers, 1998). A defendant is usually judged to be a
juvenile until 18. However, the prosecution can request an adult indictment for
children as young as 14. Sadly, this has become a major legal issue in the United
States because of recent tragedies involving murders allegedly perpetrated by minors.
The definition of the juvenile justice system is under examination and the answer to
the question "Who is an adult?" from the point of view of criminal intent and
responsibility may change.
Social/Cultural
Cultures and societies have traditional benchmarks which delineate the child from the
adult in that society. Upon review, these measures conform more to the low-end age
of 14 than to the legal majority age of 18 discussed in the previous section. The
major religions of the West and Near East align with the early age. Both Judaism and
Islam set the age of majority at 13 for boys and 12 for girls (Sachs, 1998).
Confirmation in the Roman Catholic Church, although not defined as a rite of
passage, tends to be administered at puberty(O.Malley, 1995). Local dioceses
establish their own guidelines but, for children born into and raised in the faith, the
minimum age is twelve or the "age of discernment" (Liberia Editrice Vaticana,
1994). In the United States, common practice is to confirm when the children are in
eighth grade, that is, when they are thirteen or fourteen years old.
Secular cultures also recognize special ages. Latin Americans celebrate a Quinceanera
when a female reaches the age of fifteen. This can be quite an extravagant celebration
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beginning with a special Mass followed by a dinner and dance on the scale of a formal
wedding party. A more typical North American benchmark is the "Sweet Sixteen"
party for a girl. These too can be elaborate but are often celebrated by a small party
or barbecue to which friends are invited. High society still maintains the custom of a
debutante ball where girls in their eighteenth year "come out" into society (Post,
1997).
One traditional social measure of adulthood is the age at which an individual leaves
the family home and begins to live on his/her own. In the United States, this age has
actually been creeping upwards in recent years. Some explanations offered are the
increase of the cost of living on one's own, substantial college loan debt, and a
realization that the family home offers luxuries not affordable on a novice's salary.
Colleagues attending this ALM presentation concurred that this is an international
trend. In academic circles, there is an increase in the number of years which students
take to complete a baccalaureate degree. This results in the age of graduating seniors
moving towards 23 or 24 rather than the 21 or 22 of their parents' generation. If we
take the definition of adult offered by Darkenwald and Merriam (1982), namely that
adults are "persons whose major social roles are characteristic of adult status" the
benchmark of 25 which is often used in adult education circles best describes an adult
as a recent college graduates in his/her first job and possibly living on his/her own at
last.
Moral
Three of the major moral theorists are Piaget, Kohlberg, and Gilligan. The work of
Piaget is, in fact, a foundation the work of the other two. Jean Piaget observed
children from infancy until adolescence. Based on his observations, he determined
that the moral judgment of a child matured at puberty and he labeled that stage of
development "distributive justice". The adolescent child, in making moral
judgments, takes into account the varying degrees of responsibility of the individual
involved in the critical situation (Piaget, 1965, Boden, 1980). The findings of Piaget
tie neatly into the traditional "age of discernment" upon which the major religious
rites of passage pivot. He did not work with adults and, for Piaget, the distributive
justice represented the final stage of moral development of a person.
Lawrence Kohlberg replicates the adolescent findings of Piaget and expands that
research into the area of adult development. Kohlberg defines four stages of moral
development in the post-childhood period. Akin to Piaget's distributive justice stage
is Kohlberg's third stage where the individual internalizes the rules and expectations
of the family or peer group. This is followed in later adolescence by a fourth stage
when the individual internalized the rules and expectations of the greater society of
which s/he is a member. With the approach or onset of adulthood, he then details
additional stages although a minority of adults reach the fifth, a stage where
fundamental moral principles may override the laws and regulations of the larger
society. While a sixth stage is defined, there is disagreement among those who have
studied Kohlberg's work as to whether he provided clear evidence of its existence.
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The adult who has reached stage six has searched for, and lives according to, a
personal set of moral principles which may follow or digress from the society in
which s/he lives and works (Kavathatzopoulos, 1991)
Carol Gilligan began researching moral development with Kohlberg in the early
1970's. When she began to expand the research samples to include women Gilligan
felt that her findings parted ways with those arrived at by earlier researchers who had
drawn conclusions based on exclusively male samples. In her book In a Different
Voice, Gilligan argues that the stages of moral development of women differ
strikingly from those delineated by Kohlberg. According to her, the question of
morality for women is one of learning to recognize the relationships affected by a
moral decision and to balance the needs of the deciding individual with the needs of
those affected by the decision. The resulting "best" decision is therefore situational
and differs for each individual. While her research ties again to the maturation at
puberty, there are no sharp stages of development, rather a growing awareness of
personal responsibility on the part of the maturing individual (Gilligan, 1993). In a
recent lecture commemorating the anniversary of the death of Kohlberg, Gilligan
raises additional issues which challenge the traditional samples which formed the basis
of accepted adult development models. She argues for research to explore the moral
development path of non-white and of homosexual individuals before offering a
theory of adult development which claims to represent all adults (Gilligan, 1998).
Cognitive Development
Jean Piaget is perhaps best known for his work in cognitive development. At about
the same age when he found a sense of distributive justice surfacing in adolescents, he
perceived an ability to think abstractly about items and issues within the child's
experience. Piaget termed this cognitive stage "formal operations" . The child who
had reached the formal operations stage was capable of thinking and arguing using
deductive logic. S/he could consider concrete situations and abstract generalizations
from those situations. As in his moral stage theory, this was the final stage of
cognitive development for the child (Baden, 1980 ).
Other cognitive theorists have suggested a postformal developmental stage (Commons,
Armon, Richards, Schrader, Farrell, Tappan, and Bauer, 1989) In their research
they describe the postformal individual as one with the ability to reconcile
contradictions and understand that knowledge is temporary and subject to change.
Vygotsky also studied cognition in adults but his research centered more on the social
aspects of learning than on stages of development within the individual learner
(Vygotsky, 1978).
Psychological
Several psychologists have presented developmental theories. For brevity sake I offer
two for consideration. The first, and probably the best known, is Erik Erikson.
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Erikson describes eight developmental stages throughout the life span each of which is
expressed in terms of conflict. Upon entering adolescence, the youth struggles with
the question of identity versus role confusion. A successful conclusion to this stage
results in a young adult with a clear sense of his/her personal identity. From age
nineteen to age twenty-five Erikson sees that person deciding between intimacy or
isolation through experimentation with one or more intimate relationships. The
decision results in the creation of a permanent intimate relationship. The next stage is
a broad one, age twenty-five to fifty, and he terms it generativity versus stagnation.
Individuals in this stage of life seek to identify ways to satisfy their need to be
generative and to turn outward from themselves towards others. Erikson's final stage,
reached at age fifty or later is described as a choice between ego integrity or despair,
a comparison which attendees at this ALM presentation found to be rather harsh
(Erikson, 1959). Essentially it is a decision on the part of the person to accept
his/herself as s/he is. Those of us who are middle-aged often witness this struggle in
acquaintances who experience a mid-life crisis and are confronting the question of
who they are and how much they like the answer.
Jane Loevinger also speaks of stages, although her stages are not age-specific.
Beginning in late childhood she describes six stages of adult development although a
given individual may not, and probably will not, reach the higher stages. In late
childhood Loevinger records a conformist stage where the individual identifies his/her
own welfare with that of the group and behaves according to group expectations.
That is followed by a stage where there is an increase in self-awareness and
acceptance of individual differences and shadings of feelings and opinions. The
conscientious stage sees the individual forming his/her own rules and ideals and
attempting to live by them. Both of these stages echo Kohlberg's Stage 3 and 4.
According to Loevinger, the next stage, individualistic, focuses on the question of
dependence and independence the resolution of which leads to the autonomous stage.
An autonomous individual is fully independent and has the capacity to acknowledge
and deal with inner conflict. At the final stage, integration, the person has reconciled
conflicts which arose in the autonomous stage and has given up the quest for the
unattainable (Bee, 1992, Loevinger, 1976).
Application to Practice

During this presentation an attendee asked the question "Why do we care about this
information?" My response is twofold. First, as a practitioner I experienced this
information in an anecdotal and intuitive way. When I then studied the theory
discussed here, I found that it explained and gave credibility to what I had seen in my
classroom. As a researcher I need a rich background of theory upon which I can
build research projects. As specialists in the field of adult mathematics education we
should be aware of this developmental diversity when structuring our classroom
environments and planning a curriculum. Each adult student has his/her own profile
made up of the chronological, moral, cognitive, and psychological stages s/he has
reached.
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Clearly the answer to the question, "Who is an adult?" has many facets. The
eighteen year old single mother of two taking algebra for a high school diploma has a
different profile from the forty year old secretary who is finally realizing a dream of
getting a college degree. Both qualify for adult education and may inhabit the same
class. As their instructors I believe we need to recognize their similarities and
differences and provide a mathematical environment rich enough for each student to
be comfortable and successful. One aid to achievement of that goal is a sound
foundation of adult learning theory. This presentation offers only a superficial tour of
that theory with the hope that attendees will pursue further investigations on their
own.
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The roles of feelings and logic and their interaction
in the solution of everyday problems
Dhamma Colwell, King's College London,
Abstract
In my ongoing research project investigating the socio-cultural contexts of the maths
adults use in their everyday lives, I have been recording discussions in a focus group
of women and observing gardeners and upholsterers at work and discussing their use
of maths with them. The results concord with Lave's theory of situated cognition
(1988:17-18) and with an expanded version of Saxe's model of culture and cognition
(1991:17).
I am finding that the participants' accounts of solving everyday problems have a
logical structure but it is not clear whether this is part of the problem-solving process
or whether it is a function of constructing accounts. The participants' feelings about
themselves and other people, and about maths, are also a prominent feature in these
accounts and strongly influence what the participants choose to do and how they
choose to do it.
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What maths do adults use in their everyday lives, how is it done, and what are the
contexts in which it is used? To investigate these questions I set up a focus group of
women and asked them to talk about their everyday activities which involved maths or
numbers. I also observed a firm of gardeners and some upholsterers at work and
talked to them about the maths they use.
In this paper, I shall be considering data from the focus group. I first briefly describe
how the group runs and how I analysed the data. I found a logical structure in the
participants' accounts of solving problems and I discuss whether this is actually part
of the problem-solving process, or a feature of construction of post hoc accounts. I
show that the four parameters of culture which Saxe proposes as being inseparable
from cognition (1991:17) are an integral part of each stage of problem-solving in the
participants' accounts. Next I demonstrate that affectivity is a fifth parameter in my
data. Finally I raise some questions which I intend to explore further with the focus
group and in observations of people at work and conversations with them.
The names used in this paper are pseudonyms chosen by the participants in the study.
Data collection and analysis The data for this part of the study was collected from
discussions in a focus group of women about the maths they use in everyday life. The
participants are well-educated people: professional women and mature university
students, only one of whom has studied maths beyond GCSE level (the examination
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most children take at age 16 in England and Wales). I have discussed the constitution
of the group more fully elsewhere (1998, II: 47-49).
I asked the participants to tell stories about their everyday experiences of using maths
and numbers. When they ran out of spontaneous stories I gave them a series of
questions on individual cards which they could read through and choose any they
would like to answer.
The questions were about numbers, time and money, measurement and estimation,
shape and spatial orientation. They were worded in a way which would invite the
participants to consider specific instances when these concepts had been called into
play in their everyday lives, and to encourage them to describe the whole context of
the event. An example of the questions is, 'When you were coming here today, how
did you decide what time to leave home?'
I asked the questions in this way because I am particularly interested in the
socio-cultural contexts in which people use maths, as in Lave's theory of situated
cognition. Rather than understanding knowledge as something individuals possess, she
sees,
... a more appropriate unit of analysis is the whole person in action, acting with the
settings of that activity. This shifts the boundaries of activity well outside the skull and
beyond the hypothetical economic actor, to persons engaged with the world for a variety
of " reasons " ... (Lave, 1988:17-18.)

I recorded the conversations in the group on audio-tape and transcribed the tapes. I
coded the data systematically using Lincoln and Cuba's system for developing
grounded theory (1985: 332-356): I labelled words, phrases and sentences with names
that described the content. I then physically cut up the transcript with a scalpel and
grouped the pieces of paper in envelopes according to their labels. When a piece of
text fitted more than one label, I copied it so that it could be put into all the
appropriate envelopes. I then went through each envelope to check whether the pieces
of text concorded with each other and with the label. Finally I made a list of the labels
and tried to organise them into a schema (see Appendix).
Examples of the labels are: 'calculation', 'tool' , 'affectivity', 'identifying a problem'.
In choosing these names for pieces of text, I was influenced by what my interests are
in the data: firstly, what mathematics people use in everyday life; secondly, how they
do the maths; and thirdly, the socio-cultural contexts in which the maths is used.
The logical structure in the accounts of problem-solving The participants gave
accounts of a wide range of everyday activities such as travelling, cooking, crafts,
dancing, shopping, video-recording, remembering telephone and personal
identification numbers. The analysis revealed a logical structure to their accounts of
the solution of problems in four stages: the identification of a problem; deciding how
to set about solving the problem; what actually happened; and a review of how far the
problem had been solved. In order to solve one problem, many contributory problems
may have had to be solved. Also, at the review stage, if the solution has not worked,
it might be necessary to go back to any of the previous stages: to reformulate the
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problem, to make another decision about what to do, or to try again to carry out the
original decision.
I developed the model of problem-solving shown in Fig.1 directly from this analysis
of the data. The accounts that the participants in the focus group gave of a wide
variety of activities all fit this model of logical problem-solving. Participants did not
necessarily have fully developed overall plans for solving complex problems when
they began. They may have identified one or more sub-goals which needed to be
achieved first, before proceeding to make further decisions.
Decisions do not have to be made on each occasion. When habitual activities are
undertaken, it is more appropriate to use the term 'achievement of goals' than 'solving
a problem': there is no problem. But this still fits the model: the goal is identified and
actions are performed to achieve the goal. The outcome may only be reviewed if there
is a change of circumstance.
I am using the term 'logical' because following this four-stage process requires an
understanding of cause and effect, if I do this then this will happen, and its
corollaries, if I want this to happen then I must do this, and this has happened because
of that. Nunes et al describe an investigation by Cheng and Holyoak who found that
participants could solve similar logical problems where the contexts were meaningful
for them, but found them much more difficult when the problems were non-contextual
(Nunes, Schliemann and Carraher, 1993:140-145). However, the real world is far
more complex than the psychology laboratory: problems do not arise, and are not
solved, in isolation; they are part of the complex web of social relationships and our
whole environment. We use our past experiences to predict what will probably
happen, but we have to constantly modify our predictions in the light of what actually
happens.
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fig..1: The logical structure in accounts of the solving of everyday problems
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I will demonstrate how my model works in detail by an example. Fig. 2 shows how
the model in Fig.1 applies to part of this example.
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Sheda's account of getting up, getting ready, and coming to the group
Sheda gave an account of how she got herself to the focus group that morning. She
identified two sub-goals she needed to achieve first, getting up and feeding her son,
and she made some decisions.
'Last night I said, "OK, I have to get up at 8 o'clock", because my son, who is a year old,
gets up at 8 o'clock. I allocated an hour for his feed. "I will finish feeding him at 9
o'clock."' A second sub-goal was to get herself ready, so she made a plan for this, "Then
maybe an hour will be enough for me to get ready."'
This would give her time to get to the group by 11 o'clock.
But things did not go according to plan. Sheda reviewed the situation:
'First of all I had broken sleep, because (the baby) was a bit unsettled last night. So I
woke up couple of times, then I couldn't get up at 8 o'clock. I woke up at half past eight.
I went into the living room to look at the clock on the wall. It was half past eight. I said
"Oh." Still I was a bit tired.'
She had a new goal of getting more sleep, so she made another decision,
'I say "Let me go back to bed and sleep for another half an hour."' But that did not work
out either. 'Hussain got up and start crying.' Sheda made a fourth decision, 'I took him
out of his cot and put him beside me in the big bed.' She got half way to getting her extra
hour's sleep, 'Finally I get out of bed at 9 o'clock.'
She then continued with her original plan.
'Then I start feeding Hussain his milk and his breakfast. I think I finish it at half past
nine.' Then she did something she had not previously decided to do, 'For another half
hour I play with him.' Then she continued with her original plan of getting herself ready
to go out, 'I have my breakfast.'
A new sub-goal emerged, to leave the baby with her husband. To achieve this she
first had to wake him (another sub-goal).
'... at 10 o'clock ... he was still in bed and he wanted to continue. He said, "Oh, I'm
tired."' Sheda made a decision and carried it out, 'I took Hussain and both of us walked to
his room, and we say "OK, get up. Hussain, wake up your dad, it's time Mum should
leave."'
This plan eventually worked, 'He managed to get up at half past ten.'

At a quarter to 11, when she tried to carry out her plan of leaving the house, the baby
stopped her.
'But Hussain cried when he saw me leaving. He wanted to be picked up and he wanted me
to walk with him.' So she revised her plan, played with Hussain for ten minutes and then
left the house. 'I left home at 7 or 8 to 11.' She was now on her way to the group. She
had decided to walk to Archway to catch the bus. At this point she reviewed her progress
again, 'I thought, "Oh, I'll be late."'
Then her plan went wrong again,
'The bus didn't come. I waited for about 5 minutes.' So she reviewed the situation again,
'Then I thought, as it was Sunday maybe it won't come soon, so I said, "Oh, I shouldn't
wait any longer." She made another decision, 'I walked. Always I was checking behind to
see if it was coming so that I could run to it at the next stop. But I didn't see one.' At the
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group she reviewed her decision, 'It took me about 35 minutes from home, so good
exercise. I was quite right that I didn't wait, because I wouldn't be here, I would wait for
bus.'
As she was giving her account to the group, she reviewed the whole situation, 'That's

why I was late, things didn't happen the way I plan it.'
Sheda started off with a clearly identified overall goal: to get to the group at 11
o'clock. She recounted piecemeal the decisions she made which identified the main
sub-goals she needed to achieve in order to reach this main goal: to get her baby up at
8 o'clock and feed him by 9 o'clock, to get herself ready by 10 o'clock, to get her
husband up so that she could leave the baby with him, to walk to Archway and catch a
bus to the group venue. She had calculated the time she needed for each sub-task. She
reviewed what had actually happened from when she woke up late, and at each stage
of the proceedings, and reformulated her goals and how to achieve them as she went
along.
Sometimes she does not state her decision and describe carrying it out separately, 'I
walked. Always I was checking behind to see if (the bus) was coming so that I could
run to it at the next stop.' She is recounting what she did, and the decision to do it is
implied. If she had not decided to walk she would have waited at the bus stop until
the bus came. She may have made the decision to keep looking behind her, either
before she started walking or while she was walking.
Some of the sub-goals only emerged during the process of achieving her main goal,
for example to get her husband out of bed. Others, though formulated at the outset,
were modified during the process, for example getting up at nine instead of eight.
The participants' accounts of their activities all fit this model of identifying problems
or goals, of making decisions about what to do, of carrying out those decisions and
then reviewing how far the goal has been reached or the problem solved. However, it
is the participants' accounts of their past experiences which reveal this logical
structure, rather than the experiences themselves. The question arises of whether the
logical structure might be part of a reconstruction of a past experience, which
happens during the formulation of the experience into the account. In telling a story
about what has happened to us, do we unconsciously make it fit a logical framework
which is part of our culture, the way we give accounts of ourselves? In the focus
group, I only have access to accounts of previous experiences, not the experiences
themselves. I am therefore being cautious about assigning the logical structure to the
participants' solving of problems, and only saying that it appears in their retrospective
accounts.
Cultural factors in solving problems
As well as revealing an essentially logical structure, the participants' accounts also
accord with Saxe's four-parameter model of culture and cognition (see Fig. 3), where
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he demonstrates that problems emerge out of cultural activities and are solved by
people interacting in social relationships, with artifacts and conventions, and by
drawing on their prior understandings.
... culture and cognition are constitutive of one another. ... Social conventions, artifacts,
and social interactions are cognitive constructions and cannot be understood adequately
without reference to cognizing individuals. At the same time, individuals' cognizing
activities are interwoven with conventions, artifacts, and other people in accomplishing
problems of everyday life (Saxe, 1991: 184).
These parameters appear at each stage of the process of problem-solving in the

participants' accounts. The problems or goals which the participants described
emerged from the socio-cultural activities in they were engaged. The participants
interacted in social relationships, used artifacts and conventions, and drew on their
prior understandings, during the identification of problems and goals, deciding what
to do, carrying out the decision, and reviewing the results. I have shown Saxe's
parameters in Fig.1, but I have called what he terms 'social interactions', 'other
people', and what he terms 'artifacts', 'tools'. Fig.1 is therefore an expansion of
Saxe's model (Fig. 3).

activity
structures

I

social
interactions

conventions,
artifacts

Fig.3 Saxe's four parameter model
-

For example, in Sheda's account of getting up and getting ready to go out, her
relationship with her baby is central to the whole process: her first consideration is his
health and happiness in deciding what she has to do, in carrying out the decision, in
reviewing her progress and in modifying her decision and the way she carried it out.
She used her previous experience of feeding him and getting herself ready to go out to
estimate how long these activities should take and she used the convention of clock
time and the tools of the clock and calculating in hours to work out what time she
should get up and to monitor her progress as she went along.
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I shall be considering the roles of social interaction, artifacts and conventions and
prior understandings in other papers. In this present one I shall focus on the role of
feelings.

The role of feelings in problem-solving
There is an additional factor which does not appear in Saxe's model: affectivity. In
the participants' accounts I found that they used many emotive words and talked a lot
about their feelings. These were factors at every stage of the problem-solving process.
The rest of this paper will focus on affectivity in problem-solving and its relationship
to the logical process.
The role of feelings seems to fall into three categories: self-identity and choice;
relationships; and feelings about maths and the avoidance of calculation and the use of
formal tools.

- Self identity and choice
Choice is a strong strand of Western culture: people feel they have a right to make
choices about things which affect them. For example, the participants in the group
had strong feelings about being early or late. Some of them did not like being early,
for example Claire said, 'I hate arriving anywhere early. I go for being on time, but I
don't like being early.' Others took the opposite view, like Eileen who said, 'I prefer
to be a bit early.' Only Jean said she is not consistently early or late, 'Sometimes I' m
very early, sometimes I'm horribly late. I tend to sort of go with the flow.' But she
describes being late as horrible, indicating a strong emotion.
These feelings about punctuality affect the way the participants make decisions about
time for their activities. For example, Eileen said, 'If it will take half an hour, I allow
three quarters of an hour. I need to get up at eight, so I'll get up at half past seven.'
The participants were aware that their attitudes to punctuality often either made them
late or meant that they were wasting time. Eileen said, 'I allow too much time: I get
to lectures half an hour early. I end up waiting for people for ages. I'll end up faffing
round because I've got so much time on my hands, which I could be using better, if I
organised myself better and realised I was leaving too much time.' Claire said, 'I
never allow for the fact that I might not be able to find my shoes or my keys'.
However it seemed as if these patterns of behaviour were ones people did not want to
change: they were describing situations which had occurred many times. Jean said,
'There's not a lot I intend to do about it. It's something that I accept what I do.' It
seems as if each person had a view about their own punctuality which was an element
of their self-identity.
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- Relationships
Social relationships are an important factor in problem-solving in everyday life, as
Saxe showed (1991: 17). How people feel about the important relationships in their
lives also affects how they resolve problems that emerge as part of their day-to-day
relationships, like managing their time and money together.
Ruth talked about her feelings about the financial side of her relationship with her
partner. 'He used to make jokes when I was working part-time that he was keeping
me, which I didn't like, despite the fact that I've kept him before when he was on the
dole...' Even though she said, 'It's not really serious', she seemed to feel this was an
attack on her identity as a woman who can support herself, as well as being unfair.
Until recently Ruth and her partner had not kept accounts together, 'We lived together
10 years without structuring who paid what.' But buying a flat changed the way they
managed their money together.
... since we moved into this flat that we bought, I've started putting the big things on a
spreadsheet, like the bills. Because he believes he pays a lot more than me. I wanted to
prove to him that although he does pay more it's not a vast amount. I pay the gas, he pays
the electricity. I pay the phone, he pays the water. Now my little computer has it in black
and white, I do pay hundreds and hundreds of pounds every year, despite his beliefs to the
contrary.
Ruth's position in the relationship as nearly financially equal is important enough for
her to go to the trouble of creating the spreadsheet of their expenditure. She did not
do this to help her manage her money, but to demonstrate her position to her partner.
On the other hand, Ruth is adamant that she does not want to be meticulous about
everyday spending. She was horrified by the behaviour of some friends of hers,
... a couple who have just moved in together, keep a note of everything so that they can
balance it out, so one person didn't pay more than the other and all that. I couldn't do
that, not for anything in the world. Can't bear to do that sort of thing somehow, it's
horrible isn't it? I wouldn't like to keep a record of, we went out for dinner and I paid for
that. It's too much really.
Ruth's relationship with her partner and the way they manage their money are deeply
intertwined: their management of their money defines their positions relative to each
other, and their feelings about their relationship structures the way they manage their
money. Feelings about maths: the avoidance of calculation and formal tools Although
the participants in the group did describe using tools like clocks, money and
spreadsheets, there was a lot of evidence of the avoidance of other formal
mathematical tools like timetables, measures, and of exact calculations. The
participants employed strategies to solve some of their everyday problems which did
not require the use of such tools. Cathy recounted her procedure for catching trains
from Harrow,
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There's two trains going into central London. There's the fast train and the slow train, and
I never know which it is going to be. I know there's a train every ten minutes or so. I
have to allow for the fact that it's going to be the slow train which takes an extra 15
minutes. Quite often I might catch the fast one. I allow an hour to get into the centre of
London and quite often I'm there half an hour early. But if I didn't plan that, I could be
late.

So Cathy's method of getting to London at a certain time is to calculate what time she
needs to leave Harrow if she is travelling by slow train and to arrive at the station at
that time.
Then she said, 'I should look at the timetable and work out when (the fast train) is,
but that's a bit too organised.' She is displaying a reluctance to use a mathematical
tool, the timetable, and to be 'organised', to behave in the most efficient way. She
prefers to arrive at the station with enough time to get on whichever train comes along
and still be early enough for her appointments.
But she said she 'should' look at the timetable: she is expressing a moral imperative to
behave efficiently, which she is choosing not to obey. I suspect that this may be a
response to her perception of me as a mathematical person, representing maths
teachers in her past, who in turn represent the view of the wider society's institutions:
that people should behave efficiently. It is one of the rationales for providing
universal formal maths education: to equip future citizens with skills which are
supposed to enable them to function efficiently in a post-industrial society.
But the well-educated adults in my group choose not to read timetables, not to
calculate their money exactly, not to measures things exactly , and not to calculate
exact times, in many of the situations they described. When they did do calculations,
they often did not use the standard methods taught in schools. Rhiannon tried to
divide the three hour span of an exam into equal time for four questions by using an
informal method: I worked it out using a circle. I drew a circle to represent a
clock-face at the top of the page. I kind of imagined 40 minutes for each question first
of all. Then I traced from the top, the 12 o'clock point, to 40 minutes, and made a
mark for one. (She indicated this with her finger.) Then let's see, another 40 minutes
would be 20 past, so I made another mark. Then another 40 minutes would be up to
the hour. So that's two hours for three questions. Another hour for the other, so that
was wrong. It was this kind of not very exact testing out of how much time.
She did not complete her calculation, 'At this point I abandoned (it), I decided I better
start' (answering the exam questions). She had worked out enough to know that she
could spend 40 minutes on each question and have some time left over. She did not
feel it was necessary to complete the calculation.
Discussion
The cultural factors identified by Saxe, social relationships, artifacts and conventions
and prior understandings, are an integral part of every stage of the problem-solving
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process. Affectivity is an additional important factor at every stage in my data. The
focus group seemed to be a particularly fruitful way of collecting such data. My data
also demonstrates that people's accounts of the way they solve problems that emerge
from their everyday activities have a logical structure: they employ
the law of cause and effect. This might appear to be a contradiction: that people solve
problems logically but that their feelings are factors which contribute to the logical
process. But people are giving value to their feelings in making decisions, both in
what they choose to do and how they choose to do it.
The question of whether people put the logical construction on their activities
afterwards when they are giving an account, or whether the logical structure is present
throughout the problem-solving process, requires further investigation. I am planning
to inquire into this in the focus group by asking the participants to consider it
themselves. In the other part of my research project, where I am observing people at
work and therefore have access to problem-solving in process (1998, I), I intend to
follow the whole restructuring of a garden and upholstering of a piece of furniture. I
will discuss with the workers their perspective on their progress as they proceed. They
will still be formulating accounts of what they are doing, but these will be as the
problems are being solved, not afterwards, so the accounts should be closer to the
workers' thinking process.
Another area which I think would be worth focusing on is the point at which people
decide to review their progress during the process of solving a problem, especially
when the activity is an unfamiliar one, or when things go wrong. What makes them
stop what they are doing and consider whether they are likely to achieve their goal if
they continue? I am planning to investigate this by asking both the participants of the
group and the workers.
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Appendix: Everyday maths group coding list
identification of goals
affectivity (preference)
description of goals
planning the process of achieving the goal
conceptualisation of the result
visualisation
tools
obtaining information
remembering previous experience/knowledge
cultural patterns
intuitive/subconscious
from elsewhere
measurement
standard units
tools
traditional or natural units
tools
estimation without tools
calculation
methods
making comparisons
representation
affectivity
execution of task
process
learning
process of learning
by observation of other people
from instruction
practice
resources/tools
affectivity
reviewing the execution of the task / achievement of goal
affective issues
perception of ability
habits
relationships
others' reactions
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Useful mathematics for (technical) vocational education
Henk van der Kooij
Freudenthal Institute, Netherlands
Introduction.
Based on Freudenthal's ideas about didactics (Freudenthal, 1973, 1991), arithmetic- and
mathematics education in the Netherlands is developing in the direction towards Realistic
Math Education (RME) since the early seventies. Starting with primary education, it was
Freudenthal's wish to reform math education for the whole range from age 4 to age 18.
In 1981 the first reform program for secondary education started: the HEWET-project
(De Lange, 1987).
In 1997 the first reform program for further vocational education was started: the
TWIN-project.
After an impression of the philosophy of RME, a brief description of the TWIN-project
will be given with some examples of the content.
Realistic Mathematics education.
In the early seventies Freudenthal introduced a new approach to mathematics education.
He claimed that the traditional way of teaching mathematics, in which the start is within
the formal system, was anti-didactic (Freudenthal, 1973). Instead of starting at the very
end, students should be given the opportunity to re-invent and re-construct mathematical
concepts.
In the realistic view, the development of a concept begins with an intuitive exploration by
the students, guided by the teacher and the instructional materials, with enough room for
the students to develop and use their own informal strategies to attack problems. From
there on, the path leads, via structuring-, abstracting- and generalizing activities, to the
formalization of the concept.
Contextual problems, both real world problems and realistic problems in the field of
mathematics itself, are very important in the RME approach. They serve as starting point
for the development of a concept and also as a source for applications and refinements of
the mathematical concept.
In ME the students are given enough space to dwell around for some time on a
concrete, informal level, when a new mathematical concept is introduced. At this stage in
the process students develop and use own strategies for solving problems that are offered
within a context. Many times it is observed that, in this informal stage, strategies used by
students are different from the ones that mathematicians normally use.
Students try to solve the stated problem and therefore use the given context as a basis for
their calculations and reasoning. Most mathematicians will first de-contextualize the
problem and then use the formal system to find an answer.
A nice example, taken from lower-secondary education, illustrating this point, is the
pocket money problem:
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An and Susan are saving money. An already has $ 50 and receives $ 2.50 each
week, while Susan gets $ 4 each week and saved $ 26 up to this moment.
After how many weeks will they have the same amount of money?
Mathematical professionals will immediately translate this little fairy tale into the 'real'
world of algebra: 2.5x + 50 = 4x + 26 with solution x = 16
Students who are offered such problems before any theory about linear equations is
presented, will choose other strategies.
Create two tables in which the amounts of money are compared week after week. Some
will make shortcuts in this table, because regularities are recognized and used.
Or a dynamic setting in which students solve this problem just by reasoning:
At this moment Susan is $ 24 behind An. Every week she gains back $ 1.50
So after 24 : 1.50 = 16 weeks they are equal.
Even after linear equations are instructed in a formal, algebraic way, many students will
use the context bound strategies to solve contextual problems. For most students the
contexts are the real world and the formal system is a not-so-fairy-tale.
In the algebraic treatment of linear functions in the higher grades of secondary education
the same informal, context bound strategies are found again, although the context now is
not the real world, but mathematics itself
The following problem is taken from the mathematics B curriculum (age 17), which
prepares higher-secondary students for any exact course in Higher Vocational Studies.
The problem was meant as an exercise for substitution of algebraic expressions, but
failed for that purpose. But, much more important, it showed some unexpected student
strategies.

- 0.5x and fn y — 2.x - 10
Given -two lines 1 : y
The horizontal line segment BA connects B on 1 with A on m and has length 6.

x-axis

Calculate the coordinates of A and B.
Hint: let x xEi and express xA, yg and yA in x
The hint was meant to help the students find a way for solving this problem.
Once more we observed that student's ways of thinking about solving strategies are
different from the way mathematics professionals are thinking. When the problem is
presented to mathematicians without mentioning the hint, most of them do use the
approach suggested by the hint.
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The students who were offered this problem, did not understand the hint at all and many
of them could not solve the problem. But the ones who did by ignoring the hint, showed
that they are able to use the basic concepts and skills, learned and developed in an earlier
stage, on a higher level.
Four different approaches, each of them little masterpieces, show that the students have
become aware of the fact that mathematics is not just a set of isolated subjects like
algebra and geometry, and that there are many different ways to attack and solve
problems.
Solution 1: the algebraic way
From the equations I know that xB = 20 - 2y and xA = 5 + 0.5y. From xA - xj3 = 6, it
follows that 5 + 0.5y - (20 - 2y ) = 6, so y = 8.4.
Then you easily see xB = 3.2 and xA = 9.2
This approach is closer to the context of the problem than the one suggested by the hint.
Solution 2: the dynamic way
Shift line m to the left over six units. This new line m' intersects line l in B. The
formula form' is easily found: a horizontal shift of six units to the left causes a vertical
shift of 12 units upwards (because of the slope of line m), so line m' has equation y =
2x + 2. Now intersect the two lines 1 and m ' to find point B, etc.
Two remarks on this dynamic approach:
1. This solution is the dynamic version of the (very static) strategy that was suggested by
the hint!
2. For finding the intersection point of the two lines the strategy that was mentioned with
the pocket money problem, can be used:
at the y-axis the vertical distance between the lines is 20. For every unit going to the
right, the distance will decrease by 2.5.
So after going 20 : 2.5 = 8 units to the right, the two lines will meet.
Solution 3: the geometrical approach
This problem can be viewed as a geometrical problem, in which similarity leads to the
solution

It easily follows that h : 6 = 6 : 15, so h = 2.4 anciyA =YB 6 + 2.4 = 8.4 and so on
A solution in which students show that the different strands of mathematics are
connected instead of isolated.
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Solution 4: Use the concept of slope
The slope of line 1 is 2, which means that a horizontal increment of 1 unit causes a
vertical increment of 2 units. The other way round: a vertical increment with 1 unit
causes a horizontal increment of 0.5. This idea can be used for the stated problem:
B

A

(8,6)

Starting in the intersection point S(8,6) a vertical increment of +1 causes a widening of
the horizontal gap between the two lines of 2.5 units. The gap has to be 6 (the length
of BA), so from S you have to go up for 6 : 2.5 = 2.4 units.
Soyg=yA= 6 +2.4= 8.4 , x-B= 8 - 4.8=3.2 and xA= 8 +1.2 =9.2
A very bright and high level-understanding of the concept of slope and a flexible use of
this concept in a different way.
The two examples, both about the concept of linearity, were chosen because they
illustrate some important aspects of RME.
* Learning a mathematical concept by starting with contextual problems not only gives
the student the possibility to gain self confidence and really learn to understand the
concept, but it can also serve as a basis for further development of that concept. At the
same time, the contextual strateay used to solve the problem, is a kind of anchor for
solving all kinds of linear equations, including the bare problems given in most math
textbooks.
If a teacher really values students' own solution methods, it is possible to improve the
quality of both teaching and learning. Using students' strategies to solve problems in a
context bound way as a basis for further concept building makes instruction more
valuable for (most of) the students.
* Mathematics education that emphasizes an active role for the learners, will definitely
lead to some other priorities for wanted learning outcomes.
In the traditional view exercising on an abstract and general level within the formal
system is priority number one. In RME the principles of mathematizing and integration
of strands are becoming more and more important.
Students show that a really well funded understanding of a concept makes it a useful tool
for new situations (e.g. the dynamic approach and the use of the concept of slope) and
that it can also be used in other strands (e.g. recognizing a geometrical problem in an
algebraic setting).
The TWIN-project
In 1997 the first cohort of students arrived in vocational courses at the intermediate
level, after finishing an RME-based reform program in secondary education. For that
reason, but also because mathematics was about to disappear from the vocational
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courses, a project was started in 1996 in which a new curriculum is to be developed for
technical vocational courses: the TWIN-project. The name TWIN stands for:
Techniek (in English: Technical Vocation)
Wiskunde (Dutch for mathematics)
ICT (Information and Communication Technology)
Natuurkunde (Dutch for Science, more specific: Physics).
Mathematics and science were, like languages, strange topics in vocational education.
The students are preparing for any kind of job in the technical sector and these 'general'
courses didn't add very much to their practical preparation for work. Consequently, some
years ago there was a tendency to put the necessary mathematical techniques in the
vocational courses. Only the switch to a more useful math- and science program could
save these courses from fading away.
The general goals of the TWIN-project are to create a new curriculum that
- makes sense for the students (not only in math classes) who are preparing for a job
- takes into account the reformed math-program of secondary education
- makes use of new technology for new, alternative ways of learning and doing
mathematics
Before starting to write any materials, an inventory was made of important mathematical
skills and concepts to support the vocational courses.
Most important finding:
In applications, mathematical models (functions) are merely about proportionality.
Starting to discuss functions from proportionality has the advantage that you can use a
lot of technical contexts to study relationships between quantities, in which contextual
reasoning is possible.
An example.
The power P , supplied by a windmill, is directly proportional to the square of the
diameter D. In a formula: P = a •D 2
An important question about proportionality is:
>> What happens to the power P when you double (halve) the diameter of a mill?
The supplied power is also directly proportional to the third power of the wind velocity
V.
Ina formula: P --- b • V.
An relevant question that is not easy to answer with use of mathematical arguments:
>> P is directly proportional to the square of D and also to the third power of V.
Which one of the following formulas is correct:
P = c -(D2 + V3 ) or P = c -D2 - V3
There are two simple arguments for students to choose the right formula. Both of them
are not mathematical arguments.
One is from a physical point of view: you can't add two different quantities in a formula
that do have different units of measurement. It's like adding apples and pears.
The other one is a common sense argument within the context of the mills. Suppose
there is no wind. The first formula says that the mill still supplies power, without
working. So both arguments say that the second one is the right formula.
In geometry it is important that students learn to be flexible in using geometrical
reasoning.
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In applications students are confronted many times with two-dimensional, irregular
shapes. Depending on the context of the problem, they should be able to decide how to
attack it.
The following example about the sum of angles in a polygon (full text from the book)
shows how students are confronted with four different ways of reasoning on this issue.
In the final question (5c) there are different answers possible, depending on the type of
reasoning a student chooses.
The sum of angles in a polygon

Three stories that show different ways to find the sum of angles in a polygon.
Story 1
D

C

A

B

D

A

C

1
/r

grr
A&
&B
B
A

A

In this story there is an attempt to prove that the angles in a triangle sum up to 180 ._.
Starting point is the rectangle in the upper left part. The rectangle gets its name
from the four right angles, so in a rectangle the four angles sum up to
1. Following the arrows in story 1, explain why you finally arrive at:
the angles in a triangle sum up to 180_
Story 2

The two pictures (page 8) both tell the story of a robot, that can be guided along the
sides of any polygon. The way in which this robot is guided has two components:
* turn the robot over a given angle (to the left or to the right), while it is standing still
* move the robot along a straight line for a given distance.
We are only interested in 'turning over an angle' and not in 'walking along a line'.
First look at the picture of the triangle. The robot is standing in the point indicated with
`start'and he looks in the direction of the arrow. The robot walks to the vertex, stands
still and is then turned over an angle HI. Then walk again and turn over angle 112, again
walking and turn over angle H3. Finally he is back in the starting point.
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2 a. What is the sum of angles H1, H2 and H3 together?
Of course it is allowed to measure the angles to find the answer to this question,
but also try to find the answer by means of reasoning.
Every turning-angle H has a neighbor-angle B, that is an angle inside the triangle.
b. How can you use the robot turning-angles 111, H2 and H3 in order to find the sum
of the three angles Bl, B2 and B3?
In Story 2 the figure at the right is a pentagon.
Again the robot is guided along the sides of this polygon in a similar way as it was
done with the triangle.
3. Use the idea of question 2 to find the sum of the angles in the pentagon.
Be careful! There is a little problem with turning-angle H2!

Story 3

In story 3 you see the pentagon of story 2 again. But now the pentagon is divided
into triangles in two different ways.
4. In the pentagon at the left, a point inside the pentagon is chosen and connected to all
five vertices.
a. Use this division to show that the five angles of the pentagon sum up to 540_
In the right pentagon one vertex is connected to the remaining non-adjacent
vertices.
b. Use this division in triangles to show that the angles of the pentagon sum up to
540_
Using a circle, it is quite easy to construct regular polygons. In the following
figure this is done for a regular hexagon and for a regular octagon.
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5 a. How many degrees does one angle in a regular hexagon measure?
And in a regular octagon?
b. How about one angle in a polygon with 10 vertices? And with 12 vertices?
By continuing this story for polygons with more vertices, you can design a formula
for the angle in a regular polygon with n vertices
c. Find this formula.
The answers to question 5c vary, depending on the kind of reasoning that students
choose.
n 180-3601)
Using the idea of the robot, you arrive at the formula A
•

—

Using the idea of story 3, you arrive at A .1801)- 36:11
Use the regularities in a table, with entries known from earlier questions:
A (n — 2).18013
The three formulas are the same (easily seen by mathematical professionals) but for the
students they are different. Again a nice opportunity to focus on algebra, while doing
geometry.
In the TWIN-project the starting point for a mathematics program is the necessity to
design a curriculum that has to be supportive for vocational training. The given examples
are representative for the program that is still under design.
One other important choice was the integration of the Graphing Calculator (GC) in the
whole curriculum. In general there are three good reasons to introduce this tool into the
curriculum.
* It helps poor algebraists to stay alive. Many of these students are not good in algebra.
The GC has many features that can be used to replace algebra.
* It supports the understanding of a mathematical concept, because many things can
easily be visualized. It is also possible to replace traditional ways of learning a concept by
one that is supported by the GC
* It helps when students are investigating a problem, because you can easily try a number
of possibilities to check a hypothesis.
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Mathematics, class and lifelong learning
Roseanne Benn
University of Exeter, UK
There can be no doubt that the UK has long been, and remains, characterised by deep
and structural inequalities. In particular, it is a peculiarly class-ridden society. However,
in the 1980s and 1990s, the concept of class fell into disuse in the UK. With the change
to a Labour Government in May 1997 it has re-emerged.
Kennedy (1997), in her passionate cry for equity in Learning works: widening
participation in further education commissioned by the UK Further Education Funding
Council asserts that 'If at first you don't succeed...you don't succeed'. She includes the
notion of working class in her analysis and argues that the children of the working class
have not been the real beneficiaries of the expansion in post-16 education. Fryer (1997)
in Learning for the Twenty -First Century the first report of the National Advisory
Group for Continuing Education and Lifelong Learning argues that there still exists
major differences of access and opportunities for learning for people from manual and
routine non-manual backgrounds and coins the phrase 'the learning divide'. This
language of inequality, division and social exclusion together with a discourse centred
around the notions of citizenship and participation are a welcome return to a discussions
of the basis of inequality in UK society. The culmination of these Government sponsored
reports is the Green Paper The Learning Age: a renaissance for a New Britain (DfEE
1998). The Secretary for State in his Foreword reaffirms the central importance of
education stating that 'It helps make ours a civilised society, develops the spiritual side
of our lives and promotes active citizenship'. He sees the Governments role as creating a
framework of opportunities and lifting barriers to access so that all people have the
opportunity to succeed.
However if we as mathematics and numeracy educators are to play a part in this new
`learning society' we need to examine more deeply what these barriers to learning for the
working class are and start to identify how they may be overcome (for a more detailed
development of these ideas see Benn 1997).
A strong association exists between social background and educational performance
(DES 1988, Uden 1996). Adults from lower socio-economic groupings have often
achieved less well in school than those from the middle and professional classes.
However, working class people often perform competently in jobs that require technical
knowledge and skill. If these cognitive tasks can be carried out in the workplace,
whether using formal mathematics or an ethno-mathematics, then this has educational
implications. Different contexts such as work, home and school are characterised by
different practices and related sets of terms and meanings which can be identified as
discursive practices. Individuals are put into positions by the practices in which they are
engaged as well as structurally by their social class origins. The discourses of workplace
mathematics are not the same as those of family mathematics, school mathematics or
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formal mathematics. They may be particularly disparate for the working class whose
home and family does not fully resonate with that of school and the wider society
(Evans and Harris 1991).
This is supported by evidence from the investigations carried out by Carraher and
Schliemann (1988) into the mathematical knowledge of children from both lower and
middle class socio-economic groups in the north-east of Brazil. It was anticipated that
many of the students from the lower socio-economic groups would fail in mathematics
due to poverty and consequent malnutrition. At the end of the year of the study, as
expected 32 per cent of the lower class pupils who had participated in the study failed
mathematics as compared to 2 per cent of the middle class youths. However, cognitive
assessments were also carried out which showed that there were no substantial
differences between the middle and lower class children in mathematical skills or
understanding after the year of mathematics schooling. This raised questions about the
neutrality of schools in assessing the cognitive competence of children.
In America, poor performance has been traced directly to both blatant and subtle
discrimination and extreme poverty (National Science Foundation 1983): when students
from the lower socio-economic groups are exposed to a good learning environment, they
perform as well as any. So low achievement norms do not reflect ability; they reflect a
lack of preparation and early exposure. Further research in America has shown that basic
mathematical thought develops in a robust manner among lower and middle-class
children. Children enter school with some mathematics knowledge, a desire to learn and
the ability to perform adequately (Ginsburg and Russell 1981). But from the very early
school years children are socialised into the roles that their socio-economic background
determines (Apple 1982). Teacher expectation for working class or poor children is low,
resulting in poor performance which is exacerbated through the years of schooling.
Streaming can severely disadvantage working class children and further contribute to low
expectations by staff and pupils and continued deterioration of performance. If further
streaming is on the basis of achievement rather than potential, this forms a trap which
cannot be escaped. A differentiated curriculum completes the process through low level
practical mathematics for the working class for eventual low level occupations and high
level theoretical mathematics for the middle class for eventual high level occupations.
This will result in active or passive alienation and resistance for the former and
autonomous critical citizenship for the later. This background of mathematics education
for working class will be brought into the adult education mathematics class.
Some of the barriers to participation operate particularly against the working class. Cost
is a major perceived barrier and several national and regional surveys showed that sharp
fee increases which have characterised some recent adult education provision have
substantially affected participation by those from the lower socio-economic groups
(McGivney 1990). Barriers to participation for the working class include time constraints
especially for those doing part-time or shift work. Many adult education courses assume
students possess a secure financial basis and plenty of time to study. Many working class
women in particular have to work, function as adults and have childcare commitments
without the middle class network of support for study (Clark 1993).
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In addition, education is not seen as part of reference group norms. McGivney (1990)
suggests that many people in working class occupations are hostile to the education
system and hence to education in general which is particularly important as reference
group attitudes and norms exert a powerful influence over attitudes and behaviour within
this group. Effective recruitment therefore needs to be located in working class culture
and perhaps through the workplace or word of mouth.
There is a further difficulty that student-centred, needs-meeting learning requires the
ability in the learner to recognise, formulate and articulate the mathematics required and
in the tutor to interpret and translate these needs. Many working class people find adult
education centres unwelcoming places and are deterred by the timing and siting of
classes, lack of creche facilities and chaotic and insensitive procedures at enrollment
time. The lack of resources of the working class is an additional enormous disadvantage
(Tuckett 1991).
A further barrier is the middle class nature of adult education itself In times of recession
and the current preoccupation with the market, the tendency is for adult education to
service those who most readily come forward. This tends to be those had reasonably
good and positive experiences of initial schooling: the middle classes. Schuller effectively
describes this as 'the phenomenon of second creaming: an increase in services principally
benefits those who just failed to profit from what already existed, leaving others
relatively worse off (1978: 25). People who have 'failed' the school system do not wish
to repeat the failure. If school has reinforced cultural constraints arising from cultural and
social class divisions, then many working class people may be programmed to feel that
education is not for them. Voluntary learning is perceived to be part of the cultural
pattern of higher socio-economic groups. The common language, shared experiences,
implicit assumptions and agreed frames of reference of the middle classes establish the
boundaries.
Simply put for the middle class adult education appears relevant for many working class
people it does not. Research in an inner city school supports this class, rather than ability,
divide (Walker 1988). It indicated that the more academically successful students were
those whose culture converged with that of the teachers and that the strength of this
'intercultural articulation' determined the likely success of educational outcomes. The
main cultural divergence was identified as that between the middle class teachers and the
working class students. Where divergence was great, then success could only come from
teachers developing cultural 'touchstones' that expanded the range of common interest
between the two groups.
There is a widespread assumption that there is a fixed linear hierarchy of mathematical
ability from the least able to the most able. Every person can be assigned a position on
this hierarchy and few shift their position during their lifetime. Vygotsky (1962) argues
that a learner's capabilities are not fixed but can be extended though social interaction.
He acknowledges individual differences in mathematical attainment but suggests that the
cognitive level of student response in mathematics is determined not by the 'ability' of the
student but by the skill with which the teacher is able to engage the student in
mathematical 'activity'. This implies a need for a pedagogy which relates to students'
goals and culture. Students labeled as 'mathematically less able' can dramatically raise
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their levels of performance when they become engaged in socially- and culturally-related
activities in mathematics (Ernest 1991).
To locate the concept of disadvantage in personalised or individualised explanations is to
divert attention away from the more fundamental examination of the structural causes of
poverty, inequality, educational divisiveness in our society and the vicious circle of
poverty, poor educational performance and limited life chances. The problem is not
located in the socially and educationally deprived but within the class divisions in our
society. These are reflected in the value system inherent in much adult education.
An example of a situation where the 'correct' solution of a mathematics problem is clearly
linked to middle-class norms and expectations is given by Ladson-Billings (1995). The
problem given to a group of American youngsters was as follows:
It costs $1.50 to travel each way on the city bus. A transit system fast pass' costs $65 a
month. Which is the more economical way to get to work, the daily fare or the fast pass?

The white middle-class youngsters suggested the daily fare was cheaper ($1.50 each way
for approximately 20 days a month would be $60). In contrast, many of the inner-city
youngsters saw the problem as much less clear cut. Their experience was that people
often had several low-paying part-time or full-time jobs so might need to take the bus
more than twice a day. They also suggested that those without a car might use the bus
for other reasons apart from commuting such as going to the cinema or visiting friends
and family. These factors might all conspire to make the pass better value for inner city
people without a car. Here context, rather than mathematics on its own, determines the
answer.
There is a need for learning contexts which trigger the imagination. If the learner is to
use their knowledge and experience as a means of linking practice with theory and
concepts, there is a need to re-evaluate what we as educators and we as society counts
as knowledge. There is a need to re-examine prevalent assumptions that mathematics is
absolute not relative, abstract not concrete, context-free not context-bound A move to a
more constructivist approach to mathematics allows the knowledge and social experience
of the working class learner to be reflected back as valid and significant; the
mathematical knowledge hidden in the family, work or community to be recognised.
From this the learner can then move to a wider awareness.
Most tutors are themselves middle class. This cultural difference between tutor and
working class student is a further factor in participation and achievement. Crucial to
working class culture is the element of equality and common interest implicit in the term
'solidarity'. The prevalent concept of adult education as needs-driven implies students
with needs and tutors as needs-meeters. The tutor may perceive these needs through a
filter of middle class values. It is the responsibility of the tutor to be aware of these issues
and ensure that the relationship between tutor and student is built on demonstration of
solidarity and on principles of equity and genuine mutual respect.
This is not an easy process for the adult education tutor. Most education institutions are
committed to institutional-based and qualification-orientated provision, linked
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ideologically and structurally to existing patterns of provision and to the dominant
culture and its assumptions. Nevertheless the prize of greater social justice is worth the
struggle and as 'others' such as the working class participate more in formal mathematics,
our ways of perceiving mathematics will expand. This will be liberating for all of us. It
may even result in a genuine learning society and lifelong learning for all.
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The practice of
Independent Learning in Adult Basic Education
Mieke de Laat, Simone van Duin, Frank Haacke, Riny Beckers, Nettie van Leek
ROC Eindhoven, Netherlands
Introduction
In our workshop we did a simulation of a learning session in our ABE learning center in
the way we try to apply independent learning. The workshop participants acted as
learners. We introduced each part of the program briefly regarding function and
particular goals for the ABE students.
Our students are Dutch adults and immigrants. The language skills of the immigrants are
on level 2 on a national scale that ranks from 1-4.
The mathematics we teach is ranked on levels 1-3 on a scale from 1-6 in the Dutch adult
education qualification system. There is also a distinction in the program between
students regarding vocational and societal purposes.
The class session is spread over 4 parts:
- integrated mathematics activity - 30 minutes
- mental math
- 15 minutes
- tutorial
- 30 minutes (once in three weeks)
- individual work
- 90 -120 minutes
Integrated Mathematics Activity
In the first part of the session the students do a math activity that asks for applying an
integrated set of skills: math skills as well as meta-cognitive skills. The students work
along the lines of a plan-do-review scheme. Specific goals are the development of
problem solving skills (including organization of solving procedures), reasoning skills
and, of course, mathematical skills.
Integrated Math Activities do not necessarily result in one good solution. There are
mostly more good ways of solving the problem and even different answers are possible.
Reviewing and discussing solving procedures are the best way for learning solving
strategies and acquiring new math knowledge. The teacher only leads the discussion and
does not grade the results.
Mental math
In everyday life adults often encounter situations in which they have to do computations
in their head. For that, mental math is an important math skill. Being able to do
computations in the head may also give self-confidence. Students are particularly trained
Proceedings ALM-5, July 1998, 129 - 131
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in doing mental math problems in a smart way by practising solving strategies and
procedures. The problems that have to be solved are all real life problems.
The participants of the workshop did a few problems and started discussing their own
ways of problem solving. They did not come to a decision about what should be good
and less good ways of problem solving.

Tutorial
Once in three weeks the students have a tutorial meeting in groups of six. The meeting is
guided by a teacher. The teacher is only discussion leader and asks questions that may
clarify discussions.
Tutorial talks focus on the process of independent learning and are meant to improve the
students' reflection on their own learning skills. By this students become aware of their
learning skills and will try to improve these. Students can also discuss problems and
stand in the ways they encounter during the course. During the tutorial session they talk
about a specific topic and agree about topics they want to work at in the following three
weeks.
Each tutorial meeting has the following agenda items:
1. Each student reflects his experiences on the topic he worked at during past three
weeks
2 There is a discussion on the experiences of all students
3 New action points have been made for the forthcoming three weeks.
The workshop participants discovered that it was difficult to formulate a concrete action
point at the end of the tutorial meeting to work at. Coming to concrete action points
gave much satisfaction. It was also confronting to the participants that the wording of
concrete actions that should be applied in coming weeks, prevent diffuse, not-applicable
plans. Concrete action points may help students to come forward in their learning
process.
Individual programs
Students decide what they want to learn in discussion with their teacher. They decide
how to manage their course, in an individual way of in a group with peer students. They
also stipulate whether they want to do homework or not, want to do all instruction or
just a part of it, decide what instruction they want and when. They work in a learning
center where teachers go around and are available for assistance and instruction. They
talk with the students about their way of learning and how they proceed. If they want
instruction, this can be arranged.
It should always be possible to adjust the program to the needs the students have. If the
students want to change, this may happen. This may be inherent to their learning process.
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Instruction materials:
Each student receives an organizer to plan his activities and to record his progress.
There is also a bulletin board in the classroom on which each student can write what
activity he is working at. This enables students to look for classmates to work together.
In the way as described above, we try to actualize our ideas on independent learning.
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Whose Numeracy?
Dhamma Colwell, King's College London, UK
Janet Duffin, University of Hull, UK
Sue Elliott, Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield, UK
Abstract
The three presenters' experience of teaching numeracy varies: Janet and Sue both work
with undergraduates; Janet also works with university employees; Dharnma's experience
is of teaching adults in Adult and Further Education provision (i.e. not university
provision), mainly at the basic level, where many students also have low levels of written
or spoken English.
However, although our students are different, our approaches to teaching are not. Our
common approach is to discover and validate students' existing knowledge, skills,
attitudes to maths and current goals, which are very diverse.
By considering the attitudes and needs of students at different stages of life, might we
not further our work amongst adults learning mathematics by gaining greater insights
into their different needs and attitudes? We invited colleagues to a session at ALM5 to
discuss these issues with us.
Introduction
This discussion session arose from the workshop that Janet lead at ALM4, where she
described a course she was running for university employees (Duffin, 1998). Dhamma
felt that her approach could not be used in adult basic education, partly because the
course demanded quite a high level of literacy and partly because it seemed very abstract
in nature: the opposite of Dhamma's practice. When she fed this back, Janet invited her
to co-lead a session at ALM5 to open up a discussion about the needs of different kinds
of students and what we provide for them. Sue was present when we were discussing
this and as she is also deeply concerned with these issues and her teaching approach,
although also in a university, is very different from Janet's, we invited her to join us.
While planning the session, we discovered that although we share a common philosophy
of discovering and validating students' existing knowledge, skills, attitudes to maths and
current goals, we were using the same language to describe different things and different
language to describe the same thing.
We were eventually able to agree on the following list of issues in provision for adults
learning maths:
language / literacy
gender
age / maturity
cultural differences
disability / dyslexia
student goals / expectations perceptions of mathematics / numeracy
social factors / experience perceptions of teaching / learning.
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This was not intended to be an exhaustive list, but a basis for the discussion to which
others could make additions.
We also developed a model, with which we all agreed, of three approaches to teaching of
maths to adults (Fig 1). It is the combination of these three approaches which is different
in each of our teaching practices. We agreed on the names for two of the vertices:
personal constructs of maths, and procedural school / college maths. We could not agree
on the title for the third vertex. This exercise reinforced our experience that trying to
define the maths we teach is very complex, but this is sometimes hidden by the language
we use.
Three ways of teaching maths to adults
At the session at ALMS, after introducing the list of issues and the model of approaches
to maths teaching, we each briefly described our own practice. The participants in the
session
personal constructs
of maths I numeracy

procedural
school I college maths

i

Fig 1. Three approaches to numeracy I maths teaching

were then invited to form small groups and discuss their own practices and how these
compared with ours.
There follows a brief account by each of us of our experience in teaching, followed by a
summary of the discussion that followed in the session. Inevitably, as these accounts
have been written after the conference, they reflect the thinking that has developed after
the workshop, rather than being accounts of what was said at the time.

Dhamma's story
This is a retrospective account in two ways: I have not done any teaching for four years,
but have been concentrating on research; and the account was written after the
conference and therefore represents the evolution of my views through the processes of
discussion and the writing itself. For example, I have expanded the model I presented at
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the conference (Fig. 2) to incorporate meta-cognition (Fig.3), which I have always seen
as an important part of adults' learning.
My teaching of basic maths to adults developed within the culture of adult literacy work:
my aims have been the empowerment of students, which I have tried to achieve by
helping them recognise the mathematical skills and knowledge they have acquired
outside the educational system, as well as trying to promote their understanding of
mathematics and its applications. These two aspects of maths are represented by the right
hand and top vertices of the triangle in the model in Fig. 2.
It is important for adult students to have at least some control over their own learning. I
have tried to achieve this by helping them to identify the knowledge and skills they want
or need to progress further in formal education, work or for personal development.
Students identify very diverse goals: passing job tests, gaining academic or vocational
qualifications, helping their children with homework, transferring their knowledge of
maths from another language into English, or redressing their perceived failure at school.
But students' expectations of basic maths education are based on their previous
experience of learning maths in school, which often seems to have consisted of being
required to learn sets of procedures. They usually do not recognise their everyday
knowledge as mathematical. It is not just students who have this attitude: they are also
reflecting the view of the wider society.
maths embedded in everyday activities
use of pragmatic, not school, methods
not acknowledged as maths by the user or society

procedural school maths:
pages of 'sums'
emphasis on following instructions and
getting the right answer,
not developing understanding

abstract maths:
not applied to real situations
emphasis on understanding
relationships and patterns,
and problem-solving

Fig 2. Dhamma's version of three approaches to teaching basic maths
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Examinations like those offered by the City and Guilds (a widely used, low level
vocational qualification) and specific job tests tend to examine procedural skills,
sometimes posed as everyday problems. These exams and tests are used by gatekeepers
to jobs and higher level courses and therefore cannot be ignored by those who want
access to these. This idea of maths
as a set of procedures is so pervading that students can feel cheated if they are offered
different kinds of maths teaching. The left hand vertex of the triangle in Fig. 2 represents
this approach to maths.
As my teaching was within the organisational structure of adult literacy work, some, but
not all, of the students I have taught have low levels of literacy skills. Others are native
speakers of languages other than English, and may have learnt maths at school in another
language, or may have had very little schooling. Some students require more help with
the language required to solve problems than the mathematics. I have also taught
students with disabilities which affect their learning, for example visual impairment or
dyslexia. Disabled students may require intensive help to discover their optimum ways of
working.
In teaching, I have always found myself trying to balance the different strands of the
work: eliciting from students their use of maths in everyday life, and trying to develop
their understanding of maths, without dismissing their expectations of learning maths
procedures. If a student has a job-test in a few weeks time, then it is only possible for
them to learn some useful procedures. With other students I have been able to negotiate
a curriculum which contains elements of all three approaches, but which favours maths in
everyday contexts.
I have formulated problems, using materials such as real train timetables, gas bills,
advertisements, newspaper articles and maps, and tools like tape-measures, kitchen
scales, thermometers, clocks and calendars. During the problem-solving process, we
have discussed the range of possible useful maths procedures, both formal and informal,
and students have practised their preferred methods, while becoming aware that they are
not definitive.
I have incorporated some abstract maths into the work where it is appropriate, with the
intention of developing students' understanding. For example, when students are solving
a problem that involves percentages of sums of money, we have looked at how and why
the place value system works when multiplying and dividing by a hundred.
I feel it is important to help students recognise that their previous lack of achievement is
due more to the social structure of the education system than their real abilities. Along
with other adult numeracy tutors, I have made time for students to discuss and write
about their experiences of learning and using maths. We produced a broadsheet of
students' writing, the Take Away Times, hoping that seeing their experiences and views
in print was an empowering experience for the contributing students.
I was also a member of a team of tutors who developed accreditation of numeracy for
adults for the London Open College Federation as an alternative to the more traditional
examinations. The accreditation units focus on everyday maths topics like measurement
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and time and can be combined with units on the language of maths or study skills in
maths. Being able to give credit for language and study skills enables the provider to
allocate extra teaching time for this part of the work.
In our triangular model, there is no place for students' reflections on their own learning. I
have represented this by the apex of a tetrahedron in Fig. 3, with the original triangle as
the base.
I cannot claim to have achieved the aims of my teaching. Some students have passed job
tests or entrance tests to higher level courses. Others have participated fully in the
activities of the class and some have expressed their enjoyment and satisfaction. On the
other hand, many students drop out of adult numeracy provision and it is not always
possible to find out why they have done so.
From the research I am doing (Colwell, in this volume), I am beginning to question
whether the teaching approach I used, where I formulated problems from everyday
materials, may actually disempower students. People have their own ways of formulating
and solving problems in their everyday lives, which may dispense with calculation or the
use of formal tools. Do policy-makers or teachers have the right to make judgements
about what adults 'ought' to be able to do? And if we do teach students more
mathematical ways of solving problems, will they actually use them in real life? And
might these undermine the knowledge and experience they already have: will they feel
that the strategies they have successfully used in the past are deficient?

I

meta-cognition I

everyday maths

I

procedural maths I

I

abstract maths I

Fig 3. Reflecting on the personal process of learning maths

A better approach to teaching would seem to be to enter into a dialogue with students
about the real situations in all our lives and how we deal with them, and to share
strategies and techniques. The point at which a student identifies a need or desire to learn
a mathematical way of doing something, is the appropriate time to teach it. We need to
persuade gatekeepers to courses and jobs to use methods of assessment which test real
problem-solving skills, rather than the recall of calculation procedures learnt in school.
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The maths required to understand other subjects are probably better taught as part of
those subjects: the maths required for bricklaying integrated with the skills training.
Because teachers of other subjects can lack confidence about their maths skills and
knowledge, they sometimes prefer to allocate anything mathematical to maths teachers.
Creating teams of teachers with complementary knowledge might improve this situation.
Abstract mathematics, on the other hand, could be learnt as an enjoyable activity, like
literature, art or music. Some maths, for example various kinds of number patterns or set
theory, are accessible to people without knowledge of other branches of mathematics
and could be enjoyed by many more people.

Janet's story
Before I talk about my own experience of adults learning mathematics I should like to
say that I share totally Dhamma' 5 commitment to trying to build on students' own
knowledge and experience, and the strengths and insights these can bring to the learning
experience. From what Dhamma tells us her experience has been wide and varied. Mine
on the other hand has been restricted to undergraduates following non-mathematics
degree courses and, more recently, with university employees such as librarians,
secretaries and other similar categories: a small and very specialised subset of the whole
set of adults learning mathematics.
My courses originated in the university when it was realised that many non-mathematical
undergraduates were likely to experience difficulty when approaching graduation and
seeking employment. Many were fearful about the numeracy tests they would face when
applying for jobs so the original aim on setting up these courses was to try to prepare
students for these tests, by helping them with the mathematics for whatever employment
they might enter.
My courses, therefore, have two main aims. The first is to help such students towards
independence in their mathematical thinking rather than feeling the need for somebody
else to tell them whether their answer is correct or not. I see this as essential in
employment. With this thought in mind a slogan for the course came to be 'Independence
not tick dependence'.
The second aim is to base their understanding of their early arithmetic on mathematical
principles rather than, as so often in school, learning isolated, apparently unconnected
arithmetical techniques. This aim I call Principles not unconnected techniques'.
My courses are therefore radical in two ways from the students' viewpoint: that I want to
change attitudes and to give them a mathematical framework within which to build their
competence in number. The content of the course is geared to the latter, the managing of
the course to the former. I offer the opportunity to consider a wide variety of methods
and strategies, based on the principles developed, and I try to use these to help them to
become responsible for their own learning. I set work but I do not mark it though I am
always willing to discuss any difficulties encountered by participants as the course
progresses. From time to time I ask them to take a new look at the specific techniques
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they learned in school both to enhance their understanding and develop the confidence
they initially lack.
Since my course is strictly limited in terms of time available (normally ten one-hour
sessions with, until recently, the opportunity to extend this to around twelve or fifteen
sessions for those who need more time) it almost inevitably has to be planned on
conventional lines. It is based on lectures rather than on other more informal teaching
styles. It is, therefore, to a large extent tutor directed rather than being wholly in the
hands of the student and is hence more prescriptive than I would ideally like it to be,
albeit with a large element of student choice of calculation methods.
Nevertheless, my aim is to be responsive to students and to encourage them to
participate and question in order that they might begin to be able to build for themselves
the mathematics they need. In the undergraduate classes I have always been able to
identify at least two kinds of student: those who ran into early difficulties with
mathematics, and who have serious emotional problems associated with it, and those
who appear merely to want a revision of what they learned at school. The former have,
in general, been more responsive to the changes demanded of them while, though not
always, the latter tend to be impatient of what I do, often feeling that I am wanting to go
back to things they really think they already know.
In their course-evaluation comments some students indicate their position by such
comments as, on the one hand, 'I liked the idea of stepping behind school work to
discover why things work' and, on the other, 'I wanted to refresh techniques, not examine
concepts and have my approach changed'.
Indeed I would say that, for those with serious problems, usually stemming from very
early school experience, the extra time taken on the course is largely because of a need and the opportunity I try to give to bring out their school problems so as to help resolve
them. More than that, I am often able to discover something about their personal ways of
calculating and to reassure them that these are valuable and to be built upon rather than,
as they tend to see it, 'not the right way to do it'.
For some, this in itself can prove to be a crucial discovery from which they can then
advance towards a new confidence. I had one such (mature) student who subsequently
followed a PGCE course and, when in a school as a preliminary to that course, was
delighted to have the teacher say 'Aren't you good at mathematics; I wish I was as good.'
There has always been a big falling away in attendance at these courses and it has been
this that, with the reduced resources now endemic in educational establishments, has
caused my classes to be questioned. Cuts in available finance required me to try to
condense them into half the time hitherto allocated to them - an impossible task in view
of their dual purpose. This itself has been a source of concern to me because the
curtailed course did not allow me to achieve either of its two objectives. Nor was it
satisfactory to the students as post-course evaluation sheets showed: 'There wasn't
enough time to take in the ideas'.
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In contrast, there has been little fall off in attendance in the staff courses and participants
have been much more willing to enter into discussion than are the students. Prior to
doing these staff courses I had always associated the difference between the students
with a willingness, or lack of it, to respond to demands for change and the fact that the
changes involved very early work in which some feel they are or should be competent
already. So I tended to attribute the greater responsiveness of those with genuine and
frightening problems to the course being an opportunity for a new start.
The staff courses introduced another variable into the problem for these were all people
who were already in work and therefore knew what it required of them in terms of
mathematics. This was not, however, an entirely new phenomenon because it also made
me aware that some of the undergraduates are also people who have come late to a
degree course and who may themselves have already had work experience.
So the problem of fallout is now more complex. Is it because of lack of general maturity
or is it directly related to work experience? Or is it simply a question of the difference
between student expectation arising from their prior school experience of mathematics;
that their inner perception of mathematics is coloured by that experience so that there is
a mismatch between my perception and theirs of what they need? Or is it that, because
the course is not part of their eventual degree, students are unwilling, and indeed unable,
to put in the effort required to complete the course as it necessitates work on it in their
own time.
In view of the difference between the undergraduate and staff classes, it could be
concluded that staff find it easier to adapt to a new approach and are more prepared to
be participatory and less suspicious of being taken back to very early number work
because they are secure in their perception of themselves while the undergraduates,
particularly the ones straight from school, do not yet have that confidence in themselves
as individuals.
But there is another element in the problem of the undergraduate fallout which stems
directly from their motive in coming to such a class. It seemed to me that it could be the
difference between those students who merely want to pass the employers' tests they will
inevitably encounter and those who are more farseeing and want to make themselves
competent to cope with any mathematical demands they may meet in employment.
In discussing this with a careers officer I was told a story about some naval recruits who
were taken onto a ship and, after a few minutes of explanation about the workings of the
ship, were told that they were going to have to pilot it out of the harbour. This
experience brought home to them the extent of the knowledge they were going to need
for the job they were training for and their tutors were consequently able to start their
training with the simplest possible information which might otherwise have been
unacceptable to them as far too easy and therefore not worth doing.
Clearly, in the environment of adults learning mathematics, where a much more informal
and equal partnership is generally the aim between students and tutors, the expedient
described above would not be appropriate or even feasible. Indeed, the whole question of
who is to determine whose mathematics, or numeracy, is to be the one which pertains in
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the adult classroom appears to be denied by this expedient, where the assumption is that
the mathematics taught is undoubtedly that of the tutor rather than the student.
But if courses are meant to empower students a prime element in them must be student
involvement but, in the wide variety of courses available, this is sometimes not a prime
focus. Where a tutor has student-empowering perspectives these may be unacceptable to
students whose only experience of mathematics has been of the procedural, or technique
based kind.
There is no doubt that such mismatches of expectations can occur between tutor and
students, and sometimes in the same class between different students in it. How do we
resolve this very real dilemma? It is my hope that, from this workshop where three of us
are describing and trying to account for our personal experience within the sphere of
adults learning mathematics, we shall all get a little nearer to resolving the problem of
whose mathematics and how we foster its development.

Sue's story
This story is about the recent development of an accredited numeracy course at Sheffield
Hallam University. The course is offered as an option to first and second year students. It
is designed to equip students with what we have termed advanced numeracy skills and
the confidence they need to support their current studies and in their future employment.
The course recognises that many adults express panic and lack of confidence with
mathematics and numeracy and aims to help students overcome their anxiety and develop
confidence.
The name of the course, 'Advanced Numeracy', reflects the need for a 'legitimising
label' in order to gain recognition and approval for accreditation from the institution. It
also, much more importantly, reflects the complexity and status that we ascribe to the
term numeracy. This advanced numeracy is not the utilitarian ability to perform basic
arithmetic operations. The term 'advanced numeracy' has at its heart what Marilyn
Frankenstein describes as 'The kind of mathematical literacy needed to clarify issues, to
understand the structure of society, and to support or refute options (which) is more than
the ability to calculate...' (1989). It embodies the ideas of critical mathematics and
recognises mathematics both as a powerful tool and a tool of power. This image of
advanced numeracy and the overt aim to address feelings of anxiety are reflected in our
expectations of what a student should be able to do by the end of the course:
• formulate problems in mathematical or statistical terms read, discuss and write about
simple mathematical and quantitative ideas and techniques, and talk confidently about
these, explaining own reasoning
• use some strategies to overcome difficulties encountered with the mathematical and
statistical tasks tackled collect, record and analyse data sets as a means of proposing
answers to some types of problems they pose
• perform with confidence and understanding and, where appropriate, with the aid of
IT tools, a range of techniques for problem solving in advanced numeracy
• know the constraints within which the solution to a problem lies verify that a solution
is reasonable
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• reflect constructively on their experience of learning advanced numeracy and the
images of the subject which support or conflict with that experience.
The content of the course is not tightly defined, but is broadly selected according to the
needs of the learners. There is an expectation that the students will participate actively
and an emphasis on discussion and communication. These ideas are rooted in my earlier
experiences in teaching adults on a GCSE equivalence course developed for the South
Yorkshire Open College Federation and have been developed through working with
students in higher education who express difficulties with mathematics and do not seem
at all radical to me. However, some students and colleagues find these ideas challenge
their previous experience of numeracy; they have different perceptions of numeracy and
of teaching and learning.
Colleagues, outside the mathematics community, bring their own anxiety and life
experiences and often think of numeracy as a procedural, mechanistic skill rather than
one of thinking and problem solving. This viewpoint can result in difficulties with the
image of numeracy as an essential 'core skill' for undergraduates and hence prefer to
marginalise it rather than to integrate it with other core skills.
Students who volunteer their dissatisfaction with their own level of numerical or
mathematical understanding and ability often have disquieting stories to tell of their own
school experiences. Many, nonetheless, have a strong desire to replicate some aspects of
these unsatisfactory experiences. One student praised previous teaching which was
`mechanistic' in nature whilst acknowledging that it did not succeed for her. In contrast
another student, although technically competent and seemingly successful
mathematically, expressed dissatisfaction because of a lack of understanding. His
experience on a short course, which shared the aims and approach of the 'Advanced
Numeracy' course, resulted in the comment 'It was as if I had blinkers on before ... this
course made me look at things in a different way' and 'I got this tunnel vision of looking
at things and it needed broadening... that was one of the things you did ... that was
handy.'
As a teacher I have a tension between acknowledging and valuing the students' starting
points which often are firmly rooted in a desire to improve procedurally and recognising
that this can be what limits them. In terms of our triangle model my aim is to encourage
and facilitate students' moves from a reliance on procedural school/college maths
towards a confidence in their personal constructs of maths/numeracy. For me the third
vertex of this triangle could describe mathematics with words like connectedness,
pattern, relationships, problem solving, open-endedness etc. But it also needs to be a
place-holder for words describing an approach to teaching which empowers and
encourages decision making which I try to do through the content and delivery of the
course.
As an example, a favourite starting point in algebra is a discussion of formulas for
calculating the reading age of text. There are many versions of this task in print, one of
which is in SMP 16-19 Mathematics book Problem Solving'. Here three reading age
formulas are introduced and the student is told that each formula has a limited range of
validity and an example of this is given. The student is then invited to choose a type of
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article or book and design and validate a method of assessing reading age. I choose to
adapt this task to allow the students a bigger part of the performance.
(The fact that I am directing the students' performance is a tension for me. The students
have a strong voice in negotiating the content of the course, indeed they are described as
participants who are expected to bring life, study or work contexts in which they are
involved, as a basis for developing personally relevant knowledge and skills. But the
preparation, management and support for learning is high on my agenda as is the desire
to empower students mathematically.)
Typically we begin by considering various texts and discussing why we find some easier
to read than others. Many ideas are generated: too many long words, long sentences etc.
The notion of formulas for the reading age of text is then introduced and at this point
there is usually much debate on ethical and philosophical issues as well as the
mathematical appropriateness of such formulas. The students proceed by looking in
detail at one of the formulas, the Simplicity Formula, reading age = 25 15 p, where p is
the proportion of words with one syllable. When this formula is applied to various texts a children's story, a newspaper article, some mathematical explanation, a classical novel the limited range of validity is soon noticed. A discussion of the usefulness of this and
other formulas ensues. Through this we are able to think about algebraic concepts of
variable and structure. There are many other vehicles for such an approach - wind chill
formulas, Naismith's rule for calculating the time it would take to walk a planned route
taking into account the amount of climbing involved. In essence they all involve a
modelling approach in which the student has to think about the problem, decide on what
are important factors and essential to the model, use appropriate mathematical analysis
and test whether the solution is reasonable.
-

This is not simply studying mathematics in context thus de-focussing on abstract ideas in
favour of more practical and relevant mathematics. In an increasingly technological
world mathematics has become less visible for most. Having some ways of thinking
about and accessing the underlying models of technological solutions is important. The
student plays an active part and has considerable control over both the mathematics and
the process.

The discussion
In the discussion period, after participants talked amongst themselves about their own
attitudes and experiences, a number of relevant issues were raised which helped us to
take our thinking further.
Participants shared our belief that the crucial need, in all sections of adult education, is to
take account of students' existing knowledge and experience and their already established
competencies, as well as their potential for further learning. They shared our experience
that students' expectations can be different from, and sometimes in opposition to, those
of their tutor and the discussion began to explore this apparent mismatch. Students'
experiences of problem-solving and calculation are from both school and everyday life.
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However, it is the school experiences which tend to be evoked by formal educational
situations, and students' perceptions of what mathematics is appear to come mainly from
their schooling. This undoubtedly has implications for work with adult learners.
The various dichotomies that can arise by considering our triangular model include those
which arise from the conflict between our perceptions of mathematics and those created
in the minds of students resulting from a procedural kind of mathematics common in
schools. This conflict can be exacerbated for students who, in their adult life have
developed problem solving and calculation strategies which they may not recognise as
authentically mathematical because of the apparent mismatch with what they see as the
all-powerful established mathematics.
All of us, and this was shared by participants in the session, see it as our responsibility to
build on that mathematical expertise, while recognising that the widely varying
experiences of our students and their reasons for coming to learn affect their approach to
and attempts to learn mathematics. Moreover, we as tutors want to try and extend our
students' views of what mathematics is, to a deeper understanding of the mathematical
concepts that underlie its application.
The wide variation between our experiences as tutors also has a bearing on our
perceptions of; and our way of coping with, our task of helping our students in their
attempts to learn or relearn mathematics. While two of us are working in higher
education, the other has worked largely in adult basic education. While much of our
work is with classes we also work with individuals.
One of the issues which emerged from the session was that of the necessary distinction
that has to be made between those students who are fresh from school and those who
have had an intervening period of living and working. In our experience this brings an
added, usually beneficial, dimension to the complexity of the adult classroom.
Other factors bearing on that complexity were seen to be those concerned with language
and culture as well as other issues mentioned in the introduction. This effect can be
compounded in classrooms where the students themselves may have either common
cultural backgrounds or different ones but are less likely to share ours.
These inevitable differences and the different expectations and aspirations of students
even within the same class can greatly complicate all the apparently more straightforward
differences that can be found within a class and between that class and its tutors. All of
these experiences can bring out different aspects of the complexities of teaching and
learning.
The discussion revealed a consensus view that we need to respect our students'
perspectives but that our responsibility is to move them forward in their expectations of
mathematics.
We hope to move towards finding ways of operating that will take proper account of the
very varied backgrounds of our students and the specific influences that motivate and
sometimes cramp their attempts to develop their mathematical knowledge further.
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Acknowledging the differences
We have learnt a great deal from the experience of running this workshop and writing it
up: it has stimulated discussion which has helped us forward in our thinking. It has left us
with a much clearer picture of both the essential samenesses within our work as well as
of its differences. We have struggled to identify our shared meanings and to recognise
the multiple differences within what we do. We have recognised different language usage
as well as some of the subtleties we need to take into account in our pursuit of
acceptable practice. The experience has revealed that there is a very wide range of
students with very different expectations and different approaches to teaching them. But
the effectiveness of these approaches for different kinds of students demands rigorous
inquiry. We hope this experience reflects the aims of ALM as a whole.
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Introduction
This new numeracy and mathematics curriculum framework has been developed for
adults and has been widely used across Australia since 1997. The framework offers a
style of competency or outcome statement which is holistic rather than fragmented, in
that it is based upon realistic purposes and uses of mathematics, and which encompasses
a particular perspective on numeracy and its relationship to mathematics. The paper
outlines the rationale and development of the curriculum.
Adult literacy and basic education in Australia
Adult literacy and basic education (ALBE) within Australia is an important part of the
Vocational Education and Training (VET) system and is offered through a wide range of
providers including Technical and Further Education (TAFE) Institutes; communitybased providers such as neighbourhood houses, community centres, libraries;
correctional institutions; workplaces; schools; and also private providers of education
and training. Within adult literacy and basic education, literacy has been the main focus,
with numeracy's place being fragile and on the fringe in terms of funding and support.
However, recent years have seen significant developments and progress in adult
numeracy.
In the past, adult literacy and basic education has been an informal, student focused form
of education with no formal accreditation process or system wide curriculum, with
students learning reading, writing, mathematical, oral communication and general
education skills. But in the 90s the pressure of competency based education and training
has meant that the ALBE field too has developed accredited curriculum. It has been the
challenge therefore to develop accredited curricula that try to espouse and maintain the
principles established for a student-focused and relevant form of education. This paper
will describe a recent attempt to develop a numeracy curriculum that meets these
principles.
Adult numeracy
In today's advanced technological society it is necessary to absorb, use and critically
evaluate large amounts of information, much of which is presented in numerical or
graphical form. In order to interpret this information when listening to radio, watching
television, reading books, newspapers or magazines, or to understand instructions and
diagrams in the workplace, a range of mathematical skills is needed.
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Although these activities vary depending on the culture and the context in which they
occur, they depend on a range of mathematical skills which include basic number skills,
spatial and graphical concepts, use of measurement and problem solving. These skills are
essential for participating effectively in society.
Although there are no universally accepted definitions of numeracy or agreement about
the ways in which numeracy differs from mathematics, certain emphases can be noted in
definitions of numeracy. There are emphases on the practical or functional application
and use of mathematics.
To be numerate is to function effectively mathematically in one's daily life, at home and at
work (Willis, 1990).

Numeracy was defined by the Australian Beazley committee as
the mathematics for effective functioning in one's group and community, and the capacity to
use these skills to further one's own development and of one's community (Beazley, 1984).

The UK Cockcroft Report stated that the word 'numerate' implied
We would wish the word 'numerate' to imply the possession of two attributes. The first is an
'at homeness' with numbers and an ability to make use of the mathematical skills which
enable an individual to cope with the practical demands of his everyday life . The second is
an ability to have some apprehension and understanding of information which is presented
in mathematical terms, for instance in graphs, charts or tables or by reference to percentage
increase or decrease. Taken together these imply that a numerate person should be
expected to be able to appreciate and understand some of the ways in which mathematics
can be used as a means of communication .... (Paragraph 39).
Most important of all is the need to have sufficient confidence to make effective use of
whatever mathematical skill and understanding is possessed, whether this be little or much
(Paragraph 34) (Cockcroft, 1982).

Definitions imply certain attitudes as well as skills, an 'at homeness' or 'confidence' with
numbers and other maths skills. In other words skills and knowledge can actually be put
into practice.
It is clear from these definitions that numeracy does not refer only to operating with
numbers as the word can suggest, but refers to a much wider range of skills. It also
implies a certain flexibility - dependent on the needs and interests of the individual within
the context of the peer group, community or workplace.
In recent years there has been much discussion and debate about the relationship between
mathematics and numeracy and to the concept of 'critical' numeracy. Betty Johnston has
argued that numeracy in fact incorporates, or should incorporate, this critical aspect of
using mathematics. She argues:
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To be numerate is more than being able to manipulate numbers, or even being able to
'succeed' in school or university mathematics. Numeracy is a critical awareness which
builds bridges between mathematics and the real world, with all its diversity (Johnston,
1994).

She continues:
In this sense ........... there is no particular 'level' ofMathematics associated with it: it is as
important for an engineer to be numerate as it is for a primary school child, a parent, a car
driver or a gardener. The different contexts will require different Mathematics to be
activated and engaged in (Johnston, 1994).

So the view of numeracy and mathematics that has developed is one that sees numeracy
as making meaning of mathematics and sees mathematics as a tool to be used efficiently
and critically.

The Certificates in General Education for Adults (CGEA)
The Certificates in General Education for Adults (CGEA) (ACFEB, 1996) provide a
range of educational opportunities for adults wishing to prepare for further study,
improve their employment status and enhance their participation in the community. The
Certificates allow adults to study for a formal credential which gives them credit for
improving their reading, writing, mathematical, oral communication and general
education skills. Certificates can be awarded at three levels with the highest level
approximating to year 11 of secondary education. There are no formal entry
requirements for a student wishing to undertake the credentials. Placement at a specified
level in a stream would be made based on students' current skill level.
The Certificates of General Education for Adults (ACFEB, 1993) were first accredited
by the Victorian Vocational Education and Training Accreditation Board (VETAB) in
1992. Towards the end of the accreditation period the Certificates were redeveloped for
reaccreditation. In December 1996 the redeveloped Certificates in General Education
for Adults were reaccredited for the period 1 January 1997 to 31 December 2001. The
Certificates are used extensively across Victoria and also used widely in other states of
Australia.
The Certificate document provides a curriculum framework covering four streams or
subject areas:
• Reading and Writing
• Oral Communication
• Numeracy and Mathematics
• General Curriculum Options. The General Curriculum Options is based on the Key
Competencies and provides the means of delivering generic key skills or being a
vehicle for subjects such as science, Koorie studies, vocational skills, creative arts,
study skills, etc.
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These streams can be offered at four different levels. Each level of each stream is called
a module. For each module there is a set of competencies, or learning outcomes, which
the student must achieve to be seen to demonstrate competence at that level.

STREAMS

Level 4

Level 3

Reading &
Writing 4

Oral
Communication
4

Numeracy &
Mathematics 4

General
Curriculum
Options 4

Reading &
Writing 3

Oral
Communication
3

Numeracy &
Mathematics 3

General
Curriculum
Options 3

Level 2

Level 1

Numeracy within the Certificates in General Education for Adults
The original Certificates maths stream was not considered a success. It was based very
loosely around some generic statements, and teachers found the competencies and their
descriptions very vague, unhelpful and contradictory. At moderation sessions, both
regionally and state-wide, the contradictions and vagueness made understanding and
agreement very difficult and frustrating. In the review of the original certificate it was
recommend that the maths stream be completely rewritten. This was undertaken by the
authors of this paper over the first half of 1996.
The new CGEA numeracy and mathematics learning outcomes have been developed with
the view of mathematics and numeracy described above in mind, where mathematics is
seen as the knowledge and skills to be applied and used for a range of purposes and in a
variety of contexts. It has also meant that the naming of this stream of the CGEA has in
fact included both the concept of numeracy as well as that of mathematics.
Although each course taught under the umbrella of this certificate will be different taught by and to different people - there should be many similarities in their general style.
Each course should focus on the student group rather than purely on the required
content.
During the implementation of the previous version of the certificate it became
increasingly apparent that the aspect of presenting maths in relevant and meaningful
contexts was vital to the emerging idea of numeracy as distinct from mathematics. So
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much so that the purpose and use of mathematics within meaningful contexts was made
the focus of the new learning outcomes for this version of the CGEA.
Purposes and functions of mathematics - the new Learning Outcomes
Rather than the Learning Outcomes having traditional maths strands (number; space and
shape; data; measurement; and algebra) as their organising structure, the purposes or
functions to which the maths may be put, are given prominence. In the reading and
writing stream of the CGEA, the learning outcomes were organised around the concept
of a number of different literacies, which were based on different social purposes of
reading and writing. These four domains have been labeled literacy for self expression,
literacy for practical purposes, literacy for knowledge and literacy for public debate.
This structure was one of the influences that led to the development of the new structure
for the numeracy learning outcomes.
The Learning Outcomes are organised into four different categories or domains,
according to different purposes and functions of using mathematics.
Numeracy for Practical Purposes addresses aspects of the physical world to do with
designing, making and measuring. There are two learning outcomes: Numeracy for
Practical Purposes - Design and Numeracy for Practical Purposes - Measuring.
Numeracy for Interpreting Society relates to interpreting and reflecting on numerical
and graphical information of relevance to self, work or community. The two learning
outcomes are: Numeracy for Interpreting Society - Data and Numeracy for
Interpreting Society - Numerical Information.
Numeracy for Personal Organisation focuses on the numeracy requirements for
personal organisational matters involving money, time and travel. There are two learning
outcomes, one dealing with money and time, the other to do with location and direction.
Numeracy for Knowledge is only introduced at level 3 and deals with mathematical
skills needed for further study in mathematics, or other subjects with mathematical
underpinnings and/or assumptions. There are learning outcomes to do with problem
solving, algebraic and graphical techniques.
The Learning Outcomes still ensure that the skills and knowledge of the maths strands
are included but they are arranged under a different structure. The strands are still fairly
obvious, but are connected to a purpose or use of the mathematics involved. The
exception is the number strand which is treated as a tool that is to be used across the
other domains. The specific mathematical skills and knowledge required are embedded in
the Learning Outcomes and specified within the assessment criteria. These can
encompass mathematical knowledge from more than one strand.
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The four levels
Level 1
The initial level of the CGEA in numeracy and mathematics aims to enable students to
develop the confidence to perform simple and familiar numeracy tasks and to develop the
ability to make sense of maths in their daily personal lives. The maths involved includes
measurement, shape, numbers, and graphs that are part of the learners' normal routines
to do with shopping, travelling, cooking, interpreting public information, telling the time
etc.
At the end of the level learners will be able to perform mathematical tasks which involve
a single mathematical step or process. Their communication about mathematical ideas
would mainly be spoken rather than written responses.
Level 2
The next level not only looks at maths applied to tasks which are part of the learners'
normal routine but also extends the maths of level 1 to applications outside their
immediate personal environment such as the workplace and the community, whether first
hand or portrayed by the media. The purpose is to enable students to develop everyday
numeracy to make sense of their daily personal and public lives.
At exit level 2, learners would be able to attempt a series of operations or tasks with
some confidence, be able to select the appropriate method or approach required, and
would be able to communicate their ideas both verbally and in written form. They would
be at ease with straightforward calculations either manually and/or using a calculator.
At levels 1 and 2 there are six learning outcomes, however it is only necessary to
demonstrate competence in five of the six Learning Outcomes. Although it is expected
that in most teaching contexts all the six Learning Outcomes would be taught, the aim of
achieving only five of the six has been included in order to offer both learners and
teachers more flexibility in assessment and, in some specific contexts such as workplaces,
one of the Learning Outcomes could be left out if it was not seen to be relevant.
Level 3
Level 3 aims to enable learners to explore mathematics beyond its familiar and everyday
use to its application in wider, less personal contexts such as newspapers and other
media reports, workplace documents and procedures, and specific projects at home or in
the community. The mathematics covered is extended beyond that introduced at levels 1
and 2 and would include measurement, graphs and simple statistics, use of maps and
directions and an introductory understanding of the use of formulae and problem solving
strategies.
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Learners are expected to have the capacity to interpret and analyse how mathematics is
represented and used, and to recognise and use some of the conventions and symbolism
of formal mathematics.
Level 4

This level of the CGEA with its focus on learning mathematics for further study includes
the early stages of knowledge and skills belonging to several formal areas of
mathematics. The mathematics involved will include: numerical calculations and analysis
of graphical data required for interpreting information about society; the use of formulae
and their graphs, algebraic techniques and problem solving strategies; and familiarity with
fundamental processes of at least two selected specialist mathematical areas.
At the end of this level learners will be able to confidently perform calculations using a
variety of methods. They will be able to interpret and use the formal symbols and
conventions of the chosen fields of mathematics in order to solve simple problems, and
to communicate their problem solving processes in writing using a variety of informal
and formal language.
Examples of the Learning Outcomes
Level 1
it Numeracy for Practical Purposes Design
Can use everyday informal language of shape, size, colour and other commonly used
attributes to identify and recognise shapes in the context of their common usage and
application.
-

1.4 Numeracy for Personal Organisation Location
Can use simple everyday language of location to give and follow informal oral directions.
-

1.5 Numeracy for Interpreting Society Data
Can use simple everyday graphs and charts to interpret public information which is of
personal interest or use.
-

Level 2
2.2 Numeracy for Practical Purposes - Measuring
Can use straight forward measurement and the metric system to estimate and measure
for the purpose of interpreting, making or purchasing materials in familiar practical
situations
2.3 Numeracy for Personal Organisation
Can use and interpret whole numbers (including large numbers), simple fractions,
decimals and percentages to make decisions about money and time in familiar situations.
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2.6 Numeracy for Interpreting Society - Numerical Information
Can identify and translate everyday numerical concepts to interpret public information
which is in texts of interest or relevance.

Level 3
3.1 Numeracy for Practical Purposes - Design
Can translate between 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional real life objects and their
diagrammatic representations for the purposes of measurement, design, and
interpretation.
3.3 Numeracy for Personal Organisation - Location
Can use the conventions of distance, location and direction to read, create and use maps.
3.4 Numeracy for Interpreting Society - Data
Can use and create graphs and charts, and calculate and use averages, in order to
interpret and reflect on information of relevance to self, work or community.
3.6 Numeracy for Knowledge - Further Study in Maths (formulae)
Can develop and use simple formulae to describe and represent relationships between
variables in real life contexts.

Level 4
4.1 Numeracy for Interpreting Society - Data
Can use graphs, charts and measures of central tendency and spread to interpret, analyse
and describe information of relevance to self
or community.
,

4.3 Numeracy for Knowledge - Further Study in Maths (formulae and graphs)
Can develop and use formulae and their graphs to describe and represent relationships
between variables in a range of contexts.
4.7 Numeracy for Knowledge - Further Study in Maths (problem solving)
Can use mathematical problem solving techniques to interpret, investigate and solve
mathematical problems.

Numeracy for Knowledge at levels 3 and 4

Numeracy for Knowledge is a new Learning Outcome that is introduced at Level 3 and
extended at Level 4. It is introduced in order to provide learners with knowledge about
the conventions and techniques of formal study in mathematics.
Exit level 3 is seen as the end of the general education focus of the CGEA and level 4 is
seen as the stage where learners are initiated into formal areas of study - hence the title
of the level 4 certificate - Further Study. Therefore in the numeracy and mathematics
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stream, it is expected that learners at level 3 can recognise and use some of the
conventions and symbolism of formal mathematics, while this is extended at level 4 to
incorporate the early stages of knowledge and skills belonging to several formal areas of
mathematics. This study of formal areas of mathematics becomes a major focus of the
Numeracy and Mathematics stream at level 4.
Further Study, the focus of level 4, implies flexibility in the choice of content, dependent
on the chosen future areas of study. Hence there is built in flexibility in the level 4
Numeracy for Knowledge - Further Study learning outcomes. There are five Numeracy
for Knowledge - Further Study in Maths Learning Outcomes - one for formulae and
graphs, one for algebraic techniques, another for problem solving and two unspecified
ones for two specialist areas of study. The two optional areas of study could be chosen
from areas such as trigonometry, business maths, statistics, probability, formal geometry,
etc.
for example, learners were aiming to study drafting, then trigonometry and geometry
may well be the two chosen areas. Statistics and probability would, for example, be
possible choices for students wishing to enter University courses in Social Science
disciplines. Whatever the on-going study, formulae and graphs, algebraic techniques and
problem solving are seen as core areas.
It should be remembered that only six out of the seven Learning Outcomes are essential
for completion of Level 4, so more opportunity exists for flexibility in designing the
course to suit particular student interests.
Problem solving

Problem solving has been incorporated in the new Numeracy and Mathematics Stream in
two ways. In its general sense problem solving is implied within the whole of the
curriculum in that all the maths skills should be applied to real world tasks or problems.
However, in addition, problem solving in its formal, mathematical sense, that is, "the
ability to solve non-routine problems which require some degree of independent
judgement, originality and creativity", has been introduced formally at levels 3 and 4. It
is expected at these levels that students will learn to recognise, name and use some of the
formal problem solving techniques.
The Assessment Criteria

The assessment criteria give the detailed criteria for satisfying the Learning Outcome.
The Learning Outcome is achieved when the learner can demonstrate competence in all
the assessment criteria. However, it is not expected that one assessment task or activity
can or should cover all the assessment criteria. (See Assessment section following for
further detail.)
The assessment criteria are grouped according to three categories: Mathematical
knowledge and techniques; Mathematical language; and Interpretation
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Mathematical knowledge and techniques
The specific mathematical skills, knowledge and techniques required for each Learning
Outcome are specified within this category of the assessment criteria.
Within this section specific techniques are not laid down as mandatory requirements in
order to allow for the variety of idiosyncratic methods which learners bring to the
numeracy classroom. It is hope that such personal techniques will be encouraged,
discussed and valued alongside any new techniques learned.
An exception, however, is calculator use which is regarded as a fundamental skill in our
modem technological society. Learners should be therefore exposed to a variety of ways
to use calculators.
Pen and paper methods are not seen as superior to other methods such as calculators or
in-the-head methods.
Mathematical language
The other important aspect of the model mentioned earlier, developing associated
mathematical language, is incorporated into the outcome in this category.
Interpretation
There are two important aspects of numeracy and mathematics that are addressed under
the Interpretation category of the Assessment Criteria. The first is checking results
against initial estimates such as: "decides on reasonableness of calculations through
rough approximations" and "decides on reasonableness of measurement through
visualisation and/or prior knowledge". The second aspect relates to the issue of using
mathematics critically. Learners are expected to relate the meaning of mathematical
tasks or activities, personal experience, implications, beliefs, and social consequences.

Performance range
Another section that has been included is titled "Performance Range". This section has
been used to illustrate possible contexts; appropriate instruments, materials and/or texts
that are suitable for use at that level; and is also used to clarify and refine specific
mathematical content and language appropriate to the level.

Conditions of Assessment
The Conditions of Assessment section has been developed for each level. They describe
the conditions under which assessment should take place and give some general
guidelines regarding types of texts and materials to use; the degree of support available
from teachers; the types of calculations - in the head, pen and paper and calculator - to
be used; and the degree of use of oral and/or written language.
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Sample Learning Outcome
Learning Outcome 2.5: Numeracy for Interpreting Society - Data
Can use and create everyday graphs and charts to represent and interpret public
information which is of interest or relevance.
Assessment criteria
Not all assessment criteria need to be met in the one assessment task or activity
Mathematical Knowledge & Techniques
(a) interpret the key features, conventions and vocabulary of everyday graphs or charts,
including the concept of scale
(b) use whole numbers, percentages, decimals and simple ratios found on charts and
graphs
(c) collect, sort and record data in a table using simple techniques
(d) interpret and discuss meaning of text that incorporates graphs or charts
(e) mark scales and axes appropriately
(f) represent data in simple bar or line graphs
Language
(g) use the descriptive language of graphs and charts such as maximum, minimum,
increasing, decreasing, going up, constant, changing, slope, etc.
Interpretation
(h) relate meaning/information of graph or chart in terms of personal implications
and/or social consequences
(I) decide on the fairness or bias of the data in response to teacher prompting.
Performance range
• The types of graphs or charts could include simple pie charts, bar graphs, line
graphs, pictograms, etc. of the kind found in newspapers, on household bills,
information leaflets, etc.
• Scales created should count in l's, 2's, 5's or 10's.
• Scales interpreted from public information not limited to the above simple scales can interpret from more complex scales available on public information.
Conditions of assessment:
The conditions of assessment apply to all learning outcomes in the module.
They are:
• concrete, relevant, familiar contexts and materials where the maths content is
predictable and easily accessible
• relies on context, prior knowledge and personal experience to derive meaning and
check reasonableness
• performs where access to mentor/teacher and advice/modelling is available and
recourse to first/other language is acceptable.
• uses a blend of personal "in the head" methods, pen and paper and calculator
procedures
• uses a combination of oral and written general, and some mathematical, language,
symbols and abbreviations.
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Assessment
Assessment should be undertaken as an ongoing process which integrates knowledge and
skills with their practical application over a period of time. It will require a combination
of evidence collected mainly through teacher observations and some collection of written
records of students' attempts at tasks.
It is not expected that all assessment criteria for an outcome can be assessed within one
single task e.g. it would be unlikely that both the money and time aspects of the personal
organisation learning outcome (1.3) could be demonstrated within one task. Therefore it
might require a number of observations or tasks to completely assess any given outcome.
It will often be possible to assess aspects of more than one learning outcome within one
assessment task e.g. a task which involves the practical application of measurement
knowledge and skills (practical purposes - measurement) may also allow demonstration
of ability to calculate with money (personal organisation).
It would be ideal for level 1 students to be assessed actually undertaking a real task such
as purchasing goods in a shop and checking change, measuring ingredients for cooking,
following directions in outside locations, etc. Some of these tasks such as shopping may
be able to be simulated in a classroom but it is preferable that students gain the skills and
confidence through undertaking the task in a real situation.
Where assessment criteria include a list of items of mathematical knowledge (e.g. in 1.2
Numeracy for Practical Purposes - Measuring "uses appropriately common units of
measurement such as centimetres, metres, kilograms, litres, degrees Celsius etc.") it is
assumed that most of these will be included as part of the teaching/learning program. It is
not envisaged that all the listed items be assessed individually - competence in one or two
being sufficient evidence that the criterion can be met.
A range of assessment options should be used according to the needs of the student
group and the learning situation. e.g. in the workplace, assessment could be of
observation of students performing on-the-job tasks, whereas these may have to be
simulated in a classroom environment.
At Level 1, a folio of evidence could be collected through a combination of the following:
•
•
•

records of teacher observations of students' activities, discussions and practical tasks
occasional samples of students' written work
pictures, diagrams, models, etc. created by students.

At Levels 2, 3 and 4, a folio of evidence could be collected through a combination of the
following:
• records of teacher observations of students' activities, oral presentations, practical tasks, etc.
• samples of students' written work
• written reports of investigations or problem solving activities
• student self assessment sheets, reflections, or journal entries
• pictures, diagrams, models created by students.
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INTRODUCTION
The National Council for Vocational Awards (NCVA) was established in 1991 (NCVA,
1992) to set, monitor and certify standards for vocation, education and training
programmes provided within the further education sector. NCVA awards are intended to
provide access to employment, further education and further training. The Council
through its awards and activities serves as an important facilitating agency in life long
learning for Irish citizens. Its awards are adult focused and programmes leading to
NCVA certification are conducted in a variety of settings including schools, workshops,
community and adult education centres.
The NCVA has been innovative in its approach to assessment and certification. It has
pioneered the use of portfolios of evidence for assessment purposes in a wide range of
subjects in Ireland. The authors have been providing support services for the Foundation
Level Mathematics for a number of years including the training of tutors. This paper
focuses on the use of portfolio assessment in foundation level mathematics: the strategy
for implementation on a national scale; learners' portfolios; problems and opportunities;
and future directions.

DEVELOPMENTS IN FURTHER EDUCATION IN IRELAND
From the middle of the 1980's further education became an important sector on the Irish
educational landscape. In an effort to address these ad hoc developments the
Government Department of Education launched a number of initiatives. Two of the most
noteworthy of these initiatives were the Youthreach Programme (1989) and the
Vocational Training Opportunities Scheme (VTOS) (1989). The target group for the
Youthreach programme was early school leavers between the age of 15 and 18 years,
while the target group for the VTOS programme was long-term unemployed adults over
the age of 25. It was obvious at the time that these programmes were reacting to a 'here
and now' problem. What wasn't obvious was that these programmes were to provide
one of the most effective long-term solution to the problem of 'formalising' the further
education sector.
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After the euphoria of having achieved recognition and a certain structure for this new
sector of education, providers and practitioners came to realise that the provision of
assessment and certification for the non-formal courses they were delivering needed to
be addressed. Initially VTOS providers had taken upon themselves to deliver the formal
department of education Leaving Certificate courses. These courses were assessed
through formal State exams and certified by the Department of Education. However, it
was obvious that established programmes of study culminating in a formal written
examination would not address the needs of the vast majority of participants of
Youthreach particularly, and VTOS to a lesser extent.
A NATIONAL STRATEGY
Initial consultative stage

The National Council for Vocational Awards was established in 1991 with the specific
purpose of addressing the assessment and certification needs of learners taking
vocational courses and programmes in Ireland (NCVA, 1992). The attention of this new
organisation was immediately drawn to the issue of assessment and certification for the
client groups in the emerging further education sector. Youthreach, VTOS, prison
education, Travellers training, Post Leaving Cert., and community education were all
part of the constituency which made up this further education sector. This was new
territory for everyone involved and the NCVA wisely initiated a systematic consultative
process in an effort to establish the assessment and certification needs of this sector of
education. Concentration was directed towards addressing the needs of first step or
basic level i.e. Foundation Level.
This consultative process produced many suggestions and some requirements. Among
the requirements for the assessment approach to be used were:
- that it be continuous, comprising progressive short-term objectives
- that it be learner centred, where the learner is expected to become actively involved
with recording achievements in the particular subject areas
- that the continuous generation of evidence of achievement be converted into a
summative qualification
- that there be no sit-down summative exam.
Among the recommendations were:
- mastery of behavioural objectives be used rather than percentage achievement
- care needed to be taken so as not to 'atomise' the subject matter
- a cross curricular, integrated approach be encouraged.
NCVA stage structure for progression

There is a well defined national structure for certification at various stages and
progression through these stages is defined. (See figure 1).
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Figure 1. National framework of qualifications. (NCVA, 1998)

While the NCVA is determined to make this structure work in practice there are still
many obstacles to be overcome especially as regards entry to higher education.
The NCVA perspective
It is useful to look at the process from the point of view of the NCVA. By focusing on
the role of various actors in the process, it is possible to develop a more informed view.
Four actors with specific roles are identified for further consideration:
- the NCVA
- the providers
- the tutors
- the learners.

The role of the NCVA
The role of NCVA is to set, monitor, and certify standards for vocation, education and
training programmes. The setting of standards, for foundation level mathematics is
achieved though the specific learning outcomes and the performance criteria laid down in
the module descriptor. In-service seminars are provided by the NCVA to familiarise
tutors of foundation level mathematics with the module descriptor and to give some
directions on the evidence required for inclusion in the assessment portfolio. The
monitoring of standards was initially achieved through a cross-moderation process.
External examiners are now employed to fulfil this role. Certification completes the role
of NCVA.
The role of the providers
Providers of foundation level mathematics must ensure that their tutors attend the inservice seminars provided by NCVA. It is also their responsibility to develop a
curriculum which would not only accommodate the requirements of the foundation level
module descriptor but would also be relevant and realistic for adult learners. All
documentation regarding assessment and certification is the responsibility of the
providers.
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The role of the tutors
Tutors enable their learners to achieve the standards of mathematics competence laid
down in the module descriptor. This calls for innovative and creative approaches to the
teaching and assessing of mathematics. The construction of the Assessment Portfolio is a
collaborative task between the tutors and the learners.
The role of the learners
Learners must generate evidence of achievement for all the learning outcomes in the
module descriptor. NCVA believe that learners in the further education sector would like
to take some responsibility for the assessment process. Learners are encouraged to
become actively involved with the selection of assessment material for their portfolio.
The role of the learner in this regard is repeatedly emphasised by NCVA.

ASSESSMENT RATIONALE
The module descriptor
The NCVA decided, as a result of this consultative process, to use a criterion referenced
assessment approach. A module descriptor which included the purpose, general aims,
units of content, learning outcomes, performance criteria, and assessment methodology
was developed. The structure of this descriptor was influenced by the SCOTVEC
experience (NCVA, 1992). The initial draft of the Foundation level mathematics module
descriptor resulted from the work of a representative group from the further education
sector. A feasibility study was then initiated with this module descriptor.
Specific Learning Outcomes (SLO's)
2.5

Multiply decimal numbers by
natural numbers

Performance Criteria (PC's)
multiply a four-digit decimal number with
decimal places by a two-digit natural
number, e.g. 45.67 x 12.

2.6 Multiply two decimal numbers

multiply a four-digit decimal number with
two decimal places by a two-digit decimal
number with one decimal place,
e.g. 45.67 x 1.2.

2.7 Divide decimal numbers by
natural numbers

divide a four-digit number with two
decimal places by a single-digit natural
number, e.g. 45.67 x 2.

Figure 2. Sample SLO's and related PC's. (NCVA 1997)
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(The SLO is a specific piece of mathematical knowledge. The performance criteria give a
specific direction regarding the activity that the learner must perform to demonstrate
mastery of this piece of mathematical knowledge to the required standard.)
The module descriptor was issued to a selected number of providers of Foundation level
mathematics. The study resulted in few alterations. NCVA issued the Draft Foundation
level module descriptor to over one hundred providers including Youthreach and VTOS
centres, Adult Education and Community Education Centres. This consultative,
collaborative process concluded with the publication of the Foundation Level
Mathematics module descriptor in September 1997.
Portfolios
A set of guidelines for assessment of foundation level mathematics emerged from this
consultative process. These include active participation by learners, ability to show
learners progression, a willingness/ability to take responsibility for their own learning and
other characteristics consistent with adult learners. The use of portfolios offers a
genuine means of achieving these goals (Asturias, 1994). They also supply concrete
evidence for examination by others - an important consideration in the circumstances.
This means that they can be fitted into a national scheme for assessment and standards.
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quality and standards. Thus the learners produce assessment evidence at local centre
level which is collected in a portfolio over time. When this is deemed to be adequate for
certification purposes it is submitted to external moderators at a national cross
moderation session. Here selected tutors assess the portfolios and decide whether they
reach the standard or are returned.
IMPLEMENTING PORTFOLIO ASSESSMENT
Tutor as assessor
NCVA acknowledge that learners produce quite a lot of material during the course of
their mathematics programme. This consists of learning as well as assessment material.
The course work would initially be collected in a folder, ring binder, etc. However, when
it comes to the 'portfolio for assessment' the learner and the tutor select the assessment
material from this course work folder and construct an assessment portfolio. This means
that the tutors are responsible for;
- developing a mathematics programme that is relevant and challenging for the learners,
- constructing assessment tasks/exercises,
- setting times for assessment tasks/exercised to be taken by the learners,
- evaluating the evidence generated by the learners,
- supporting the learners in selecting material for the assessment portfolio.
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The selection of material for the assessment portfolio can take place during the course of
the programme or at the end depending on the tutors and the learners. In most cases this
activity is carried out at the end of the mathematics programme and in the majority of
cases the tutor is left with this task. While portfolio assessment means that the tutor is
now an integral part of the process the weight of responsibility for the material selection
should go to the learner.
Portfolios
In the early stages a substantial volume of material was included in the assessment
portfolio. This included learning as well as assessment material. NCVA advised providers
and tutors that one piece of evidence related to the mastery of each learning outcome is
sufficient. This meant that tutors and learners could be very precise regarding the
selection of material for the portfolio. This advice resulted in an immediate slimming
down of the portfolios.
While it was increasingly encouraged that tutors should be creative and innovative
regarding their assessment approaches invariably they resorted to a set of assessment
exercised determined only by the sequence of SLO's outline in the module descriptor.
Experience with tutors at in-service seminars indicated an understanding and a value for
realistic approaches to the assessment of mathematics, however, there was little evidence
of this espoused theory in the assessment material. For this reason the evidence of
achievement presented in Appendix 1 is quite normal. It is singularly functional - it
indicates mastery of a specific learning outcome.
The integrated project
In an effort to generate creative approaches by which foundation level mathematics can
be assessed examples of integrated assignments/projects were described at in-service
seminars. The purpose of integrated assignments is primarily to show learners that
mathematics happens and is required in contexts other than the mathematics classroom.
This becomes obvious if tutors of vocational skills, e.g. woodwork, metalwork, cookery,
picture-framing, etc., identify activities in which mathematics is required to complete a
task. (See Appendix 2 for example of integrated project.) The artefact as well as the
planning sheets, the written calculations and any other support material would suggest
mastery of particular mathematics knowledge. Even without the support material the
artefact itself, if it was put together independently by the learner, would implicitly
indicate the requirement and therefore the mastery of some mathematics.
The integrated approach is developed at two levels
1. The learner is expected to learn and record mathematical skills that are used in
different domains e.g. metalwork, cookery, woodwork.
2. At the organisation level a number of teachers are involved in the development of
these mathematical skills. This presents a more realistic view of the impact
mathematical skills have on these subject areas. It also helps to erode the
compartmental mind-set which had been cultivated over many years of practice.
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Cross moderation
Tutors bring their learners' completed portfolios to a central location. An uneven number
of tutors is seated round a table. The portfolios are then presented for assessment
according to the standards laid down by the performance criteria in the module
descriptor. A table facilitator enables the process. It must be pointed out that the tutors
who present their learners' portfolios have already assessed them. The cross moderation
process accepted or referred the tutor's judgement.
DISCUSSION
Tutors are now given the responsibility to assess, in a formative way, evidence of
achievement. This is a new idea because the assessment method for state accredited
certificates, up to this point, has taken the form of a state supervised `sit down'
examination. The examination papers are then assessed under state supervision.
However, NCVA moved tutors centre-stage in the role of assessor. The NCVA are
satisfied that tutors involved with the teaching of Foundation level mathematics are
competent assessors of the standards outlined in the module descriptor. This is not,
however, a total leap of faith: in-service training is provided for all tutors who assessed
Foundation level mathematics.
Many tutors found that a very structured sequence of learning and assessment,
mimicking that in the module descriptor, was not catching the imagination of adult
learners. Many adult learners are engaged in other programmes such as woodwork,
cookery, metalwork, etc. These subjects provide obvious contexts in which mathematics
can be both learned and assessed. Some tutors are very innovative in designing realistic
tasks that produce evidence for a number of outcomes from a range of units in the
module descriptor. However, many tutors still take a minimal interpretation and ask
their learners to produce evidence of achievement of each learning outcome individually
and in sequence. Few benefits can come from 'atomising' a mathematics programme for
the purpose of assessment.
Some tutors saw the module descriptor as a course or programme. NCVA pointed out
that the module descriptor is not a programme and advised tutors to accommodate the
assessment requirements, with minimal alterations, within the mathematics programme
they were already teaching.
The cross moderation process had many positive outcomes. It helped to establish a
standard for the portfolio of evidence at Foundation level. There was an opportunity for
tutors to see other ideas related to assessment. Tutors who attended these sessions
became more confident: they were now on the right track. The exercise unofficially
began a process that developed the skills of many of the future external examiners.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
There is no doubt that portfolio assessment has been a qualified success with Foundation
level mathematics. However there are still some areas that need to be addressed.
O'Donoghue (1995), which deals particularly with this area of mathematics education in
the Irish context, reports on a number of decisions made as a result of the experience of
the Applications-Orientated Mathematics project (AOM). It is clear that NCVA portfolio
assessment addresses the majority of these concerns such as
- developing a significant and relevant programme for the client group
- making the programme accessible
- examinations can be used as a method of assessment if required by the client group
- the use of calculators and computers is encouraged
- flexibility around assessment requirements and regulations
- recognised certification for the client group.
However there are a number of concerns arising from the AOM experience which are not
addressed.
- Employers are not involved in the selection of topics, examples of application, etc. The
credibility that this involvement would add to the Foundation level mathematics
certificate is obvious.
- A supported self-study strategy which would keep things within the control of the
learners. This would enable the concept of self-managed and life-long learning to
become more realistic for the learners.
- Develop well-structured practical application exercises which would include integrated
projects. This topic has been raised consistently by tutors at in-service seminars. While in
the context of the AOM experience the materials would be used predominantly by the
learners, this material would be used by the tutors as well as the learners at Foundation
level.
Many of the problems related to the module descriptor arise from a lack of specification,
information and guidance. This issue is clearly addressed in the National Council for
Vocational Qualifications in England. The NCVQ Application of Number (NCVQ, 1996)
is supported with range statements, evidence indicators and guidance. These additions
help to make the requirements of the unit clearer. The NCVQ model can provide many
ideas for improving and developing the NCVA module descriptor.
Many of the remaining concerns can be addressed within the context of an improved
support provision. The NCVA has recognised the need to improve its support by
designating centres with specific support roles e.g. the AOM project at Tipperary (NR)
Vocational Education Committee is providing in-service and curriculum development
support for Foundation Mathematics at a national basis.
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APPENDIX I
Evidence of achievement extracted from Mathematics Foundation Level portfolio.
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APPENDIX 2
This is an example of an integrated mathematics/woodwork project. The completion of
the drawing and the construction of the woodwork artefact implicitly demonstrates the
achievement of a number of Foundation Level Mathematics outcomes.

Woodcraft Project Integrated with
Mathematics Outcomes 6.1, 6.2, 7.2, 7.3, & 7.7.

-
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Learning to Learn Other People's Knowledge,
acquiring self-sufficiency in a math classroom
Brian G. Cann
University of Maryland University College
Heidelberg, Germany

1. Consuming Math vs. Creating Math

Umberto Eco (1970) tells a story of an industrial worker visiting a trade fair. The worker
wanders through halls filled with the latest consumer goods, marvels at the newest and
coolest innovations on the market, and plans, or maybe dreams, of acquiring some of
these upgraded gadgets for the home: a new computer, perhaps, a coffee machine, a
dishwasher or television. Later, iri that same trade fair, the worker walks through the
exhibits of industrial equipment, marvelling at forklift trucks, cranes, or heavy production
equipment, impressed, certainly, but without any urge to buy. He has learned to see such
tools as ugly, functional, and really useful only if accumulated. Although he may use any
of these machines daily at work, he cannot conceive of why he might wish to own one.
And although the advertising material he collects can suggest any number of reasons why
he needs a new coffee machine, he feels strangely excluded by the promotional material
for those tools he uses at work.
Eco's point is provocative: "at the end of his rounds, the ordinary visitor believes he has
chosen. He desires beautiful objects, accessible, and not accumulable, and rejects those
that are ugly and accumulable (but inaccessible). In reality he has not chosen, he has only
accepted his role as consumer of consumer goods since he cannot be a proprietor of
means of production." Of course, the worker's willingness to see himself as a purchaser
of consumer goods but not of production tools is also an acceptance of his own position
in the workforce, subordinate to a person who can and does own such machines.
Consider now an adult student enrolled in a math class. Many will have had unhappy
experiences with the subject at school, they will often be trying to learn content with
which they once struggled, and they will generally be taking the class for an extrinsic
reason, whether it be job training or completion of an educational requirement. The task
as they see it is clear: pass the minimum number of math classes and there is no more
math in the way of a business degree, pass an exam to gain a high school diploma, or job
qualification, or to finally earn the right to study at university. Placed in this perspective,
many students view their required math classes as terminal, marking the end of their math
studies for life. And clearly, such a perspective influences the choice of study strategies
that students employ: they study isolated pieces of knowledge under duress to pass an
exam, not to accumulate durable understanding to be used as a foundation in subsequent
courses. At the end of his math education, the typical student believes he has chosen. He
desires a diet of nugget sized math facts, that are self contained, geared to the exam, easy
and painless to memorize but not accumulable. And he rejects an approach that he
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considers ugly or "nerdish", although the understanding obtained in this way is
accumulable (if inaccessible). But again he has not really chosen, only accepted his role
as a consumer of other people's math, since his study methods give him no clue as to
how to be part of generating that knowledge. At the same time, the student's acceptance
of himself as a consumer of other's math knowledge without a share in the production of
that knowledge is also an acceptance of his own position in an educational hierarchy,
subordinate to those who apparently learn mathematics with ease, know how to
accumulate math knowledge and have progressed to math courses which our math
avoidant student knows only by name:
As perceptive dispositions tend to be adjusted to position, agents, even the most
disadvantaged ones, tend to perceive the world as natural and to accept it much
more readily than one might imagine — especially when you look at the situation
of the dominated through the social eyes of the dominant.
(Bourdieu, 1986, p. 130).

2. Overcoming Inertia - e.g. Ruth

Past memories exerted a strong influence on student's relation to mathematics. For Ruth
a female student in her late 20's, these are revealed, not by recollection of a moment of
mathematical failure, but by the judgment of that perceived failure by one particular
person:
When I tried to recall my earliest math nightmare all I could think of was Mr.. F.
All my report cards from him said if I could just apply myself I'd do better, but
how can you apply yourself when you are just so behind with the skills and when
you feel humiliated at every class period?

Anxiety of mathematics is caused. It requires the involvement of at least one other
person whose judgment is valued. For Ruth, Mr. F. is that person. He is remembered for
requesting something - more application - without providing the skills necessary to
make that feasible. Any attempts that Mr. F. made to help Ruth are not recalled, simply
the humiliation that resulted. The same themes are echoed in others student's journals:
I had a best friend, she was my neighbor and we went to school together all our
lives from preschool to that "bad time". It was 7th grade. She and I made a
promise that we would work together in math class. Well she comprehended
math faster than I did. I fell behind and she didn't wait for me or help me. She
began to get more popular in school and I began to resent her and math. I didn't
like that "left behind" feeling. I never related the two before today though. I was
always just angry with her.
(extract from student journal)
It all began with my parents constantly reminding me that ... (my sister and
brother) were ... exceptional in math. Of course, that statement was always
followed by the inevitable question, "Why can't you be like your sister and
brother?" It didn't stop at home though. School was no different. ... All I ever
heard was, "your sister was an excellent student in my math class", or "your
brother was such a quick learner in my math class". The only question that rang
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in my head year after year was simply, "why can't I be like ... (my sister and
brother)?" That question soon turned into, "face it, you just don't have what it
takes". (extract from student journal)

In the case of each of these extracts, at least a decade lies between the event that is being
remembered and the time of writing. During the intervening period, the schoolchild who
is the subject of the extract has developed into an adult who has sufficiently confident in
their academic ability that they are enrolled to take academic courses at a university, the
difficulties with mathematics and the feelings that the subject provokes, however, will
rarely have been articulated with others:
(My husband) says he'll help me out if I need it, but I'm apprehensive about
going to him. It must be frustrating when you can see something so clearly, yet
another is blind.

Instead internalized dialogue will have personalized the feelings of frustration and
difficulty so that it becomes separated from its origins:
My anxiety isn't test related though, because although a little nervous on other
class tests I do fine. It's definitely a math phobia. I don't really know why I'm
saying this because it's at least fifteen years since I've taken a real maths exam.

At school, when there was perceived to be no loss in failing to understanding material,

avoidance strategies, whether mental or physical, are adopted to avoid frustration:
Looking back to when I was a teenager, I can remember saying to myself that it
didn't really matter that I didn't grasp all the math formulas because what use
were they in the "real" world anyway.

In the absence of tenable alternatives, these same avoidance strategies are adapted in

adult life to situations in which there is a personal involvement and thereby become a
possible source of frustration or pain:
This far I haven't really needed complicated formulas, but knowing some of the
more basic things would have saved me a lot of embarrassment.
When I was accepted for a job as a photo tech in California I can remember the
dread of knowing I'd be working the cash register. It wasn't that I was worried
about counting the money, it was that California had a 6.45% sales tax and that
had to be added to the final total. I panicked several times and messed up on the
till. It wasn't until a caring coworker showed me how to work it on the calculator
that I felt comfortable doing it. To this day I don't understand the process I was
doing!
My husband just doesn't grasp how afraid and intimidated I feel about my
lacking skills. It comes so naturally to him, he doesn't understand. Kevin (my
son) is doing fractions in 3rd grade now and instead of helping him with his
homework and helping myself at the same time, I just tell him to go to Dad to get
help. "Classic" math avoidance.
I really want to crack this shortcoming; it's affected me more than I care to
admit.
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Treating anxiety in the case of students such as Ruth does not mean treating their
avoidance strategies. By enrolling in a math class, the student has already undertaken the
most important step towards overcoming avoidance themselves. Central to these
students' needs is a set of study techniques that are explicitly different from those which
they employed in school and which give them the impression that they can exercise some
control over their learning: providing students whose natural inclination is towards an
internal locus of control with the tools that enable them to see their activity in a math
class as being consistent with their preferred methods of working. At the same time it
demystifies many of the reasons for their past poor relationship to mathematics by
emphasizing the necessary differences in technique that have to be employed in studying
mathematics compared to those subjects in which they feel they have a natural talent:
I'm just beginning to realize that taking any maths class for me will be a fulltime pursuit. I won't be taking any other course, that's for sure. I knew I'd have
to work hard, of course. But the strategies needed to master this subject seem to
require a whole lot more time out of class to keep ahead.
(I) found it most interesting that just doing homework and studying isn't enough.
With maths you have to be able to break down each problem and understand
Why? on each step. This will be new for me, I'm used to studying, memorizing
and moving on. Going back and trying to figure out what's going on in each step
will be very time consuming but necessary,

It should not be surprising that, having found a strategy for beginning the study of the
subject, other aspects become demystified. The success of others, once seen as evidence
of a talent that was naturally given, now becomes viewed as the benefits of experience.
Experience is acquirable:
What came to my mind was the comment of the girl in my group who said she
recalled the same concept of the word problem given in class to a problem from a
math class a while ago. She didn't really know the answer, but remembered the
fundamental figuring out process. Where as I didn't have the foggiest as I'd never
(not in a long while) seen that type of word problem. I expect after coming
across similar problems over and over again you instinctively know how to
tackle them.

3. The Politics of Mathematics Anxiety
As math teachers, we walk into a math class hiding behind the persona of a
mathematician and backed by inherited assumptions of what mathematics is, what
mathematics education should be, and how we were taught mathematics. We teach, or
rather we can teach from a position of strength: after all, we know the material — the
class does not — and that is always a very comfortable fallback position if the going gets
tough: it also makes us potentially part of a problem.
Our presence in the classroom, the tone of our discourse when we talk about or teach
mathematics, act as critical reality definers for student's perceptions of mathematics. For
a period of time, and particularly when students have no other accessible role model, we
embody mathematics for our students. How they interpret our actions, our comments,
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our manner, may be very different from how we intend, but it will be decisive in how
they view mathematics and how they perceive themselves as math learners.
The presentation of mathematics in an academic setting is a re-presentation of the
reception history of selected aspects of mathematics by those in a position to articulate
their reception: the academic community monitors its own product. Entry to a field of
academic study is carefully controlled, with admission and progress dependent on
demonstrating the knowledge and approach considered appropriate by those already
working in the field. While this academic stewardship acts as guarantor for the collection
of skills with which we orientate in the process of gathering and evaluating knowledge,
and safeguards that body of insights which represent the cumulated achievements of this
academic tradition, it should not be forgotten that these skills and insights developed out
of the understanding of one particular group in society sufficiently wealthy and powerful
to be able to legitimate their interests through the education process. The process is selfperpetuating. Students who appear to intuitively display a shared grasp of the processes
and expectations of the study of mathematics are considered to be naturally talented and
encouraged: others lose out by comparison. The experience of mathematics as "other
people's knowledge" which lies at the root of mathematics anxiety is directly related to
this exclusion by comparison.
The impression of natural talent can often be recognized as an articulation of the prior
embodiment of the forms of behavior inherent in the culture of the school through the
culture of the home and the social milieu. For those students not fortunate to have been
able to acquire the necessary preparation from their class or cultural background, the
precondition for being able to participate equally in the classroom is met only by
becoming conscious of, and learning to use, the expected skills second-hand. While this
is true of all academic subjects, it is particularly true in mathematics where the
assumptions of the classroom tend to exclude the knowledge that the child brings from
home. The transmission of study skills appears only possible within a formal school
framework, however, when a teacher is made aware that the skills to which they owe
their own school success (and, by extension, their present position) are not the result of
`natural talent' but rather can be identified, analyzed and passed on:
(...) Students will be judged on their product regardless of the process they utilize
to achieve it. And that product, based as it is on the specific codes of a particular
culture, is more readily produced when the directives of how to produce it are
made explicit". (Delpit, 1988, p. 287)

Where this is not the case, students are placed in a position where information, which
they require to successfully assimilate material in the style in which it is being presented,
is being withheld from them. By providing widened access to the codes of educational
advancement, opportunities are created for students outside of the culturally dominant
class to earn entry to the academic establishment on its terms. The presentation of the
stylistic traits of academia as codes of discourse which can be learned and appropriated
as tools, enables students to understand more clearly, and, therefore, to meet, the
criterion on which selection for academic progress is based. At present many students
experience mathematics classes in which the ground rules, which enable a fortunate few
of their classmates to appear naturally talented while the majority struggle to find
relevance in the approach taken, remain implicit.
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Can skills acquired by learning mathematics
be used in learning other topics?
Bert Imandt, Hogeschool Limburg, Netherlands
Sonja Fernandez, Center for Adult Basic Education, Antwerp, Belgium
Introduction
An important item in education in past years has been the transfer of skills. Experiences
and research showed (Kessels, 1996) that it is very difficult to organize the transfer of
skills acquired in a course, to every-day practice (social activities, school and work).
In recent discussions on this subject in the Netherlands a distinction between more
general skills and more specific skills has been made. We wonder how teachers and
developers think about the relation between these two kinds of skills.
General key-skills and mathematical skills
As mentioned above, there is a distinction between general skills and specific, subjecttied skills. General skills (also mentioned as key-skills) are supposed to be of a higher
order than the specific skills. Key-skills are the general skills used in organizing work or
learning-activities. In society these skills are identified as the skills which everyone
should have mastered in education and/or vocational training.
Remarks like: "The children don't learn reading and writing anymore" are based on the
misconception that the ability to do activities, enable the performer to use this skill in the
right place and the right time. As we all know, this is often not the case.
Using a skill in a proper way, in the right way and on the right time is a lot more difficult
than just doing the skill.
The skills that are used to make other skills happen, are these hard to manage key-skills.
Many key-skills are used in organizing learning: orientation, planning, reflection,
reviewing and so on are categorized as key-skills. A problem with these skills is that they
are often bound to the content of the task. The nature of the used activities invite and
sometimes urge the worker to use a set of key-skills to perform the skills necessary for
the job on hand. For example: in the case of the redressing of a wall with wallpaper, one
must be able to compare, measure and fit. The problem invites you to do so as well. This
example is classic in the way one learns other, more general skills by doing a limited task.
Other key-skills are less bound to tasks. They are used during work and study: use of
information-sources, interpretation of the information, the ability of working together,
and so on.
Until now, there is no particular set of key-skills described. In the discussions on this
subject it is very hard to make a distinction between acquired skills on a practical level
and the skills on higher levels, e.g. the meta-cognitive skills. The skills on the higher
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levels seem always in-separately attached to activities. There may be need of a different
language to describe these skills and the relations to one other and to the practice.
In Realistic Mathematics Education a lot of the so called key-skills are practiced. We like
to mention those skills mathematical skills, in the sense that learning to reflect on your
solution and your practice, to interact on used ways to reach a solution (and so on), are
viewed as essential to the mathematical practice and attitude. During mathematical
practice it seems that key-skills are practiced and in that way, learned. But is this learning
deliberate and conscious? Or is there no need for planned learning of these skills, because
by doing mathematics you learn these skills?
At this point the transfer of skills from one field of activities to another is of importance.
In this case: the transfer of key-skills to mathematics and vice versa. What do we have
to do as a teacher or developer of math education, to ensure — if possible and/or
desirable — the transfer happens?
It is clear that there is an overlap in key-skills and mathematical skills. In education there
is an important distinction in the use the higher-level-skills: in mathematics you learn
these to do mathematics, and in other education you do activities to learn the key-skills.

An illustration
An illustration of this difference is a short course for illiterate immigrant women in
designing clothes. The course has three general principles:
— respect for the own body: the women's own bodies are used as the basis for
designing;
— emancipation: the women are supposed to become less dependent;
— learning Dutch as a second language: talking about the clothes makes learning
happen.
In designing the patterns a lot of geometry is used:
— symmetry;
— spatial orientation;
— direction;
— and talking in terms of geometry.
The general approach in designing is: use a large paper to make a paper pattern for the
garment, draw the pattern on the textile, and make the garment.
Each task is made of successive actions: folding paper, measuring of the body, fitting etc.
In this course key-skills are learned by doing and talking.
Everybody will agree that it is a basic knowledge to know right and left, a basic skill to
be able to draw a line on a paper, to be able to use measurement tools, directing etc.
Many key-skills in this course are also identifiable as mathematical skills, although to an
non-mathematical outsider the course may seem to have nothing to do with mathematics.
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The question raised, was: is this course an example of educating transfer of key-skills?
We could not give a conclusive answer to this question.
The main reason for this was the difficulty of a follow-up of the course: what activities
can we do so that the key-skills learned in this course are repeated and made more
explicit in other activities?

The ALM-workshop
The goal of this workshop was to start a discussion on the relation between general keyskills and mathematical skills: how does the ability in using one influence the use of the
other? And: how can we as teachers and designers use this mutual influence in teaching
mathematics? Or is mathematics just using common sense?
After a paper skirt was made, the participants were asked to use a scheme to describe
their actions and the skills needed: in which action do you use a general skill, and in
which action do you use a mathematical skill?
The groups discussed a short time. After that, each group reported.
First was mentioned, that it is very difficult to make a distinction between the general
skills and the mathematical skills, used in this task. Some groups had difficulties to
describe the skills used. The discussion led to other topics than planned: what is the
nature of a general key-skill, what is a mathematical skill?
Due to the limited time, this discussion was not concluded.

Reflection on the workshop
Although the goals of the workshop were not reached, the workshop as a whole was
satisfactory. During the activities the participants discussed about what they were doing,
what mathematics was involved, etc. In the discussion afterwards, some refreshing and
surprising points of view were presented.
More questions on the relation between general key-skills and mathematical skills were
raised than answered.
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A 'democratic classroom', but who speaks loudest?
Research with basic mathematics students
Alison Tomlin
King's College London
This article uses snapshots of work with adult basic education students to raise questions
about 'empowerment'. I have been working with basic maths students on observation
and analysis of our own classrooms. Four course groups have been involved over two
years, each between six and ten students (with some overlap when students have
continued for a second year's study), meeting for two hours a week. Most of the
students have difficulties with reading and/or writing and spelling, and also attend
literacy or English courses. Some have become actively involved in designing the project
and see themselves as co-researchers; others have been less consistently involved but
have taken on specific pieces of work, including data collection or analysis. Here I want
to look at five examples of our work, which I will argue illustrate approaches to teaching
and learning maths but which also present challenges to some of our usual ways of
gathering data.
Maths life histories
Four students in one group drew line graphs of their maths histories. This work was
done as part of an introduction to line graphs, and came after about 15 meetings of the
group. In that time, we had already discussed students' experiences of maths in some
detail, and all had done some writing about it (some dictated it, to enable them to get
round spelling problems) which was read in the group.
Joyce drew a graph which started high, with a written comment 'Handling money, but
you didn't count that as maths' then slid down: 'decided no good at maths when I started
adult classes'. Emma said hers would be flat: 'I need the paddles, like in ER!' ER is a US
hospital drama; Emma's idea of graphs uses the image of a cardiograph, with a flat graph
indicating a stopped heart. In fact her completed graph for her adult years was highest
when she had paid work and consistently fell when she was unemployed; paid
employment and confidence in maths seem for her to go together. One student recorded
on her graph that she had been to special school and had had speech difficulties; one of
the dips in her school maths had the comment 'Went down in maths when doing graphs
etc', thus telling us that the particular section of course we were starting reminded her of
one of the worst times at school. Carol's was flat but high; she said she had always
enjoyed maths, even though she had not had a successful school experience. These
graphs were shared with another group, where Sandra said, 'Oh, I hate graphs, I hate
that paper!' She then drew her own map of her maths experience, on plain paper.
We haven't space here to go into everything the graphs showed. We discussed them at
length in the two groups, and in the discussion the writers added extra comments. We
noticed that all the graphs had a y-axis which represented confidence (rather than, say,
skills in maths, or time spent studying or using maths) and all had an x-axis which
represented age. So the students' measurement of `up' or 'down' in maths revolves
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around confidence rather than technical skills, and the graphs are a new way of showing
autobiography.
This seems, then, for some people to be a useful way of representing maths histories and
an alternative to some of our more usual approaches. The students were perhaps creating
a new genre, using visual images, numbers and words combined. The graphs get round
the need for good technical reading and writing skills, and offer a vehicle for group
discussion and analysis. However, they also raise an issue about how students and tutors
get to know each other. We had already worked on personal maths histories, and indeed
my notes of the discussions and the students' writing form part of the data for my
research. The graphs revealed omissions in the earlier work. I hadn't known that adult
maths education knocked Joyce's confidence down; that Emma's maths was tied to
employment; that one student had a history of speech difficulties; that two people
dreaded or hated work on graphs; or, indeed, that one was entirely cheerful about maths.
The point here is not that graphs are a magical way forward (some students, for example,
chose not to do them at all), but that we should be more aware of how much of their
experience students may choose to withhold from the group or the tutor. We commonly
say we 'build on students' experiences'; we need perhaps to be more sceptical about how
much we understand of those experiences.
An interview
We use interviews as a way of trying to understand what our students think, or what
their experiences are. But one piece of work shows the limits of what we find out.
Pat and Cathy interviewed each other about writing their maths diaries. I gave them a
tape recorder and some questions, with one open-ended question at the end, about
whether there was any advice for students or tutors. I meant the 'advice' to be about
using maths diaries. This is part of the 'advice to tutors':
Cathy

Pat

Cathy

I have enjoyed the course, but sometimes I think it is a bit wishy-washy. You get told
that you have done very well because you're almost right, or on the right tracks. But in
maths I think you're either right or you're wrong. I wish you were told you had got it
right, or you had not got it right. It's kidding yourself.
But you are gaining more than you thought you would. I think the confidence I do have
is because of the teacher. Being adults, and having children of our own, and feeling
inadequate when our kids come home and we're not able to help them - having the right
teacher and being in the right atmosphere and company, it does help.
Yes, and maybe that's why the teacher never says, 'You've got that all wrong'. What
would be the point? You probably wouldn't come back. And it's only Basic Maths,
perhaps at this stage it's not all that important.

It seems here that students seized a bit of time that was less directly controlled by the
tutor to debate and work on issues that I had understood quite differently. This interview
gave me a view of the course that would usually be closed to me. I thought I was
teaching a course that might help people to see themselves as creators of maths; to
understand maths is not always right or wrong; and to understand maths is socially
constructed. These students see me as kind to them; I have confirmed for them that they
are only 'basic'. This is a revelation about a relationship of patronage.
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The interview was supposedly about diaries; Cathy and Pat used the one more open
question to tell me much more important criticisms. Pat played the tape for the rest of
the group; it was not meant to be a private word in the teacher's ear. They knew I would
be listening to the tape, so this is not in any way a 'window' into their 'true' ideas about
the class. It does however suggest that the more usual interviews, in which the
tutor/researcher interviews the students, may be very restrictive.
The students' meeting: 'Tutors are sort of loudly spoken'
A group of eight students, from two centres, worked together to organise a meeting for
students about maths. The meeting, held in a community centre in South London, was
attended by about forty students, who came from four different organisations (a Further
Education college, two community centres and a local authority education service). One
issue was the dominance of tutors who had come to support their students. These are
some comments from student organisers, made in discussion after the conference:
Tutors, I thought there was no tutors! At the back please, keep quiet, just take notes, I
felt like saying. The whole idea was for the teachers to listen, and take notes or whatever,
and for us to do everything. [A tutor] kept on asking questions, she was directly looking
at me, and do you know what I mean? I felt really intimidated. (Shazia)
I think the tutor should have took a back seat and let the students interview the students,
and just listen to what's being said. (Jeremy)
Tutors are sort of loudly spoken. (Lorraine)

I should stress here that I (a tutor) did not see any evidence of domination by tutors,
other than the anger and anxiety generated in the students. Our role as tutors, with all the
influence and authority it carries, makes us intimidating, however democratic our
intentions. The message is that to discuss how maths education should be organised,
students need space without tutors there.
The students used most of the time at the conference to discuss the curriculum and
compare experiences of South London maths education. These are some quotes about
the curriculum:
The woman [a tutor] was saying you need maths for measuring and all of that thing what
you is doing, and I thought, how can she ask those questions? Why can't she just go?
(Antoinette)
The [question] that got me, is the one with, which is the best thing, going through text
books or doing news articles. And I said both, I said both. (Shazia)
Many different ways to do maths. (Notes from a small group discussion)

There is not one curriculum. People want choices, and they don't want tutors telling
them what they need. The conference was a success, and led to ...
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A magazine of students' writing

Global Maths was written, edited and produced by students, and includes maths life
histories and reports of the discussions at the students' meeting. I analysed data from the
magazine and the conference, and found the students' reasons for studying maths fell
into four main areas (with much overlap): for everyday needs, including shopping,
measurement, and employment; to recover from previous failure; to help children; and
for enjoyment and intellectual challenge.

The problem is - so what? What other reasons could there be for studying maths? This
does not distinguish basic maths students from research mathematicians. This leads me to
a difficulty about generalising about students. Generalisations we can make, like this one,
are useless because they are not specific - they cover the population of the world. Other
generalisations are rejected by students, as we saw in their discussion of the curriculum.
Class observation

One group, who were active in the research, decided to observe their own class. I
assumed one or two would do the observing, and I took in six sample observation
schedules for the group to choose from, or amend. In fact the group of six students
decided they would all observe the class, each using a different schedule. We did it for
two classes, and then four of the students together collated the results. Here I reproduce
Tutor's questions to ...
Genuine question wanting to know the answer
A question to find out if the student knows something.
A question to help the student work something out.
Other sorts of questions
Totals

group
1

3
4

women
8

men
6

2
3

11
6
3
26

13

the collated results of just two of the observations: 'Tutor's questions , and 'Who does
the talking?' (The others were students' questions, timed observation of class activity,
teacher/student interaction and students' responses to the class.)
This first table shows the collated results of the 'Tutor's questions' observation schedule.
In it we see that I asked the two men twice as many questions as I asked the four
women.
The next table shows 'Who does the talking?'
Names 4
Talking to whole class
Talking in a small group or
a pair
(Students) Talking to the
tutor
TOTALS
* Tutor

Alison*
3

Andy

Priya

6
4

Trevor
1
2

Theresa
1
9

6

6

6

2

9

6

9

12

Carol
1
11

Joyce
7
1

_
10

12

7
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We can see that Theresa, Carol and Joyce all have a higher score for 'talking in a small
group'; in the group discussion about the observation results they said they enjoy
working together and helping each other.
This research is 'invalid', of course. Every observer was also observed, and meanwhile
we were trying to continue 'ordinary' classes. We all had to remind each other to keep
observing, and we ended up spending most of both the observed classes laughing at each
other. I was listed as talking to myself six times, so we can see some of the tallying was
inaccurate. (A tape transcript of one of the classes also revealed the inaccuracy of the
observations.) However, that's not the point. The observation exercises, and discussion
of the data, have changed the discourse of the classroom. My lesson plan for the first
observed class included individual work with two students (who happened to be men),
and I knew I would balance it the following week - but that plan was mine, not the
students', and what was apparent to the group was simply the teacher spending time on
the men. After the observations and discussions, one of the women was able to interrupt
one of the men talking to me: 'You're a man! consider your teacher!' Students' own
preferred ways of working, including whether they like to be quiet (like Priya) or discuss
things with each other, are up for debate. We are now more self-aware and can talk
about group processes more easily.

Students as researchers
These five pieces of work suggest that data I had previously collected was flawed. We
say we build on students' experiences - but we need to question how we come about our
knowledge of that experience. Students' discussed and written maths histories, material
from interviews, any discussion with a tutor present, my own generalisations about
students' aims, and class observation have all been questioned. I am not suggesting that
this new data is more 'true', but that as researchers we need to be more aware than I was
of the transforming potential of students' participating as active researchers.
Students' involvement as participant researchers has transformed this research project.
The 'teacher/student interaction' observation (another of the six class observation
schedules) identified the tutor as 'dominant'. When we discussed this in the group, the
students said they thought it correct that a tutor should be dominant; that was part of my
job. So the processes of joint research have not in any way made tutor and students
`equal', but they have, I argue, opened up for group discussion the question of what
empowerment or democracy might mean in an adult basic education context.
We commonly say in adult basic education, in both literacy and maths, that we are aiming
to 'empower' our students. The term is used differently by different writers and in
different traditions; here I want only to point to work which has influenced the research
reported here.
Adult basic education has been strongly influenced by Freire's work, which originated in
work on adult literacy (Freire 1972); though unsurprisingly used more in adult literacy
work, some mathematics educators also cite his work (e.g. D'Ambrosio, 1997; Fasheh,
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1991; Frankenstein & Powell, 1994). Diana Coben (1997) gives a very useful critical
overview of Freire's legacy for adults learning mathematics.
Within literacy work there is an established practice of using students' own language
(spoken, dictated, written, taped ...) as learning material, and of publishing students'
writing (see Mace (1995) for more detailed discussions, based in British experience). A
parallel development in mathematics education may be using students' own problems,
methods, algorithms and mathematical traditions - seeking to acknowledge and value
students' existing knowledge and strategies and build on them (e.g. Gerdes 1997).
Knijnik (1997) describes work with landless people working to develop both their
traditional and 'standard' methods for land measurement so that they can choose and use
mathematics so far as possible to their own advantage.
There are further influences from political theory and organisation in the women's
liberation movement (`second wave', 1970s). 'Consciousness-raising groups' sought to
build their own theory out of examination of their and other women's own experience. In
common with those political groups, the mathematics work I discuss here relies on group
solidarity and students' willingness to learn from each other; it is organised in small
groups which sometimes meet together to share experience; it assumes that 'failure' in
mathematics has, by and large, a socio-economic rather than individual origin; and it is
optimistic.
Our ideas of 'building on students' experience' depend on students having space to
express that experience. In the 'student-centred' approaches we seek to use, there is a
risk that the focus on the individual's relationship with the tutor sidelines the students'
relationships with each other; as tutors we may be inadvertently isolating students. When
the tutor is pushed slightly to one side and students are active researchers, some of the
constraints of the usual discourse are shifted and students find or make contexts that may
allow them to work more openly.
The students' work illustrates ways not of 'solving the problem' (of empowerment, or
the curriculum, or teaching strategies) but of opening up issues with students themselves
so that the 'solutions' are not all those of the tutor. The students whose work is reported
here are theorising about their own education. This includes more formal research
processes: members of the group who organised the students' meeting and magazine
have presented a workshop for practitioners (RaPAL, forthcoming). As part of the
project some students have also read others' research - for example, two groups have
discussed Knijnik's (1997) work and tried out two Brazilian methods of area
measurement, and two groups have tried out the 'empty number line' work by
Netherlands colleagues (Beishuizen & Anghileri, 1998).
They are, further, organising: coming together to develop ideas alongside joint strategies
for change. They are engaged in 'praxis': the term for the union of theory and action
used by Freire and others. They are not learning from tutors how to do it; they are doing
it already. We don't always have to agree with them; as with any other writer, politician,
learner, teacher or mathematician we can engage in debate.
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I suggest that we need to examine which strategies support students working towards
this openness, solidarity and individual presence:
• how do we know our students' interests, opinions, experiences?
• how can we foster the group solidarity that seems to support these students?
The 1998 Adults Learning Mathematics conference addressed the question 'What kind
of mathematics should we teach?' We need to extend that question, so that we ask also,
`and who should decide?'
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Application of Number in Vocational Education
David Kaye
City of Westminster College, London, UK

Introduction
General National Vocational Qualifications (GNVQ) are vocational awards available at
any of three levels and can be taken over one or two years for depending on the level.
This is a standard college-based qualification that has been developed in England and
Wales over the last five years. The three levels are: Foundation, Intermediate and
Advanced. They require as mandatory units three key skills, including Application of
Number. To achieve the full diploma students must pass all mandatory units.
Structure of GNVQ
The three levels of a full GNVQ can be compared to the standard English and Welsh
school examinations. The Foundation is considered equivalent to four lower grade
GCSEs; the Intermediate is considered equivalent to four Grade C GCSEs; the
Advanced is considered equivalent to two A level passes. Application of Number units
are offered at levels 1, 2 and 3 respectively. However, Application of Number units are
not equivalent to GCSE and A level mathematics in the same way. Very approximately,
Level 1 is pre GCSE mathematics, Level 2 is middle and lower GCSE mathematics
grades and Level 3 the higher GCSE mathematics grades.
The structure of GNVQs, including Application of Number, were originally devised by
the National Council for Vocational Qualifications (NCVQ) which is now part of the
Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA).
The GNVQs are awarded by a number of examining bodies, who traditionally have
administered vocational qualifications; they are EDEXCEL (previously BTEC), AQA
(previously City & Guilds) and OCR (previously RSA). These bodies award the
certificate and moderate the assessments made in colleges. However, teaching materials
and assignments for assessments are produced or purchased at college level.
Students choose to take one vocational area out of Art & Design, Business Studies,
Engineering, Health & Social Care, Information Technology, Land & Environment,
Leisure & Tourism Media and Science. Most students on these courses are aged 16 to
19 years old, though there are also some older students.
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Application of number in practice
As many students have opted for the vocational aspect of a programme the delivery and
assessment of Application of Number presents difficulties for teachers if key skills are
not integrated into the assessment plan of the vocational units. Some colleges employ
specialist Maths/Numeracy lecturers to deliver and assess Application of Number or
provide underpinning knowledge. However there are some colleges who prefer to
employ vocational staff with limited specialist underpinning knowledge in key skills but
experienced in vocational work.
There are increasing numbers of adults returning to learning. Some colleges have
developed innovative methods of delivering the programme in reduced time periods (fast
track). Application of Number is still an integral element. This has caused problems for
some students particularly adults who have had poor experience of number at school.
The approach to Application of Number in this situation as with 16-19 year olds,
requires a more sensitive approach and more integration of key skills as part of
vocational assignments.
There has been some serious concern expressed nationally about the lowering of
standards in key skills particularly Application of Number and Communications (another
GNVQ key skill). The current pilot of a new vocational GNVQ is running parallel to a
pilot of new key skills specifications which requires students to produce evidence in
report form from within vocational settings.
Some colleges have developed workshops with resources available on a drop in basis to
provide students with the essential underpinning knowledge. In other vocational
programmes key skills are required at levels prescribed by the lead industrial awarding
bodies. In GNVQ programmes key skills must be achieved at the level of the vocational
programme.
Problems in using application of number
I am working with a wide variety of students in an inner city College supporting and

assessing Application of Number. At ALMS I presented a summary of the problems that
I have encountered.
1 Vocational Relevance
The ideal is that numeracy and mathematics problems presented in the vocational context
will be more interesting and attractive to the students.
The problem is that the students are only just beginning to learn about their chosen
vocational area. This means the value of vocational relevance as a motivational tool is
less than might have been hoped.
2 Basic Skills
The rigidity of the assessment process makes it difficult to develop a natural link between
successfully completing the Application of Number unit and the acquisition of useful
basic skills and techniques.
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In addition the pressure on course hours (across the college) means that the amount of
time to deliver additional support for basic skills in numeracy workshops or additional
classes is very limited.
3 Course Structure
If the course structure does not include full integration of Application of Number within
the vocational course units the number work fails to be seen as essential to achieving the
GNVQ. Therefore the students give this work very low priority. However, to integrate
properly requires a lot of preparation time, including time for numeracy and vocational
specialists to work together. At present such time is not being made available.
4 Assignments
The pressure to complete assignments by the end of the course and to collect enough
evidence for the final portfolio of work leads to the students getting each individual piece
of work 'done', with whatever help they can find. The assignments fail to encourage
learning and development of basic and transferable skills.
5 Performance Criteria
The assessment procedure uses performance criteria as measures of competence and
specifies specific types of work that are required as evidence indicators. This creates a
barrier between assessment and further learning opportunities.

Responses from ALMS participants

The ALMS participants were presented with the full details of the GNVQ assessment
schedule and the problems I had encountered. A questionnaire was available for
participants to use. The response to the poster display was very mixed, but could be
divided into two main categories. There were those who had some knowledge of
GNVQs, who shared their experience with me, and generally were in agreement about
the problems described above. The other group were those completely unfamiliar with
GNVQ or Application of Number who were interested to know more about it factually
and compare it to schemes with which they were familiar.
The questionnaire was, in fact, completed by very few participants and so it has not been
possible to summarise the views expressed. However, a copy of the questionnaire is
attached to this paper.

Summary
This paper describes the assessment process of Application of Number which is a key
skill unit in the GNVQ. Its place in the assessment of vocational education is described.
Particular problems with the practice of using this assessment procedure are put forward.
The basis of this paper was a poster presentation which presented conference participants
with detailed information about Application Of Number. A questionnaire was available
for participants to record their views on the information presented.
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Appendix

Conference Attendees Questionnaire GNVQ Application of Number
This poster presentation introduces you to the content and delivery of the key skill
"Application of Number" for General National Vocational Qualifications (GNVQ)
Although mainly factual a number of issues are raised and I would be interested in the
reactions to this from other conference attendees.
Please complete the following questionnaire as well as you can.
01

Are you familiar with GNVQs?

02

Are you familiar with application of number?

03

Are you familiar with a qualification similar to GNVQs?

04

Are you familiar with anything similar to Application of Number?

05

Are you aware of current research into this method of assessment?

06

Do you think this structure forms a teaching programme?

07

Do you think vocational relevance helps motivate students?

08

Is this creating a new mathematics?

09

Do you think the content is too narrow?

10

Is Application of Number a fair test of a student's numeracy?

11

Do you think Application of Number includes appropriate number skills?

12

Does this structure help students identify their numeracy needs?

13

Does Application of Number identify the most relevant basic skills?

14

Does this structure support a flexible approach to teaching numeracy?

_
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yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

•
•

❑
❑

❑

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
0
n
❑

n

❑

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
0
❑
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15
16
17
18

19

yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
5-10
11-15
16-19
20-25
over 25

Do you teach numeracy and/or mathematics?
Do you teach numeracy/mathematics to teachers?
Are you currently undertaking educational research?
Which age groups do you teach?

Where do you teach?

School
FE/ Technical College
Teacher Training
Industry/Training Centre
University

❑

❑

n
❑

❑
❑

❑

❑
°
0
❑

•
❑

•

0
20

Are you currently undertaking mathematical research?

21

1 what country are you currently working?

22

In which country did you receive most of your education?

23

In which age group are you?

24
25

Are you

yes
no

18-25
26-39
40-54
55-70
over 70
Female?
Male?

n

❑

n
0
0
❑

❑

❑

0

Please add any comments you think might be helpful
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The Effect Of Gender And Fluency In English On The Mathematical Confidence
And Achievement Of Adults In A Realistic Mathematics Course
Barbara I. Miller-Reilly
Student Learning Centre &
Mathematics Education Unit, Department of Mathematics
University of Auckland, New Zealand

Abstract
This research project aimed to explore the reactions of students to the style of teaching
and assessment in a year-long mathematics paper (course) at the University of Auckland.
This paper, Mathematics 1, was established to attract and help students returning to
mathematics after a break, or to help students who have not succeeded in previous
mathematics study. It aims to build the confidence of students by providing the
opportunity for them to engage in mathematical modelling in a variety of contexts. A
preliminary survey was undertaken in 1995 to explore students' reactions to the paper
and the findings from this survey are presented. A comparison was made of students'
mathematical confidence, how relevant they found the approach, and their achievement
in the paper. Results indicate that for students who are fluent in English, a higher
proportion of females than males indicated a definite increase in mathematical
confidence. In comparison, for students who are not very fluent in English, a reasonably
high proportion were negative about the approach in the paper, as well as the effect on
their mathematical confidence, and this group did not achieve as well as those who were
fluent in English.
Introduction
In common with many university Departments of Mathematics, that at the University of
Auckland has catered for students who successfully passed school examinations in year
12 (Form 7, age 18 years) and who wanted to major in the mathematical or physical
sciences. However, within the last decade, the percentage of students without the
background knowledge for this level of study in mathematics has risen markedly. To
meet the needs of students who had been away from the formal study of mathematics for
some time a new paper Mathematics 1) was designed. (The term 'paper' is used to
describe a semester, or year, long study of a subject, and studying seven papers is a
normal full time study load for a year of study for a degree.)
The approach to Mathematics 1, which was taught for the first time in 1994, is a
significant departure from the more traditional content-based presentations of
mathematics in that it aims to integrate mathematical process and content. Topics
discussed are social themes, for example, environmental issues, maps, packaging and
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medicine. Wherever possible students are encouraged to work together on open-ended
tasks, investigations of mathematical situations, and to communicate mathematically, in
order to increase their mathematical confidence and competence.
Theoretical Background
The underlying rationale for Mathematics 1 is that mathematics is a changing product of
human creation, and is similar to that of the realistic mathematics education approach in
the Netherlands (de Lange, 1993). The essential aspects of this approach are that of
mathematisation and the role of context. A "real world" situation is initially explored
intuitively, to organise and structure problems and discover their mathematical aspects.
In Mathematics 1 the importance of letting students develop their own mathematical
understandings is emphasized, however the success of this approach may depend on the
appropriateness of the realistic contexts for all students. Helme (1994), in her study of
adult mathematics students, found that "contextual barriers" were imposed by contexts
which were unfamiliar to the students and therefore alienating for them, that all students
were not motivated by context, and that some preferred familiar contexts and some
unfamiliar ones. Lajoie (1995) emphasises that care must be taken in the development of
real world problems to ensure no cultural bias is introduced.
Research over the last two decades has contributed much to our knowledge of the
relationship between gender and mathematics. It appears that gender differences in
mathematics achievement are declining to a minimal level although they still occur,
beginning at adolescence, in areas like "complex problem solving". However, these
results are class and ethnicity specific (Campbell, 1995:228). Fennema (1995:25)
mentioned that consistent findings from research completed amongst high school
students in the United States in the 1980's found that "young women did not believe that
mathematics was particularly useful and tended to have less confidence in themselves as
learners of mathematics". A study by Vale (1993:566), based on the results of the new
Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE, introduced in 1991) where the mathematics
assessment practices were broadened to include more modes of assessing student
learning, indicated that this was the "first Australian study to establish a consistent
pattern of higher than average achievement in mathematics by females". She found that
females "performed better than males on investigative projects and non-routine problem
solving".
Female students may respond positively to the realistic investigative nature of the tasks in
Mathematics 1 and to the cooperative learning in groups (Burton, 1987; Fennema,
1995). The task contexts, however, may be more personally meaningful to one group
than another (Heckman & Weissglass, 1994), or could act as a "contextual barrier"
(Helme, 1994). All of these authors did their research with students raised in a Western
tradition. There is no evidence to indicate that these results would also be similar for
students with different cultural and educational backgrounds, particularly students from
South East Asia. Literature about the interaction between gender and fluency in English
has not been found to date. This study explores how females and males react to the
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realistic investigative and interactive approach of Mathematics 1, and also how fluency in
English affects this reaction to the curriculum within each gender group.
Method
An instrument was designed to gather information from the students in Mathematics 1
and was administered in 1995 in late March (pretest, one month after lectures had
commenced for the year) and October (posttest, in the final week of lectures).
Demographic variables collected included each student's age, gender, and fluency in
English. Open questions were included in both the pretest and the posttest.
Forty-four students (out of the 65 who finished Mathematics 1) completed the posttest
questionnaire. Analyses of a pilot survey undertaken in 1994 were published previously
(Miller-Reilly, 1995; Miller-Reilly, 1994). Some of the preliminary findings from the
1995 survey are also published (Miller-Reilly, 1996; Miller-Reilly, 1997).

Results
This paper is a short preliminary analysis of some of the 1995 posttest data, focussing on
gender and on fluency in English. Of the 44 students in the posttest group, 61% were
female. More than half the females, but only 12% (n=2) of the males, report moderate or
little fluency in English. Pass rates are higher for students who are fluent in English, both
female and male (92% and 85% respectively), whereas the pass rate for females who had
mnr1Pratft nr

flnpnru in Fnalich k 64.0.4

One of the open questions at the posttest was What do you think about the maths you
have done in this paper? The responses to this question were content analysed and post
coded. The percentage of students' answers in each of the response categories within
each demographic group is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Response categories to the open question What do you think about the maths you have done in
this paper? by Gender and Fluency in English

Female

Male*

Very good.
Learned more.
Thinking more
mathematically.
31%

Relevant.
Interesting.
Practical.

Negative
response

No answer

46%

15%

8%

Moderate or little
fluency in English

50%

8%

21%

21%

Fluent in English

60%

26%

7%

7%

Fluent in English

* Because there are only two male students who are not fluent in English, no percentages are given for
that group.
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Note that almost half the females who were fluent in English mention the relevant and
interesting nature of the paper. Only one quarter of the males who are fluent in English
and less than a tenth of females who have moderate or little fluency in English
commented on this aspect. However, half of the females who have moderate or little
fluency in English and more than half of the males who are fluent in English felt that they
were learning more or that the paper was very good, the largest response category for
these two groups. Almost a third of the females who are fluent in English respond in this
way also. Nearly half (42%) of the females who were not fluent in English either did not
respond, maybe because they could not understand the question, or gave negative
responses.
Another of the open questions at the posttest was Has this paper affected your
mathematical confidence? Table 2 lists the percentage of females and males, by fluency
in English, indicating either a definite increase, some increase or no increase in
mathematical confidence.
Table 2: Response categories to the open question Has this paper affected your mathematical
confidence? by Gender and Fluency in English

Female

Male

Definite
increase in
confidence.
62%

Some
increase in
confidence
0%

Moderate or
little fluency

21%

14%

14%

14%

36%

Fluent in
English

47%

20%

13%

7%

13%

Fluent in
English

Already
No increase
confident or
in
too easy.
confidence
23%
15%

No answer

0%

Note that one third of the females who had moderate or little fluency in English indicate
increased mathematical confidence, compared to about two thirds of the other two
groups, males and females who are fluent in English. The highest proportion who
indicate a definite increase in mathematical confidence are females who are fluent in
English, 62%, compared to 47% for males who are fluent in English and 21% for
females not fluent in English. Over one third of the females who had moderate or little
fluency in English do not respond to this question, compared to 0% and 13% in the other
two groups.
Beliefs about the Learning of Mathematics
To help interpret the differences between the above groups in responses to the open
questions analysed, a comparison was made between their responses to several
statements designed to reflect students' beliefs about the learning of mathematics,
developed by Schoenfeld (1987).
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The two tables below compare responses to each of two statements, (i)To solve
mathematics problems you have to be taught the right procedure, or you can't do
anything and (ii) In maths you can be creative and discover things by yourself. After
experiencing the approach used in Mathematics 1, we might expect students would be
more likely to disagree with the first statement and agree with the second statement.
Table 3 compares the responses of the two groups of female students, those who are
fluent in English and those who have little or moderate fluency in English, to the first
belief statement, To solve mathematics problems you have to be taught the right
procedure, or you can't do anything. Over 60% of females who are fluent in English
disagree with this statement, but almost 80% of female students who have little or
moderate fluency in English are Undecided, Agreed or Strongly Agreed with the
statement.
Table 3: Responses of females at the posttest to the statement To solve mathematics problems you have
to be taught the right procedure, or you can't do anything

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly
Agree
Disagree
Fluent
(n=13)

0%

62%

Little or moderate
fluency (n=14)

0%

21%

.

0%

38%

0%

29%

36%

14%

The responses of the two groups of female students to two other belief statements (i)

The best way to do maths is to memorise all the formulas and (ii) Everything important
about maths is already known by mathematicians follow a similar pattern.
Table 4 compares the responses of the two groups of female students to the statement,
In maths you can be creative and discover things by yourself Over 75% of females who
are fluent in English Agree or Strongly Agree with this statement, while 50% of female
students who have little or moderate fluency in English respond in these categories.
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Table 4: Responses of females at the posttest to the statement In maths you can be creative and discover
things by yourself

Strongly Disagree Undecided Agree
Disagree
Fluent
(n=13)
Little or moderate
fluency (n=14)

Strongly
Agree

0%

8%

15%

62%

15%

0%

7%

43%

43%

7%

Discussion
For students who are fluent in English, a higher proportion of females than males
indicated a definite increase in mathematical confidence. Many comments about "the
maths" in Mathematics 1 from females, not males, were about the relevance of the
mathematics. Research indicates that women have less confidence that males as learners
of mathematics and that more females than males do not usually see the usefulness of
mathematics (Fennema, 1995). It seems that the realistic nature of the Mathematics 1
curriculum has impacted considerably on these perceptions of female students.
Among students who are fluent in English, the high proportion of positive responses and
the high achievement of females hi this paper corifirm resea-rch by 'Vale (1993), who
found that females performed better than males on investigative projects. Our results
seem to challenge research findings which indicate that gender differences occur in
"complex problem solving" (Campbell, 1995) and on tasks that require "functioning at
high cognitive levels" (Fennema, 1995).
There is a different story for many of the students who have moderate or little fluency in
English. A reasonably high proportion gave negative responses to the question about
"the maths" in Mathematics 1 as well as to the question about whether Mathematics 1
affected their mathematical confidence. This result may indicate that the demands of
language or contextual detail involved in the Mathematics 1 curriculum "constitutes an
excessive cognitive load" (Helme, 1994:2), or possibly indicates a cultural bias in the
contexts used (Lajoie, 1995). There are also differences in responses to statements
concerning beliefs about the learning of mathematics between those who are fluent in
English and those students who have moderate or little fluency in English. The beliefs of
the latter group may be contributing to the difficulties they have in solving nonroutine
problems (McLeod, 1994).
Interviews with two students who had moderate fluency in English illustrate the range of
responses to Mathematics 1 from the group who had little or moderate fluency in
English, although the age of these students may be a significant factor (Miller-Reilly,
1997). A Japanese female student, who had lived in NZ for 5 years and had just left high
school, found studying in Mathematics 1 was "Uncomfortable! Very! because I don't
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understand the maths right from the beginning". It was "different, more writing rather
than solving just the questions", which was her experience from high school. "You have
to write why and sometimes I just don't know why". She had liked studying maths in high
school, where she completed the first three years of mathematics. She found it "quite
easy", and said "if you can't solve that problem then just ask the teacher....I memorised
everything, all the formulas and so on." When she was asked "If Maths 1 were a kitchen
utensil, what one would it be?", she replied "an electric element (not the oven)... electric
one is so inconvenient - if busy and want hot water, it's not like gas, takes a long time to
heat, and if you don't need it still hot! ". She said her high school experience "must be a
knife, because useful and everyday have to use... easy to cut, that is to solve problem,
although sometimes need to sharpen it, so need to think a bit first sometimes".
An older male student, who immigrated to NZ from South East Asia 6 years ago, where
he had run a business for over 20 years, liked Mathematics 1. He regretted that he had
not had a "very good education before", just graduating from high school. Although the
tasks were quite easy for him, he enjoyed making them more challenging "in order to
understand more". When he was asked "If Maths 1 were a kitchen utensil, what one
would it be?", he replied the "main thing, the thing you use for stir fry" because it's the
"thing you must use". He chose this analogy for his experience in Mathematics 1 because
"No matter what questions you solve in the future, you must use this". For his high
school experience, he said it was a "a frying pan, so much stuff in it, so much to do and
memorise". He said that they didn't necessarily "understand but memorise it".
These analogies were used to help students conceptualise, and evaluate, their experience
in Mathematics 1 (Sims, 1981). Further investigation of the use of analogies as a
research technique to explore students' reactions is oneoine (Ocean & Miller-Reilly,
1997).
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On the Relationship between Cognitive and Affective Components of
Learning Mathematics
Wolfgang SchlOglmann
Abteilung fir Didaktik der Mathematik
Institut fair Analysis and Numerik, Universitat Linz, Austria
In adult education in mathematics there is a long running discussion about "math anxiety" (Tobias (1994)), mental blocks of adult learners in connection with particular
parts of mathematics (Lindenskov (1996), Wedege (1998)), resistance against
mathematical forms of argumentation especially a too formal argumentation
(Schloglmann (1997)).
To elucidate this problems I will give an example which was reported to the Internet
discussion group "adult numeracy" by Bonnie Fortini. The title of this case was "Variable
- Phobia":
Has anyone run into a case like the student I have had who seems unable to do any math
that has unknowns or variables in it? She is mid 40s, very bright, English major going on
to a Masters program. She can do all sorts of computations including fractions,
percentages, ratios, and word problems are some of her favorite things to do. But as soon
as you give her something like 4 + 2x - 6 + 5x= 95, she is totally frozen. She can't get past
go when trying to combine like terms, and reacts physically (anxiety, tears, etc).

I think this example demonstrate very clearly the problematic situation in further
education in mathematics. It also gives us a strong hint of a closed connection between
the affective and cognitive components of learning. Therefore it seems to be necessary to
search for a theoretical concept of learning which combines affective and cognitive
aspects.

1. The concept of "affect logic" by L. Ciompi
The concept of "affect logic" (Ciompi (1991)) is a reaction to the situation that facts
about the common ground of the cognitive psychology and psycho-dynamics are
ignored. The findings show that emotion and cognition (or feeling and thinking, affect
and logic) never occur in isolation but always are closely combined. Hence we consider a
concept which based on the one hand on the theory of Piaget on the development of
cognitive structures and on the other hand on the psycho-analyze of Freud.
Piaget discovered that cognitive structures originate in innate sensomotoric "schemata"
which gradually differentiate during childhood through assimilatory / accomodatory
interactions with reality and thus constitute a "condensation of action" or of concrete
experience. Consequently the relationship of cognitive structures to the environment
(and in particular to all important interpersonal transactions) necessarily becomes part of
the slowly forming intrapsychic structures. Simultaneously, these become increasingly
automatic, internal and mental.
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Since every action contains emotional elements and is ultimately regulated by the
Freudian pleasure principle, specific positive or negative affects are assigned to specific
cognitive contents. which can be persons, objects, places, situations or concepts. The
presence of particularly strong or often repeated affects in similar circumstances lead to a
remarkably stable connection between certain cognitions and certain emotions. This
"affective constancy" forms a basis not only for simple conditioned everyday patterns of
behavior but also for complex "transference" phenomena in the psychoanalytical sense.
As a consequence of these considerations in the conceptualization of "affect logic" the
"psyche" is understood as a complex hierarchical structure, comprising not only
cognitive but necessarily "affective cognitive schemata" or "systems of reference". On all
hierarchical levels these systems of reference correspond to a synchronic condensation of
repeated past actions; they are effectively operational programs of feeling, thinking and
behaving. These programs store past experience in their structure and therefore they
represent probably the most important form of memory. At the same time they provide a
functional matrix for all perception and communication.
These basic concepts imply that close relationships exist between the psychological,
social and neuro-physiological domains, as mental structures are conditioned by
interpersonal processes and the biological substrate of the resulting operational
"programs". At the theoretical level, it is important to realize that effective cognitive
systems of reference are systems in the sense used in systems theory (systems are
complex entities formed by mutually interacting and equilibrating elements in the sense
used by Piaget for purely cognitive schemata).Therefore the general principles of system
theory can applied to mental processes and of special interests are the homeostatic
(structure - maintaining) effect of negative feedback and the morphogenetic (structure forming) effects of positive feedback. Many psycholo
g
ical observations show that certain
kinds of effects (shame, fear, joy, anger) are combined with the same context over an
entire life. Furthermore Ciompi was able to show that affects play a role which goes far
beyond mere accompaniment of seemingly purely cognitive processes such as
abstraction. In the "extraction of invariance", which is the core of solving scientific and
mathematical problems by abstraction, common feelings of pleasure or displeasure
connect elements that "fit" or "don't fit". Therefore these affects function literally as
pointers to solution. Functional cognitive concepts and theories are invested with
positive feelings and dysfunctional ones with negative feelings.
(L. Ciompi verifies his concept by many findings in psychology, biology and neurology,
but it is impossible to repeat all his arguments).

2. Consequences for adults' learning processes in mathematics

Adults have many experiences concerning mathematics, especially school mathematics,
but most of them have also contact with mathematics in their job and in the everyday life.
All these experiences are combined with positive or negative affects and these affects
influence their learning processes. Because the learning situation in further education
courses is often similar to that in school, many affects connecting with school learning
influence the learning of mathematics in further education courses. The affects can be
positive - the participants enjoy learning mathematics and this positive feeling stimulates
further learning processes. But many adults have had difficulties with mathematics in
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school and their experience with school mathematics is combined with failure in
examinations. The reactions need not be as extremely as the reported case of "Variable
phobia" or lead to blockade of all learning processes connected with mathematics. In my
opinion it is a widespread phenomenon that many adults think that they are incapable of
understanding mathematics. A frequent statement is: "I know I don't understand
mathematics. Teach me rules, so that I know how to proceed. Do not waste time with
mathematical explanations". Such persons have often decided at an early level of learning
mathematics in school that they are unable to understand mathematics and therefore they
have to look for other strategies for solving mathematical problems. One strategy is, the
belief that each mathematical problem can be solved by the application of the right
formula. An other strategy says that one need only apply the latest algorithm. Some
people try to combine all numbers in the task by numerical operations, often starting with
the first number. In the following I will call these strategies "replacement strategies"
because they replace an understanding of mathematics. Their aim is merely to pass
examinations. In the next section I will give an example of this kind of "problem solving
strategy".
I would like to complete these remarks on the affective components of adult learning
with a hint about the fact that, at least in Europe, many participants of mathematics
courses are in a difficult personal situation. They have to visit courses because they are
unemployed and they have to learn for a new job. In this situation, many of this adults
have lost their self - confidence. Therefore the teaching situation in these courses is very
difficult and a great deal of experience about the affective components of learning is
required to lead such a course to a success.

3. Replacement strategies
This is a part of an interview with a participant of a course in mathematics. The
participants of this course had just written a test in mathematics and the questions in the
interviews are questions in the test. In this part to percentage calculation. (I =
Interviewer, M = Participant)
Task 6a: What is 20% of 500 AS?
(M looks at her paper).
I: Task 6a involved percentages: What did you do here?
M: I should calculate 1%, but how?
I: You know 100% and want to know how much 1% is.
M: Times 100, doh, divided by 100, eih no times 100.
I: You know 100% and want to know how much I% is.
M: 500 divided by 100, I don't know, I am speechless.
I: (Gives a hint from the calculation in the test): You have chosen the right formulation (as a
rule of three). What would you have done if you had known that I% is so many Schillings
and you want to know 20%?
M: Yes, than I would had calculated times 20.
1: And how do you get from 100% to 1%?
M: —
I: You divide by 100.
M: Mhni
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Task 6b: What is the total amount if 300 AS are 20%?
1: Now we come to task 6b.
M: This is the same, 1 guess? I suppose it is 100 again.
I. 300 AS are 20%.
M. How much is 1%. Divided by 100.
I: No
M Times 100
I: No
M: Times 20
I: How do you get from 20% to 1%?
M• 80
I: No
M: This doesn't suit me.
I: Think of task 6a. How did you get from 100% to 1%? Divide by 100.
M. Mhm
I: How do you get from 20% to 1%?
M: Divide by 20%
I: Now you know how much 1% is. How many % do you want to calculate? The total
amount. What percentage is the total amount?
Al? 20%
I: No
M::100% but how?
(The interviewer explains the task)
I: In what do you think lie the difficulties in task 6?
M: If I know the formula how for calculating 1% and 100%, then I would know how to do it,
but as it is....

The participant knows that there is a connection between percentages and 100. She
attempts a solution by multiplying by 100, discards this solution immediately and divides
by 100. But she does not accept this answer and corrects it again by multiplication by
100. The interviewer want to help, she gives the correct answer but she is not sure about
the correctness of the answer. Her comments and her answers indicate that she does not
have a sufficient concept of percentages. Therefore she tries to connect her knowledge
about the connection between percentages and 100 by combining these operations. even
when she gives the correct answer she is not sure and discards the answer immediately.
All her answers indicate that she is not sure of the concept of percentages and she tries
instead to solve the problem by combining numbers and operation and hopes in this way
to arrive at the correct solution.
In the second task M takes up the method of solution which was successful in solving the
first exercise without thinking about the new structure of this exercise. After the
interviewer rejects the answer, she tries a different operation. The interviewer rejects the
new answer again and she now changes of the number. The number which is connected
with percentages in her concept (100) does not work with either operations. Hence she
takes the number of the instruction and attempts a solution with one of the two
operation. Because the interviewer does not accept the answer she takes another of her
replacement strategies connects two numbers (100 and 20) and tries it again. It seems
she takes subtraction as the operation, presumably because multiplication would give a
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number which seems to be too large. With the help of the interviewer the exercise is
solved but I am not sure that the explanation has improved the understanding of the
participant in this subject. A hint that this interpretation is correct is the fact that M
supposes that the use of a formula would help her to solve the problems correctly.
I think that this interview gives a good impression of this type of problem solving
strategy. First of all in order to solve of mathematical problems learners need the correct
formula. If they have the correct formula they have only to put in the correct numbers. If
they don't have the right fomula, this means that this strategy doesn't work and so they
change to one of their replacement strategies, in order to connect the numbers in the task
by means an operation. The choice of the operation is influenced by their knowledge
about the quantity involved in the result. It is important for the didactical discussion that
the meaning of a problem is irrelevant for the solution strategy. For this kind of strategy
it is not necessary to understand the mathematical background and therefore the learners
don't try to understand the mathematics. In their opinion the job of a teacher is to give
the right formula and to train them to put in numbers in these formulae. In further
education courses the participants often reject didactical concepts which function by
understanding the mathematical concepts and in applied problems by means of a
connection between the mathematical structure and the structure of the real world
situation.
If we try to interpret these problem solving strategies from the point of view of affect
logic, then we see that these persons to do mathematics is regulated by negative feelings.
They are sure that they cannot understand mathematics but they have to be able to tackle
mathematical tasks, for instance in order to pass examinations. In this situation they try
to decrease their anxiety by looking for a strategy for solving mathematical problems. To
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negative situation. The replacement strategies used prevent an increase in their anxiety
which could lead to blockades.
The replacement strategies are strategies which are applicable in many situations
connected with mathematical tasks and often helps to be partially successfully. The fact
that they have a strategy which is at least partially successful in solving problems in a
diffuse situation leads for many adult learners to a strict binding on their strategies and to
a rejection of other learning strategies which may be proposed by a mathematics teacher.
This rejection can often be very emotional.
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Common Sense or Good Sense?
Ethnomathematics and the Prospects for
a Gramscian Politics of Adults' Mathematics Education
Diana Coben
Goldsmiths College, University of London, UK

Abstract
This paper looks at Antonio Gramsci's concepts of 'common sense' and 'good
sense' in relation to adults learning mathematics, focussing particularly on issues
around ethnomathematics, and explores the prospects for a Gramscian politics of
adults mathematics education.
Introduction
Mathematical knowledge is socially powerful: it enjoys high prestige and being
`mathematically knowledgeable' is often treated as an indicator of general
intelligence, as evidenced by the widespread use of mathematics in entry tests for
employment and employment training; mathematics is precise, rigorous, a
powerful discipline in its own right. Common sense, by contrast, is regarded - or
rather, it is often disregarded - as a low-level, practical, 'everyday' phenomenon,
hardly noticed, except when its absence is suddenly revealed in the actions of an
otherwise apparently intelligent, capable adult. What then is the connection
between mathematics and common sense and where does Gramsci come into the
picture?
For me, the connection between mathematics and common sense has long been a
source of interest. As an adult numeracy tutor in the 1970s and 1980s I was aware
that there seemed to be a strong connection in students' minds between those
elements of mathematics they felt comfortable with and what they called common
sense and my later research, with Gillian Thumpston, on adults' mathematics life
histories, bore this out (Coben and Thumpston 1995; 1996). We found that some
adults consistently undervalued the mathematics they could do, dismissing it as
`just common sense', while regarding as mathematics only that which they could
not do. Mathematics was thus effectively rendered invisible, a phenomenon also
noted by Mary Harris (1997).
And Gramsci? Antonio Gramsci and Paulo Freire figure as 'radical heroes' in my
research into political theory in relation to adult education (Coben1998) and I
became intrigued by the possibility that the concept of 'common sense' developed
by Gramsci in his prison notebooks (Gramsci 1971) and his distinction between
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`common sense' and 'good sense'', might shed light on adults' learning and
practice of mathematics. I began to explore aspects of the complex relationship
between adults' mathematical knowledge and understandings and conceptions of
common sense (Coben 1997). Some recent research has engaged with notions of
common sense in relation to mathematics and mathematics education (viz. Keitel et
al., eds, 1996). On the whole, however, common sense has not been the subject of
a great deal of research in relation specifically to adults' mathematics learning.
This is strange when one considers that, in the West, at least, common sense is one
of the features that distinguishes an adult from a child, in that adults are expected
to demonstrate common sense whereas children are regarded as in need of adult
care and protection at least partly because, paradoxically, they are not expected to
have what is also called 'the sense they were born with'.
In this paper I want to focus on Gramsci's concepts and their relevance to current
debates around ethnomathematics. What are his concepts of 'common sense' and
'good sense' and what distinction does he draw between them?
Gramsci's concepts of 'common sense' and 'good sense'
Common sense
For Gramsci, common sense comprises the 'diffuse, uncoordinated features of a
general form of thought common to a particular period and a particular popular
environment' (Gramsci 1971:330n). It contains 'a healthy nucleus of good sense'
which, he argues, 'deserves to be made more unitary and coherent' (Gramsci
1971:328). Gramsci states that:
Its most fundamental characteristic is that it is a conception which, even in the brain of
one individual, is fragmentary, incoherent and inconsequential, in conformity with the
social and cultural position of those masses whose philosophy it is. At those times when a
homogeneous social group is brought into being, there comes into being also, in
opposition to common sense, a homogeneous - in other words coherent and systematic philosophy. (Gramsci 1971:419)

He emphasises the chaotic and contradictory nature of 'common sense', describing
it as 'a chaotic aggregate of disparate conceptions, and one can find there anything
one likes' (Gramsci 1971:422). It is 'an ambiguous, contradictory and multiform
concept'. Nonetheless, although it is 'crudely neophobe and conservative'
(Gramsci 1971:423), it contains truths.
Gramsci insists that both 'common sense' and 'good sense' are historically and
socially situated: 'Every social stratum has its own 'common sense' and its own
'good sense', which are basically the most widespread conception of life and of
man' (Gramsci 1971:326, n5).
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Good sense
For Gramsci, 'good sense' is exemplified by the 'philosophy of praxis' (a term he
uses throughout the notebooks for Marxism, partly as camouflage to deceive the
prison censor). 'Good sense' is analogous to 'philosophy', in that it is inherently
coherent and critical. As he says, 'Philosophy is criticism and the superseding of
religion and 'common sense'. In this sense it coincides with 'good' as opposed to
`common' sense (Gramsci 1971:326).Good sense is thus an 'intellectual unity and
an ethic in conformity with a conception of reality that has gone beyond common
sense and become, if only within narrow limits, a critical conception' (Gramsci
1971:333). In order for 'common sense' to be renewed, i.e., to become 'good
sense', one must start with
a philosophy which already enjoys, or could enjoy, a certain diffusion, because it is
connected to and implicit in practical life, and elaborating it so that it becomes a renewed
common sense possessing the coherence and sinew of individual philosophies. But this can
only happen if the demands of cultural contact with the 'simple' are continually felt.
(Gramsci1971:330n)

Good sense, for Gramsci, may be created out of common sense through an
educative Marxist politics. This process does not entail 'introducing from scratch a
scientific form of thought into everyone's individual life, but of renovating and
making 'critical' an already existing activity' (Gramsci1971:331). So how do
Gramsci's concepts of 'common sense' and 'good sense' relate to issues in adults'
mathematics education, and in particular, to ethnomathematics?
Ethnomathematics
Ethnomathematics 2 seems to me to offer several parallels to Gramscifs concepts.
Ethnomathematics problematizes dichotomies between different ‘knowledges',
formal and informal, academic and popular, and questions the allocation of power
to preferred forms of knowledge, in ways that find parallels in Gramsci's concepts.
Gramsci's broad conception of culture encompasses mathematics as a cultural
phenomenon, a core conception for ethnomathematicians. Gramsci, crucially,
regarded common sense as something to be worked with and transcended rather
than rejected. This implies an educative process rooted in, and respectful of,
people's lived experience. It is the nature of people's experience in relation to
mathematics that Gillian Thumpston and I sought to explore in our mathematics
life history research, and the exploration of the nature of people's mathematical
experience lies at the heart of the ethnomathematics enterprise.
Thus far, it seems that a Gramscian and an ethnomathematics approach may have
significant elements of congruency, at least in terms of method and approach,
though not necessarily in terms of political purpose. Gramsci was, after all, a
major figure in twentieth century Marxism; I am not suggesting that all
ethnomathematicians share his political perspective and commitment.
Ethnomathematics is a diverse movement, bringing together researchers with
different political perspectives, as is evident in Arthur B.Powell's and Marilyn
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Frankenstein's edited collection, Ethnomathematics (Powell and Frankenstein, eds,
1997). Such diversity is not only historically inevitable in these postmodern times
but probably also essential for the intellectual health of the movement. Instead of a
shared political commitment, it seems to me there is in ethnomathematics a shared
ethical commitment: most ethnomathematicians would presumably echo Ubiratan
D'Ambrosio's humanitarian concern with 'an ethics of respect, solidarity, and
cooperation' (D'Ambrosio 1997:xx).
But there is another problem in assuming congruency between a Gramscian
conception of good sense and common sense and ethnomathematics, and it is a
problem which strikes at the heart of the ethnomathematics project, as I understand
it. This is the question of whether Gramsci's distinction between good sense and
common sense is predicated on an irredeemably hierarchical conception of
knowledge, as Gelsa Knijnik has argued (Knijnik1996).
To an extent, this must remain an open question, since the distinction between
good sense and common sense is not fully worked out in the prison notebooks.
Certainly, it may be interpreted as a distinction between true and counterfeit
knowledge; between order (unified knowledge), and chaos (fragmented
knowledge); between higher and lower forms of knowledge. If so, it would seem
perverse and irrational to prefer the counterfeit to the true, to celebrate people's
inchoate lived experience and practice of mathematics, whether effective and
accurate in mathematical terms or not. In educational terms, such a view of
common sense would imply that it should be rejected in favour of academic rigour.
If ethnomathematics were aligned with common sense conceived in this way, that
would be to relegate ethnomathematics to the status of a non-academic practice and
an anti-science theory, connotations which it already holds for many observers, as
D'Ambrosio points out (D'Ambrosio 1997:xxi). It would also be to align
Gramsci's concept of good sense, in this context, with academic mathematics,
privileging what Gramsci would call the 'traditional intellectual' and the traditional
intellectual's knowledge over the simple.It would be tantamount to accusing
Gramsci of educational conservatism (as Harold Entwistle does in his 1979 book)
and acknowledging that ethnomathematics sacrifices concern about issues of
accuracy and effectiveness in mathematics on the altar of a sentimental relativism.
I believe to make such an alignment would be to misread Gramsci and to distort
ethnomathematics. On the question of misreading Gramsci, as I argue in my book,
Radical Heroes,
Gramsci's distinction between good sense and common sense is both epistemological and
sociological: both a distinction between different forms of knowledge and a distinction
between the 'knowledges' characteristic of different social groups. But the distinctions are
not mutually exclusive in either case. In epistemological terms, common sense includes
elements of good sense. In sociological terms, good sense is not the preserve of an elite,
and common sense is common to us all. (Coben1998:213-4)
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Gramsci problematizes both common sense and good sense. He makes a conceptual
rather than an empirical distinction between common sense and good sense, since
the categories are not mutually exclusive.
On the question of distorting ethnomathematics, I defer to D'Ambrosio (1997:xxxxi) who insists that ethnomathematics is 'an holistic and transdisciplinary view of
knowledge', 'a research program', 'a comparative study of the techniques, modes,
arts, and styles of explaining, understanding, learning about, and coping with the
reality in different natural and cultural environments' and 'an analysis of the
generation of knowledge, of its social organisation, and of its diffusion'. If it is all
these things, then the question is not whether ethnomathematics should be equated
with a Gramscian conception of mathematical 'common sense' but instead how
ethnomathematics might contribute to our understanding of common sense and
good sense and deepen and enrich our conception of mathematics and our
commitment to radical democratic principles of adult mathematics education.
If mathematics life histories research tells us that adults tend to dismiss the
mathematics they can do as 'just common sense', and if ethnomathematics helps us
to engage with adults' chaotic, fragmented 'common sense' in an educational
context, and to understand better the relationship between adult students' - and our
own - 'common sense' and 'good sense', then we have the beginnings of some
fruitful lines of research and practice in adult mathematics education. We have the
possibility of research into 'adult numeracy' that makes better sense of adults'
mathematical strengths as well as their weaknesses and we have the prospect of
more effective and socially and politically sensitive practice in adults' mathematics
education. In terms of the development of a radical, democratic politics of adults
learning mathematics, it seems to make 'good sense' to start with adults' `common
sense'.
Notes
This is an edited version of a paper presented at the first international conference
of Mathematics Education and Society (MEAS1), at Nottingham University, UK,
in September 1998.
1. I explore Gramsci's concepts of 'common sense' and 'good sense' in greater
depth in my book, Radical Heroes (Cohen 1998) and especially in my chapter in a
forthcoming book on Gramsci and education in preparation under the auspices of
the International Gramsci Society (IGS). For details of IGS, contact the
International Gramsci Society, Secretary: Joseph A. Buttigieg, Department of
English, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556, USA.
2. This section draws on a paper I presented at the International Study Group on
the Relations between History and Pedagogy of Mathematics and the International
Study Group on Ethnomathematics Conference in Honor of the 65th Birthday of
Ubiratan D'Ambrosio, in Baltimore, USA, 6 January 1998.
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Teaching mathematics across the undergraduate curriculum:
explanations of successful and failing teaching experiences
Pat Drake
University of Sussex, UK
This paper provides a rationale for a forthcoming research project (anticipated 1998 2000) in which, broadly, it is intended to attempt to define circumstances associated with
successful mathematics teaching and learning at university level, and to examine the
issues from the perspective of those who are teaching mathematics, paying particular
attention to the accounts of non-mathematics specialists.
Mathematics as a core subject or skill permeates the curriculum at undergraduate level,
just as it does in schools and also in vocational further education and training. Thus
there is, or shortly will be an even greater demand for teachers of mathematics to work
with the students who need it to be taught. However, at advanced level in school, and at
undergraduate level in university, fewer people are electing to study mathematics, despite
an overall massification of higher education, suggesting a smaller pool of qualified
mathematicians from which to draw teachers.
At university level, a general crisis exists in terms of the mathematical competence of
apparently three distinct undergraduate populations: students of mathematics; students
in mathematics related courses such as science and technology which require specific
algebraic skills; students in less obviously mathematics related courses such as
psychology which require data handling and interpretative skills.
Experience from other sectors of education suggests that as the need arises, nonspecialist mathematicians are drawn into teaching mathematics, with varying degrees of
enthusiasm. For example during the mid to late 1980s, I was involved in two initiatives
to support non specialist mathematicians teach mathematics: a course of retraining
offered to teachers of subjects not in shortage for them to transfer into mathematics
teaching; the other a project to develop materials to support young people on Youth
Training Schemes and their craft supervisors to deal with 'off-the- job training' in
`numeracy and problem solving'. Both groups of teachers to start with at least were
primarily concerned with their own mastery of the mathematics that they were required
to teach. However, I have since begun to think that many non-specialist mathematics
teachers move beyond this pragmatism, and may be characterized by range of
approaches to and beliefs about successful mathematics teaching. So far as I know,
little attention has been paid to approaches taken by these teachers in the standard
discourse of mathematics educators (through professional associations etc.).
The university where I work as a lecturer in mathematics education, draws
undergraduate students from the South East of England. Students come from local
schools. In 1998 * there are approximately 520 teaching staff and 6,700 undergraduate
Data from University Facts and Figures 1997-8, available from the University Information Office
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students, of whom 572 are studying mathematics, 2,200 mathematics related courses
such as Science or Engineering, and a further 2000 on courses which are likely to require
some level of mathematical competence, i.e. Social Sciences and Business. Using an
overall staff: student ratio of 1:12 as a very rough guide, I suspect there may be as many
as 40-50 specialist teachers of mathematics and up to 350 staff who may teach some
mathematics to meet the needs of students on courses which need particular
mathematical competences.
In Britain since 1980, the undergraduate population has increased approximately tenfold.
We can parallel the massive increase in Higher Education with a decline in the
workforce. Once upon a time not so very long ago, very few would enter university
whereas thousands were streaming out of the factory gates. Now the workplace is likely
to be more solitary, but the examination halls are bursting at the seams (Wolf, 1996). In
this context, university lecturers are faced with bigger classes, more students, a wider
range of ability. Schools on the other hand are preparing more people for higher
education, and fewer for 'everyday life'. Indeed 'everyday life' for many young people is
higher education, and furthermore, a further education in which study of some
mathematics forms an explicit part. Despite this overall expansion, the number of
students choosing to study mathematics at university is relatively falling. Numbers of
post-16 students studying for straight mathematics A-levels, that is double Mathematics
and Physics, are falling too (Fitz-Gibbon and Vincent, 1995).
Criticism of the way mathematics is taught is not new. However, it is now coming from
an extended range of sources. Some mathematicians claim that the mathematics students
at university show:
(1)

Serious lack of technical facility - the ability to undertake numerical and algebraic
calculation with fluency and accuracy;
(ii) Marked decline in analytical powers when faced with simple problems requiring
more than one step;
(iii) Changed perception of what mathematics is - in particular of the essential place
within it of precision and proof.
(Tackling the Mathematics Problem, London Mathematical Society 1995)
There is also criticism of the mathematical understanding and facility with which students
in mathematics-related courses are able to tackle context specific mathematical problems
in their subject studies. Here a major difficulty is expressed by lecturers in mathematics
related subjects such as Economics and Biology, who describe how the disappearance of
specific topics from the school GCSE and A-level syllabuses have serious ramifications
later on. Indeed fears of the lecturers are substantiated by the comments of external
examiners, to the extent that at my university the University Academic Audit Committee
in 1997 required a full cross-campus 'assessment of the problems stemming from the
deficiencies in mathematical knowledge and abilities of students admitted to programmes
in science and all data handling disciplines'. It does seem likely that in the face of the
apparent extent and breadth of the problems that what is seen as appropriate
mathematical knowledge will vary from context to context. Algebra has already been
documented as poorly understood or applied in the context of Science, but it is unlikely
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that this problem will be as significant in for instance Psychology as the ability to
interpret data and construct appropriate inference or argument.
The construction of a curriculum, be this at school, in the context of workplace learning,
or at a university of college, reflects the desires and aspirations of the society , as well as
shaping them. A full discussion of curriculum and culture is outside the scope of this
paper at this stage. Here it is enough to draw attention to one specific point. In England
and Wales we have adopted the rhetoric of what has been called a commonor entitlement
curriculum (see for example Lawton 1989) which reflects the notion that there are
different aspects of human experience to be promoted in schools (scientific, aesthetic,
logical, etc.). Following a series of recommendations by Sir Ron Dearing into postcompulsory education, all students thereafter, with the exception of those doing A-levels,
are now required to do some mathematics post-16 on their GNVQ or NVQ
programmes. A-level students intending to enter university are likely to have achieved
Grade C at GCSE . . It would seem that whatever mathematics is being studied in
schools and colleges, by all students at all levels, it is the wrong mathematics.
During my career I have worked with a number of groups of non-specialist mathematics
teachers. When I was a school teacher, I worked with teachers of other subjects so that
they could come in and support the mathematics teaching in the school. Later on in
another job, I worked with YTS supervisors who had to teach mathematics as a core
skill in the training offered to trainees (Drake, 1991). My master's dissertation
documents the changing attitudes to mathematics exhibited by a small group of teachers
who were retrained over the course of a year from being teachers of other subjects
(Drake 1989). More recently, at a workshop in Zimbabwe I led a SWOT (strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis with a group of Teachers College lecturers.
All the lecturers were preparing teachers for working in primary schools in Zimbabwe,
and all teachers in primary schools in Zimbabwe teach all subjects in the curriculum.
Some of the lecturers were specialist mathematicians, the majority though taught mainly
other subjects. Table 1 sets out the responses to these non-specialists when asked to
consider their teaching of mathematics in the context of their own subject area.
Both groups of teachers commented positively about coming to teach mathematics from
the stance of a non-specialist mathematician. The Zimbabwean group in particular can be
seen to offset interest in learners, wide general experience of teaching, a range of
contexts from which to draw examples and the increased confidence that comes from
maturity, against possible lack of knowledge, or poor experience themselves as learners.
The group of retrained teachers were emphatic that study of mathematics itself rekindled interest in teaching at a mid-stage of their careers.
The theme of ALMS was 'Maths as part of lifelong learning'. This study will explore
teachers as lifelong learners of mathematics. The purpose of project is to begin to
compile a portfolio of circumstances when mathematics is taught and learned
successfully, from the perspectives of both teachers and learners. Of particular interest
are the perspectives brought by enthusiastic non-specialist teachers of mathematics,
especially those teaching in courses such as Engineering or Psychology, and the research
Although this is not a requirement for all degree programmes everywhere.
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questions are framed to probe how these teachers integrate their own teaching to their
learning of mathematics.
A baseline survey will establish who teaches mathematics to undergraduates in the
university on which courses it is required, and how it is provided. Then the project will
investigate what draws non-specialist mathematicians into this domain. Are nonspecialist teachers be characterized in any way, for example by their enthusiasm for
teaching per se, or their attitude to mathematics, or indeed by their views as to what
mathematics actually is? Do non-specialist teachers of mathematics have noteworthy
experiences of learning mathematics? Are non-specialist mathematics teachers
particularly aware of the difficulties faced by learners? Have they had to adapt to
changes in career direction?
How do teachers of mathematics describe successful teaching experience? Is successful
teaching experience: defined by learning dependent on the nature of the mathematical
ideas to be taught; dependent upon the teacher's ability to choose appropriate problems;
determined through opportunities for verbalizing between teacher and learners;
dependent on the teacher being able to choose appropriate and meaningful context and
purpose for the mathematical activity; dependent on the teachers recognition of learners
difficulties and their willingness and/or confidence to engage in mathematical discussion
about these; connected with initial recognition by teacher or learner of shared
culture/gender/ethnicity?
To what extent are difficulties in teaching mathematics related to pragmatic
considerations such as the time available to teach it in, the need to 'cover' a particular
syllabus, size of teaching group, etc.; related to previous poor experience of teaching;
related to previous
poor experience of learning mathematics on the part of the teacher; related to
insufficient mathematical knowledge or skill; related to insufficient knowledge of the
context within which the mathematics is required or to be applied; related to insecurity
in pedagogy, for instance teaching 'mixed ability groups', or inadequacy of curriculum
resources?
The project field work is scheduled to be conducted during the academic year 1998-9,
and I hope to report again to ALM as the work progresses.
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Table 1: Responses of college lecturers considering the teaching of mathematics in the
context of their own subject.
Domain

Barriers to teaching
mathematics

Strengths with respect to
teaching mathematics

Mathematical knowledge

Insufficient maths skills;
technical jargon; poor
assimilation of formulas; poor at
calculations; poor methodology;
slowness at solving problems;
statistics.

Good knowledge of general
methods; plenty of contextual
references from which to draw
real examples, e.g. practical
skills, e.g. economics, home
economics, budgeting;
agricultural projects; population
studies; maths in real life;
estimation: time, distance,
speed; counting money,
livestock.

Perceptions of mathematics as a
discipline in school

Lack of interest; fear of figures,
symbols and formulae;
semantics.

basic maths skills; wide
experience of seeing maths
teaching; supervision of maths
lessons; monitoring of projects;
interaction with teachers of
maths; own children's
homework.

Commitment to their own
subject

Pressure of exams; avoid
teaching sections of the syllabus.

basic teaching skills; interest in
children; expressive language
for comparisons and
quantification; ordinary
conversation; free access to
schools; collaboration with
maths teachers especially in
geography; opportunities for retraining.

Previous experience of
mathematics learning

Bad experiences in school e.g.
failure; improper use of terms;
attitudes of maths teachers;
inability to reason
mathematically; failure to work
out problems in maths

Confidence in personal
suitability

Negative attitudes; less
adaptable because of age; lack of
relevant training; far removed
from the classroom; less
qualified; fear of being
challenged by more
knowledgeable students.
Source: Teachers' College Workshop, Zimbabwe, February 1997.

Resourceful and experienced
individuals; maths teachers
attitudes can be taken as a
challenge; good background on
which to build; confident when
maths demystified.
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Parents as Resources for Mathematical Instruction'
Marta Civil
The University of Arizona (USA)

Abstract
This paper addresses one component of a research project that aims at the
development of mathematics instructional innovations in classrooms composed of
predominantly minority working-class students. Our goal is to develop teaching
innovations in mathematics that capitalize on students' (and their families') knowledge
and experiences from everyday life. In this paper, I focus on the work with parents in
this project. This work takes three different avenues: a) ethnographic household visits
to some of their students' homes. Our premise is that the students' households and
community can provide strategic resources for classroom practice; b) regular
mathematical workshops with a core group of working class, immigrant, Spanish
speaking mothers. Through these workshops, we explore these women's ideas about
and understanding of mathematics, while maintaining a two-way dialogue to better
inform our work with their children; c) interviews to uncover the uses of mathematics
in some typical occupations in this community (e.g., construction worker, carpenter,
seamstress). Analysis of these interviews should provide us with insight into
curricular connections between in-school and out-of-school mathematics, as well as
into our work with parents as adult learners of mathematics.

Background
Our current research project BRIDGE (Linking home and school: A bridge to the
many faces of mathematics) builds on a prior project, the Funds of Knowledge for
Teaching (Moll, Amanti, Neff; & Gonzâlez, 1992). One of the main components of
that project are teachers' ethnographic household visits. Teachers visit the home of
some of their students to learn about the funds of knowledge in these households.
Funds of Knowledge are "the essential bodies of knowledge and information that
households use to survive, to get ahead, or to thrive" (Moll,
&
Greenberg, et al.,1990: 2). Questionnaires on the family structure, parental attitudes
towards child-rearing, labor history, household activities are used to provide some
structure to these home visits.
By going into the households we try to learn about the particular circumstances of the
families and students with whom we work. Thus, rather than guiding ourselves by
general cultural definitions of, for example, Mexican-Americans, we take a dynamic
approach to culture as meaning the lived experiences of our students and their
This research is supported under the Educational Research and Development Centers Program, PR/Award
Number R306A60001, as administered by the OERI (U.S. Department of Education). The views expressed
here are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of OERI.
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families. There are wide differences between, for example, recent Mexican
immigrants whose children were born in Mexico and may have been here for two or
three years, maybe less, and families who have been here for one generation or more.
The home visits allow us to go beyond the often simplistic and stereotyping
characterization of a certain group (in this case "Mexican-Americans") that looks at
what can easily be seen, such as type of food, folklore, way to dress, and ignores
more hidden aspects. Martha Floyd-Tenery, a teacher/researcher who participated in
the Funds of Knowledge for Teaching Project writes:
The ethnographic research process causes teachers to become more aware of the
multidimensionality of students' lives. A student may be a caretaker, friend, musician,
champion Nintendo player, and family interpreter. Such information acquired through
home visits can prevent teachers from jumping to erroneous conclusions regarding
their students (Floyd-Tenery 1995:11).
This qualitative study of households has consistently documented a wealth of
resources and knowledge in these working-class, minority families. For example, this
household knowledge ranges over themes such as farming, construction, use of herbs
for medicinal purposes, mining, repair, budgeting, cooking, sewing, etc. Furthermore,
another aspect that the project was interested in documenting is how is this
knowledge used by the families. How do families develop social networks and how
does this networking help these households get ahead? Of interest to us, from a
teaching point of view, is the children's level of participation in the household
activities.
In school, we seldom build on the knowledge and experiences that working-class,
minority students have. Building on that knowledge (and the families' knowledge)
was one of the premises behind The Funds of Knowledge for Teaching project. For
example, a teacher finding out about her students' families knowledge about
construction led her to developing a comprehensive learning module around this
theme, in which she not only integrated the different school subjects, but actively
involved some parents and community members who eagerly came to share their
expertise (Civil, 1993).
Bringing in the Mathematics
The current project, BRIDGE, has as a main focus the teaching and learning of
mathematics. It builds on the prior project, but also on research on the social
construction of mathematics in the classroom (Ernest, 1998; Lampert, 1990) and on
studies on everyday mathematics and on the gap between in-school and out-of-school
learning (Abreu, 1995; Lave, 1988; Nunes, Schliemann, & Carraher, 1993).
Furthermore, for our work with the parents we have found research on adult
education, particularly that grounded on critical pedagogy, particularly useful (Benn,
1997; Frankenstein, 1989; Frankenstein & Powell, 1994; Harris, 1991; Knijnik,
1996)
Over the years of my working with prospective elementary teachers, I became
intrigued by the fact that the "more successful" were less likely to make use of
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"informal" methods, everyday type reasoning, and would rather use a formula,
algebra, school-like methods. The "less successful" were often trying to make sense
of the problems, making connections to everyday life. Abreu's (1995) study on the
relationship between home mathematics (sugarcane farming) and school mathematics
among children in the North East of Brazil, resonates with my own experience with
prospective teachers. I was particularly struck by her observation that the students
who were more engaged with home mathematics often were more unsuccessful at
school mathematics; and among those more successful at school mathematics often
were students less engaged in home mathematics. How are students perceiving these
two forms of mathematics? Are these different forms of mathematics given different
value?
These questions are grounded on our primary interest in the project--children's
learning of mathematics. However, as we tried to gain a better understanding of the
effect of household knowledge and experiences on the mathematical learning of these
children, we realized that household visits were only one aspect, almost like a
beginning. We decided to add two components to our work with parents:
-Regular mathematics workshops with a core group of parents. So far these
workshops have been mostly with a group of working class, immigrant, Spanish
speaking women.
-More focused interviews trying to uncover the uses of mathematics and the
mathematical potential in the occupations of some of the students' parents. This is
what we have called occupational interviews.
I will describe these two components next.

Workshops
Our aim through these workshops is the development of a core group of parents to
engage in a two-way dialogue about the teaching and learning of mathematics. This
concept of a two-way dialogue is crucial to our work: on one hand, these workshops
are aimed at enhancing the participants' understanding of mathematics. On the other
hand, we want to learn about their ideas about mathematics, its teaching and its
learning, as well as about their everyday uses of mathematics. This group of women
is very diverse in terms of years of formal education, ranging from two or three years
at the elementary level, to high school. Our workshops have engaged them in
geometric explorations (including some work on Logo), strategy and topological
games, and fractions. Our approach in these workshops is very similar to what we do
in professional development sessions for teachers. Thus, we select reform-based
activities and have them work in small groups, constantly encouraging them to come
up with their own approaches. This provides a very rich environment for us to learn
about their thinking about mathematics.
The discussions have shown a mixture of wanting to do things the way they were
taught (although sometimes they only remember part of the procedure) and a
common sense, practical approach (as in the case of trying to go from a recipe for
eight people to one for four people, where one of the proposals was to bake the one
for eight and either freeze the leftovers or give them away). All throughout, these
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discussions have shown an eagerness to investigate, to learn. For many of them, the
approach is different from what they experienced in their own schooling--a traditional
approach in which they were shown (told) how to do things. Thus, a question that
we have is how do these women appreciate an open-ended approach in which closure
(in a traditional sense) is not necessarily reached at the end of each individual
workshop? Another question we have is should we be looking at fractions from the
school mathematics point of view in these parents' workshops? We want to do this
because one of our goals (and one of the reasons why these women expressed an
interest in participating) is for them to be able to help their children at home with
school mathematics. However, we wonder about how to bring in school mathematics
in ways that make it relevant to these adults, not "only" as mothers, but as learners
themselves.
We want for these parents to be seen as intellectual resources in that not only they
participate in the discussions but then they go to classrooms to teach what they are
learning in these workshops. This is a different kind of parental involvement from
what many minority, working-class parents usually experience (e.g., monitoring of
cafeteria, organizing papers for a teacher, cutting things for an arts activity, ...).
Not only are we learning about these women's ideas about mathematics, but about
their uses in their everyday life. For example, in one session we had the opportunity
to listen to a woman describe a step by step procedure of how to make a dress. She
used the teacher as her model and walked us through the whole process.
Throughout, the other women in the group shared their knowledge of sewing,
exchanging "tricks" and asking each other how to do certain things. In a very
collegial atmosphere, comments about the mathematics they saw in sewing, as well as
comments about their own experiences as learners of mathematics were naturally
shared. From my point of view, there was a richness in mathematical content in the
whole process of making the dress (e.g., her technique to draw a quarter of a circle;
her use of symmetry all throughout; a possible arena for exploration of theorem of
Pythagoras). At this point, this was mostly an exercise for me as I attempted to
uncover the mathematics in the making of the pattern for a dress. And this is not an
easy exercise. My lack of familiarity with sewing and my formal training in
mathematics did not seem to mesh together well for me. It reminded me of Fasheh's
(1991) account of his relationship to mathematics versus his mother's relationship to
mathematics, "In 1976 it struck me that the math she was using was beyond my
comprehension. (...) Mathematics was integrated into her world as it never was into
mine" (Fasheh 1991: 59).
A question that these workshops raise for me is what should we do as these parents
tell us about their everyday practices and their uses of mathematics? This relates to
the issue of sensitivity that Benn (1997) points out when using contexts from these
adults everyday practices. Do we want to use these contexts as starting points on
which to ground our discussion of academic mathematics? For example, what are the
implications of noticing that a seamstress makes a quarter of a circle by holding her
measuring tape fixed at one corner of her rectangle (the center) and marking points 25
cm from that point, then joining them to get her quarter circle?
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Drawing an quarter of a circle
It certainly shows the circle as the geometric locus of points equidistant from a given
point. But how can we use her knowledge to inform us for school mathematics?
I did not really discuss the embedded mathematics (from my point of view) with the
seamstress (Vithal & Skovsmose, 1997). Yet, this seems like it could be a next step.
Or do I first need to get a better understanding of what are these mathematics? In a
sense, this was one of the motivations behind the occupational interviews
Occupational Interviews
We have only recently began work in this area. To this date we have interviewed a
seamstress (different from the one I referred to earlier), a mechanic, a the layer, a
designer, and a construction worker. The analysis of these interviews is still ongoing.
For the seamstress we analyzed her practice in terms of mathematical content (e.g.,
angles; from 2D to 3D and vice versa; area; estimation) and dispositions (e.g.,
persistence; enjoyment of challenge) (see Gonzaftlez, Civil, Andrade, & Fonseca, 1997
for a description). For the mechanic, we highlighted issues of measurement, use of
the two systems (metric and "English"), number theory situations (in terms of
multiples in the context of revolutions, gears, ...). We are also working on
characterizing his problem solving approach We came up with a list of mathematical
questions that we would like to ask him. For example, in his talk sometimes he used
units, sometimes he didn't; he seemed to be very comfortable with all kinds of
numbers; at one point he said "point six", at another "zero point six zero." We would
like to probe into some of this. However, we need to find a way to do it in context
and in a non threatening manner.
Through these interviews we are also learning about these parents' values about their
"own" mathematics and about their expectations for their children. Generally
speaking, these parents appear to be very confident about their knowledge of their
practice, but they seem to dismiss this knowledge as if there was nothing to it.
Conclusion
The three avenues we are using to interact with parents (household visits; workshops;
occupational interviews) give us information on their everyday practices and
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experiences. This information is crucial to our efforts to bridge in-school and out-ofschool mathematics. In the pedagogical transformation of this household and
everyday knowledge, we are forced to re-examine what we count as mathematics. In
this process, we are faced with Milh-oy's (1992) paradox of whether we can see
mathematics that may look very different from the kind of mathematics that we
learned in classrooms.
At this point in our work, the workshops and the occupational interviews raise several
questions for us. How can we develop a truthful collaboration in which all parties
come both as learners and as resources? What should the mathematical content of the
workshops be? How can we assess the impact (affective, cognitive) of these
workshops? What should we do to follow up the occupational interviews? Of course,
for some of these questions, we have partial answers. But this is an evolving process.
We are constantly revising and rethinking our approach.
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Building Maths Bridges
Current issues in mathematics learning and teaching for adults:
an international perspective
Internet Conference between Bridging Mathematics Network Conference in
Toowoomba, Australia
and the Adults Learning Mathematics Conference in
Utrecht, The Netherlands

Janet Taylor, Marilyn Dorman and Joan Mohr,
University of Southern Queensland, Australia
Abstract:

Adults Learning Mathematics Conference in Utrecht, The Netherlands and the
Bridging Mathematics Network Conference in Toowoomba, Australia share similar
goals and interests. To facilitate exchange of ideas and build bridges between the
two groups a real time Internet linkup was conducted.
Two speakers at each conference site introduced discussion topics on Access to
Mathematics (Glen Postle - Australia), Empowerment (Iddo Gal - Israel), Climate
of the Classroom (Moira Statham - New Zealand) and Adult Maths and Everyday
Life (Jeff Evans - United Kingdom). Exchange of ideas and discussion followed
each topic and are summarised.
The linkup was facilitated by Janet Taylor in Australia and Mieke van Groenestijn in
The Netherlands.
Chairs :
Janet Taylor in Australia
Roseanne Benn in The Netherlands
Presenters:
Glen Postle (University of Southern Queensland, Australia)
Access to Mathematics - design issues
A key task for those who prepare access/bridging maths programs for "alternative
entry" students to tertiary programs is to base the design of such programs on the
promotion of "novice to expert" performance. This is not an easy task for it requires
the designers of such programs to work closely with faculty "experts" (first year
maths teachers) to determine optimal mental models and associated organisation of
the knowledge base expected in foundation maths programs. It also requires that
course designers seek the input of these "experts" to assist in the identification of the
Proceedings ALM-5, July 1998, 223-228
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"novice knowledge base" of these access students. Successful programs are those
where access personnel and faculty members work together on these tasks and derive
programs which are developmental and address the novice to expert continuum.
Where such collaboration is absent, the result is more likely to be programs that are
marginalised from mainstream courses and viewed merely as "content top-up"
programs.
Iddo Gal (University of Haifa, Israel)
Empowerment and Numeracy Development: Research challenges
Empowerment is a multi-faceted construct that has emerged in recent years in several
disciplines and appears to be a promising framework for thinking about mathematics
education in general and about adult numeracy education in particular. The
empowerment construct is complex as it has multiple meanings: an ideology, a
characterisation of desired goal states of diverse learners, change processes in
learners, and the educational practices or interventions that can bring about desired
changes. Likewise, mathematics education for adults (which in some cases is
subsumed under the term "adult numeracy education") involves diverse types of
learners with diverse backgrounds and goals who participate in a wide range of
different flavours of mathematics education.

This talk will discuss key premises, concepts, and dilemmas associated with
empowerment in the context of mathematics education and specifically adult
numeracy education, in light of overarching goals of lifelong learning and the need to
develop autonomy, participation, and effective functioning of citizens. Among the
issues discussed will be the nature of numerate behaviour and its reliance on
knowledge bases from mathematics but also literacy, the need to attend not only to
the cognitive but also to the dispositional and affective aspects of numerate,
empowered individuals, as well as the need to broaden the current thinking about the
goals of mathematics education for adults if an empowerment perspective is adopted.
Implications of the empowerment perspective will be presented for research and
evaluation efforts, regarding both the need to focus on empowerment processes and
outcomes among learners (but also among teachers) as well as the need to employ
research approaches or designs that can foster empowerment of all stakeholders.
Implications for instructional practices, teacher training, and assessment will also be
briefly raised.
Moira Statham (University of Auckland, New Zealand)
The Climate of the Mathematics Classroom
The University of Auckland, New Zealand offers a year-long, pre-degree course, the
Wellesley Programme, to students who can claim to have been educationally
disadvantaged. One of the criteria for admission is that the student should be at least
two years out of school, which makes the majority of them 'adults'. The programme
aims to prepare students for tertiary study, and mathematics is one of the two
compulsory subjects. The students are from a diverse range of backgrounds and have
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varied experiences from mathematics classrooms. Nearly all are anxious about 'doing'
mathematics and need to build up confidence in their own ability to tackle the subject
again, with their added life experience seen as a positive contribution. In this skillsbased programme, the role of the tutor goes beyond teaching the mathematical skills
needed for tertiary study. Individual attention, pastoral care, and concern are all part
of the service to provide a pathway to success.
The classroom should be
• be non-threatening, and yet challenging.
• provide security and build confidence.
• allow the build up of trust between student and tutor so that no-one is too shy to
ask for help.
• develop a climate where students from widely different backgrounds and
experiences can interact and collaborate.
• treat students as individuals, yet make them feel that they are integrated into the
university system and are not marginalised in any way.
• it should be encouraging, and yet place responsibility on the student for his or her
learning

Jeff Evans (Middlesex University, United Kingdom)
Adult Maths and everyday life: building bridges.
What kind of maths should we teach in order to enable adults to function satisfactorily
in their work and everyday lives? A typical adult has a life/lives based on activities
that are relatively fully developed and in which s/he is relatively fully involved
(compared with a typical child). But in the usual A.B.E. or college pre-calculus
course, there will be much variation in the relevant activities that different students are
involved in. And further for each student there will be much variation in their
activities over their lifetime. Thus, in order to empower our students the mathematics
taught must be *flexible, *powerful, and *critical.
In offering some ideas as to how to proceed I shall describe an approach that builds
on but moves beyond, both traditional learning transfer theories and situated
cognition. For the curriculum, it aims to locate and to describe a shared discourse
such as "critical citizenship"; in pedagogy, it aims to emphasise "transfer of strategies"
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Summary of Discussions
Prepared by Marilyn Dorman and Joan Mohr, University of Southern
Queensland

The session began with a welcome to the participants from both conferences, and an
introduction of the two chairpersons. Each presenter had two minutes for their
presentation, followed by questions from the audiences in both locations.
Glen Postle: Access to mathematics — design issues.

Glen described the USQ Tertiary Preparation Program which provides mature age
students pre-tertiary access to fee-paying students as well as to large groups of
students who meet the DEETYA 'disadvantaged' criteria — e.g. remote locations, no
previous access to tertiary study, indigenous, persons in prisons etc. He described the
TPP program as one of the largest in Australia, with more than 500 enrollments this
year. Glen referred to recent studies conducted by staff within the TPP program,
aimed at clarifying the mathematics/numeracy expectations of USQ faculty staff, and
further commented on the importance of both declarative and procedural knowledge
for students. He noted that the emphasis should not be on content 'top-up' but rather
on an integrated foundation which encourages mathematical thinking. In support of
this perspective he referred to Laurillard's focus on 'authentic assessment'.
Question: Which academic departments were researched in the TPP (Taylor,
Gaiiigan, van Vuuren) study?
Answer: All first year units being offered by all departments/faculties of USQ.
Reference was made to a similar study at the University of Manchester which also
emphasised the value of thinking skills rather than just technical competence.

Glen added that at USQ there was also an attempt to get the TPP program and
Foundation Mathematics (an undergraduate unit) to integrate more, using the analogy
of the 'mathematical journey' from novice to expert. (ref Novex Analysis)
Question: What other aspects of the design process should be considered?
Answer: Designers should adopt a cognitivist perspective to maximise learning
outcomes.
Question: Should instructional designers working on mathematics units/courses have
a background in mathematics?
Answer: Not necessarily, although it is helpful if they are sensitive to the key issues
when working with the content expert.
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Iddo Gal: Empowerment and Numeracy development: Research challenges.

Iddo highlighted the need to explore the mathematics potential in everyday situations
— to look for 'authentic situations' for learning maths and facilitating empowerment in
the learner. Such an approach encourages participation in public discourse, and
decision-making in interpreting and solving problems. He said it was not enough to
focus heavily on the cognitive side of learning maths. There is a need to employ
research approaches or designs that can foster empowerment of all stakeholders,
including learners and teachers.
Question: On the issue of empowerment, how significant is gender influence?
Answer: Empowerment relates more to creating a broader perspective of control
over their [students] environment.
Question: What measure do you have, if any of empowerment? Students may feel
okay at the bridging level, but does that continue to the higher levels, and are we
measuring the right things?
Answer: Basically, we need to develop some resiliency in students to help them to
cope with new situations. The concept of empowerment may mean different things in
different cultures — perhaps we should have a competency in empowerment!

Moira Statham: The Climate of the Mathematics Classroom.

The mathematics classroom should:
• Be non-threatening yet challenging.
• Provide security and build confidence.
• Allow the build-up of trust between student and tutor so that students are willing
to ask for help.
• Develop an environment where students from different backgrounds and
experiences can interact and collaborate.
• Treat students as individuals, yet make them feel that they are integrated into the
university system and not marginalised in any way.
• Be encouraging, yet place responsibility of the students for their own learning.
Location, liaison, and language are key elements. Students should be helped to feel
secure, to draw on their own life experiences, and to develop confidence through
early successes. Teachers should use language which relates to students' own
language — use familiar words, but clarify their specific use in the mathematics
environment.
Question: What professional routes do students in the Wellesley (pre-degree)
Program have?
Answer: They move through level by level, depending on their planned further
studies — it is compulsory for lots of students.
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On the issue of support for students, Moira explained that support levels might differ
according to the level students were at, and their individual need. This included
`second choice' students. A purpose-built classroom would be a welcome addition.
In response to an observation that students were often taught procedures, without
teaching thinking skills also, Moira observed that one strategy was to encourage
collaborative problem-solving, where students often work together.
Jeff Evans: Adult Maths and Everyday Life: Building Bridges

The focus of Jeff Evans' address was the challenge for teachers to develop an
approach to maths teaching which would establish a relevance in everyday life — that
is, to build a bridge between theory and practice. He raised the issue of facilitating
transfer of learning from one situation to another, referring to points made by both
Glen and Moira. Jeff observed that learning in a new context is highly specific to that
situation, and so transfer [of knowledge/skills], may be difficult.
Jeff emphasised that the mathematics being taught should be flexible, powerful, and
critical. A means of achieving this was through a 'shared discourse' — emphasising
social interaction. Emphasis should also be placed on individual construction and
reasoning, as well as on good teaching. Emphasis should be on 'transfer of strategies'
rather than 'transfer of algorithms'.
Question: The learning of content, and teaching students how to learn ... it is
impossible to teach both at the one time
ditnAtit),Lakulating uAaratly %What o. Dt-uckiit takca away with
them, not only because of the learning environment, but also because of the other
aspects they bring with them. A suggestion is to focus on one or the other, and
measure the outcomes.
Question: But we can't explain why it [transfer of knowledge] doesn't happen?
Answer: We need to be careful about what images are invoked when trying to use
transfer. We don't always draw on the metacognitive processes when teaching maths.
Not many teachers talk about how wonderful maths is.
Comment: On this point, reference was made to the work by Linda Galligan on
metacognition with distance education students.
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Mathematics for Lifelong Learning
A summary of a plenary discussion around emerging themes at the conference
Sylvia Johnson
Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield, UK

The theme of the conference was:
What kinds of mathematics should we teach in order to enable adults to manage
their own lives and to function optimally in work or social contexts?

Mathematicians do not do mathematics in an elegant, logical ordered fashion. They
explore, try out strategies and evaluate their progress in an ongoing way. Their
knowledge and skills within the mathematical context enable them to retain control of
their actions to reach solutions. There is an analogy to be made with adult basic
mathematics. Here learners manage mathematical situations through their own control
of the context. Solutions emerge that are consistent with the context. Their workings
are not necessarily logical, nor elegant.
A curriculum for adult learners of mathematics must allow and encourage such ways
of working, of managing the situation, of exploring the mathematics. Those curricula
that focus upon atomised skills and techniques may not help adult learners who can
become dis-empowered by losing control of the context, by not having a situation
with which they can identify and therefore explore meaningfully.
Adult learners need to learn how to learn mathematics. This is just as important as
learning the mathematics per se. This should be an integral part of the learning
process. That is not to say that adults should not learn skills and techniques, but that
they need to understand how such skills and techniques contribute to their personal
goals and needs.
It is important that we hold multiple perspectives towards the various goals for adults
in learning mathematics and not jump overboard for a particular view of that may
simply be a passing fad. Different contributors advocated a variety of approaches to
helping students learn how to learn:
• Explicit discussion by students of ways of learning and doing mathematics,
• Self identification of positive learning strategies
• Focussed analysis of the similarities and differences in contexts to facilitate
appropriate transfer of knowledge and understanding
• The introduction of explicit study skills techniques within the mathematics
curriculum
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Are we in adult education spending too long re-inventing the wheel? Those involved
in adult learning may have much to gain from links with those working in schools with
young learners. There is a significant overlap of interests and materials available for
school pupils can easily be adapted to meet the needs of adult learners. Some teaching
traditions in schools are ones that adult educators could usefully adopt, particularly
those in Higher Education.
How important are teachers, and what are their functions?
Teaching and learning is a human activity. Other resources support that activity but
cannot replace it. If resources take over, then there is a strong danger that
mathematics becomes dehumanised. Mathematics learning is an emotional as well as a
cognitive activity. This is particularly true for adult learners who may have
experienced failure as younger pupils. It is useful to adopt Vygotsky's notion of the
Zone of proximal Development and the role of teachers in scaffolding learning within
the affective domain s well as the cognitive domain.
Whilst embracing the opportunities afforded by new technologies, technology based
teaching of itself does not address the needs of adult learners. This is well
documented in many countries.
An important and key function of the teacher is that of motivator. Again this is well
acknowledged in a general sense but we have perhaps failed to articulate how this
function works. More generally, it is important for adult learning that we teachers
articulate what it is that we do and find ways of describing that in a holistic rather
than a 'bitty' competence based manner.
Mathematics learning does not just take place in educational institutions and contexts.
Frequently it takes place in workplace or in the social contexts in which people
engage. What then are the function of other adults and mentors in the contexts? What
do they do to motivate and support learning?
By better describing what it is that adult educators do, we can enhance the quality of
in-service education for adult education tutors, many of whom are part-time and low
paid. Ultimately the effectiveness of adult learning in mathematics is dependent upon
the quality of those tutors. What skills do they need and how do they use them are
questions we must explore in more detail.
For those of us engaged in adult learning, there is a continual self-improvement drive.
This focuses on our own roles as learners — how can we become better teachers,
better tutors, better mathematicians. In one sense the forum is unique in drawing
together those from the different worlds of adult education, vocational training,
teaching and mathematics, from those working in basic education through to those
working at university level. A challenge for ALM is to find effective ways of sharing
our professional and intellectual practices, skills and knowledge in ways that enhance
mathematical learning for all adults at every level.
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Political, ideological and theoretical dimensions.
ALM does not operate in a vacuum. Throughout the world there is an increasing
emphasis on the notion of lifelong learning. Many political ideologies label this as part
of the democratisation process. Is this what lifelong learning is for ? Or, is it simply
for individual fulfilment? Or, is it to support a changing demand on the workforce and
to meet a need for economic growth?

We might choose to challenge the simplistic equation of
Qualifications demand — qualifications gained = qualifications need
Is there a genuine need for adults to acquire mathematical qualifications or is this
simply a construct of governments keen to promote learning activity as a diversion
from the shortage of employment?
Lifelong learning can be seen as part of an atomising political discourse. It can be
argued that by deconstructing mathematics into individual skills and techniques, and
by defining the individual tasks of a teacher, mathematics is demystified, teaching is
demystified and bits of both the subject and the teaching role can be adopted by the
majority. After all, the employment of non-specialists is significantly cheaper than that
of knowledgeable experienced specialists. Also, the learning of the particular skills
and techniques needed for a particular employment are much easier to achieve that
some level of learning how to work mathematically in a variety of different contexts.
As an International Group we must challenge the current worldwide domination of
atomisation and decontextualisation of mathematical skills so that they can be
delivered, assessed and monitored by anyone. This simplification of mathematics and
the processes of learning and teaching mathematics is one that we strongly condemn.
( Many thanks to those who chaired individual sessions and prepared notes for this
summary, and to those who contributed so fully during the plenary session)
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